25 October 2013

Mr Mick Geentleman MLLA
Chair
Standing Co
ommittee on
n Planning, En
nvironment and Territory and Municcipal Servicess
via email: co
ommittees@
@parliament..act.gov.au

Dear Mr Geentleman

ACT Parrliamentt – Inquirry into V
Vulnerab
ble Road Users
This document is the su
ubmission fro
om the Amy Gillett Found
dation (AGF) to the Standding Committtee on
Planning, En
nvironment and
a Territoryy and Municcipal Servicess in response
e to the invitaation for sub
bmissions to
the Inquiry into Vulneraable Road Ussers.
We congrattulate the AC
CT Assembly’’s leadershipp in undertakking this Inqu
uiry. Our subbmission dire
ectly
responds to
o the Terms of
o Reference
e as agreed t o on 9 May 2013
2
by the Legislative A
Assembly.
The AGF is a national ch
harity with on
ne purpose – to reduce the
t incidence
e of death annd serious in
njury of
bicycle riders. The AGF’s Manifesto for
f safer bikke riding in Australia sets out the key actions thatt need to be
taken to creeate a safe cyycling enviro
onment whilee maintainin
ng an efficien
nt road netw
work for all ro
oad users.
One of the kkey actions from
f
the AGF Manifesto is to Work 2gether.
2
We welcome
w
en gagement on issues
related to b
bike rider saffety and enco
ourage Comm
mittee members and staff to contactt us directly if
i additional
information
n is required.. The AGF Manifesto is atttached as Appendix
A
A and we invitee the Committtee to
review the d
document ass part of thiss submission .
We note yo
our letter of 9 August 201
13 inviting Drr Marilyn Joh
hnson (Mona
ash Universitty) to make a written
submission to this Inquiiry. Dr Johnson has contrributed substtantially to this submissioon in her cap
pacity as
the Researcch and Policyy Manager att the AGF.
We are available to pressent to the Committee
C
inn person as a witness to this importaant Inquiry.
Yours sincerely

Tracey Gaud
dry
Chief Execu
utive Officer
Everyone haas the right to
t ride in saffety for workk, sport and play
p
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Executive summary – ACT Parliamentary Inquiry into Vulnerable Road Users
The Amy Gillett Foundation is a national charity and our mission is safe cycling in Australia.
In our submission to the ACT Legislative Assembly’s Inquiry into Vulnerable Road Users, we have focused on
the actions needed to improve the safety of bicycle riders1, while recognising that some of our
recommendations are likely to contribute to a safer road environment for all road users.
We have structured our submission using the Safe System approach which underpins road safety in
Australia, using the four principles of: Safe people and safe behaviour; Safe speeds, Safe roads and
roadsides, and; Safe vehicles. Within this structure we have addressed the four Terms of Reference of this
Inquiry.
We consider that a legislated minimum overtaking distance is the most critical action that can be taken to
improve bike rider safety. Given the importance of this action, we have included a comprehensive
reference document Minimum overtaking distance: AGF position, rationale and the evidence as part of this
submission.
Beyond a legislated minimum overtaking distance there are a range of urgent actions that need to be taken
to create a safer cycling environment. The AGF has documented these actions in the Manifesto for safer
bicycle riding in Australia and we have also included this document as part of this submission.
The submission provides a detailed discussion of the issues related to creating a safer cycling environment
in the ACT and each section includes recommendations on how to achieve these safety improvements. The
recommendations are listed here and we refer the Committee to the full document for details on the
rationale and evidence for each recommendation.
AGF Recommendation 1
The Committee supports amendments to the relevant Australian Road Rules to specify a minimum
overtaking distance of one metre at all times (and a minimum 1.5 metres in speed zones above 60km/hr)
when drivers pass bike riders.
AGF Recommendation 2
18% of the road safety communications budget to awareness/education between bike riders and drivers.
Why 18%? ‐ because bike riders comprise 18% of all seriously injured road users .
AGF Recommendation 3
Text in the ACT Road Rules Handbook be revised to clearly state the legitimacy of bicycle riders on the
road. The recommended text to be added to p1 and the beginning of Part E – Other road users (p96) is:
“Bicycles are classified as a vehicle under the Australian Road Rules 15. Bicycle riders are legally
permitted to travel on all Australian roads unless signed.”
AGF Recommendation 4
The statement on p1 of the ACT Road Rules Handbook that states, “Remember: A driver licence is not a
right but a privilege granted under law” be revised to state:
“Remember: all motor vehicles have the
1

Bicycle and bike are used interchangeably as accepted vernacular in Australia. Accordingly bicycle rider and bike rider
are used interchangeably in this document.
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potential to cause death and serious injury to other road users. As a driver, you are responsible for the
safe use of the vehicle. A driver licence is not a right but a privilege granted under law”.
AGF Recommendation 5
The AGF recommends that the competency of the driving and riding public be surveyed and that a
system of ongoing training and testing including knowledge of cycling‐related road rules and safe
interactions with vulnerable road users be considered for drivers observed to be needing skills and
knowledge.
AGF Recommendation 6
An additional key competency be added to the Road Ready Towards Your Ps In The ACT A Learner Driver
Guide that includes information about safely interacting with bicycle riders, cycling‐related infrastructure
and knowledge of cycling‐related road users.
AGF Recommendation 7
The text related to the Safe System be revised to be inclusive of all road users.
AGF Recommendation 8
All driver licence written tests must include at least one question that relates to cycling infrastructure or
cycling‐related road rules.
AGF Recommendation 9
All driver licence written tests must include the question: Are bicycle riders legally entitled to use the
roads? This question is in addition to questions added as per AGF Recommendation 8.
AGF Recommendation 10
Improved driver examiner training to clearly identify all measurements in relation to cycling
infrastructure including driving no more than 50m in a bike lane.
AGF Recommendation 11
Trial psychological screening tests to identify driver licence applicants whose attitude may pose a serious
danger to other road users.
AGF Recommendation 12
Increase the licensing age in the ACT to 16 years for the learner permit and 18 years for the provisional
driver licence.
AGF Recommendation 13
Additional vehicle handling testing to be added to the driver licence test to include competency in
advanced vehicle handling skills.
AGF Recommendation 14
Increased mass education campaigns to promote safe driving messages when sharing the road with
bicycle riders.
AGF Recommendation 15
Widespread installation of permanent road‐signs depicting driver‐bicycle rider normal interaction.
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AGF Recommendation 16
The Government provides adequate and ongoing funding for bicycle rider skills training for all school‐
aged children and to all interested people in the ACT.
AGF Recommendation 17
To develop a consolidated code of conduct document for bicycle riders and road users in the ACT.
AGF Recommendation 18: Safe Speeds
 Shared zone trial in the Civic area to allow drivers to experience driving at speeds consistent with
walking. From a traffic psychology viewpoint this will begin to address a prevailing sense of
entitlement to drive at speeds where a crash with a pedestrian or bike rider is highly likely to
result in serious injury or death
 40 km/h limits in local streets to promote liveability, safety, active trips and safe cycling
 40 km/h limits on roads in areas of high pedestrian and/or bike rider activity currently zoned as
50 or 60 km/h
 50 km/h limits on collector streets where on‐road cycle lanes are provided
 Where on‐road bike lanes are provided, their width should reflect the speed limit assigned to
that section of road
AGF Recommendation 19
The ACT to provide a driver focused education campaign about bike rider speed and the driver’s
responsibility to provide safe clearance when sharing the road.
AGF Recommendation 20
The ACT to provide a bike rider focused education campaign about the need to travel at a safe speed that
is appropriate for their skill level and the conditions.
AGF Recommendation 21
The ACT prioritises the needs of bicycle riders and other vulnerable road users in the provision of
connected, safe, consistent infrastructure (including maintenance).
AGF Recommendation 22
All existing on‐road bicycle lanes in the ACT be reviewed to meet AustRoads minimum width standards;
desirable widths (at a minimum) outlined in the AustRoads standards be applied for new bicycle lanes.
AGF Recommendation 23
ACT Government fleet purchasing and upgrade decisions, including for heavy vehicles and buses,
incorporate positive criteria regarding safety features for vulnerable road users.
AGF Recommendation 24
ACT bicycle user education and campaigns includes active and passive safety features.
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1

Introduction

The Amy Gillett Foundation (AGF) has reviewed the Terms of Reference for the ACT Parliament Inquiry into
Vulnerable Road Users. This submission responds to all four Terms of Reference:
a) an examination of national and international best practice approaches to protecting and
encouraging vulnerable road users, including through regulation, infrastructure, design, education
and funding arrangements;
b) gathering evidence from the community and experts about issues faced by vulnerable road users
and potential improvements;
c) recommending changes to be made in the ACT to better protect and encourage vulnerable road
users; and
d) any other relevant matter.
The AGF is focussed on bike rider safety and this will be the focus of our submission. We support that a safe
system approach to bike rider safety is encouraging in itself. Research demonstrates that of people who do
not currently ride a bicycle, most would consider cycling if conditions were safer. Having said this, there are
strong arguments that encouraging greater participation in active travel may increase the relative safety of
vulnerable modes2 and we support all action that directly leads to improved bike rider safety and creating a
safer cycling environment.
Road user group – bicycle riders
The AGF is focussed on the safety of people while riding bicycles and does not specifically address the
particular needs of other vulnerable road user groups (in particular pedestrians and motorbike riders). It is
noted however that many of the best practice approaches and recommendations in this submission will
lead to improved safety outcomes for all road users.
Most of us think we know what we mean by safety.
In fact, safety of bicycle riders is a difficult concept to measure. Quantitatively satisfying indicators such as
mortality and morbidity statistics collected from police data and hospital data3 suffer from numerous
problems including underreporting and a lack of exposure data to measure relative risk in different
situations, locations, times or population groups4. There is some debate as to whether exposure should be
measured based on participation, trips taken, kilometres travelled or trip time. These different
denominators yield very different measures of relative safety for different modes5,6. Morbidity and
mortality measures are at best partial indicators of safety. They do not address the road user’s sense of
safety.
What is safe?
There is a sense of the user experience captured in the term “vulnerable road user”. Statistics do not easily
translate into the psychological effects of a near crash – a rush of wind displaced by a large vehicle, a
sudden noise, an appreciation of a disaster just avoided. The statistical measures also do not capture the
full effect of aggressive acts that are commonplace on Australian roads. Recent feedback from bicycle
2

Jacobsen, P. (2003). "Safety in numbers: more walkers and bicyclists, safer walking and bicycling." Inj Prev 9: 205‐209.
See for example De Rome, L., Senserrick, T., Richardson R. and Ivers, R. (2011). The Pedal Study: Factors associated with bicycle
crashes and injury severity in the ACT Final Report, The George Institute for the NRMA Road Safety Trust.
4
Sikic, M., et al., Bicycle injuries and mortality in Victoria, 2001‐2006. Medical Journal of Australia, 2009. 190: p. 353‐356.
5
Hautzinger H., Pfeiffer M. and Schmidt J. (2007). Analysis Methods for Accident and Injury Risk Studies. Traffic Accident Causation
in Europe.
6
Garrard, J., S. Greaves, and A. Ellison, Cycling injuries in Australia: Road safety's blind spot? Journal of the Australasian College of
Road Safety, 2010. 21(3).
3
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riders in a study in the Australian Capital Territory7 and in submissions to the Queensland Inquiry into
Cycling Issues8 brings home the sense of powerlessness and vulnerability of unprotected road users.
We are exposed to these emotions no matter what mode we use. As drivers, many of us have experienced
the sense of unease of another vehicle driving too close. This is magnified if it is a large truck.
Gesticulations and shouts from righteous drivers are not uncommon experiences. When we are walking we
can get this too, if we execute a road crossing in a way that creates a sense of indignation in another road
user or feel that another has infringed on our “personal space”.
During the Inquiry, we call on the Committee to bear in mind the broader concept of safety and the
perception of vulnerability in consideration of interventions that will reduce, not only the traditional
quantitative measures of road dangers – deaths and injuries – but also the vulnerabilities to aggression,
close calls or mindless discourtesy. The objective for the inquiry could be restated positively to a move to a
social norm that promotes courtesy among and towards all road users and a shared mindfulness of the
impact we are having on the community when we use different transport options.
ACT Naturalistic Cycling Study
A report on bike rider safety in the Australian Capital Territory by two of the AGF submission authors (MJ,
RK) has recently been completed and is awaiting sign‐off from the NRMA‐ACT Road Safety Trust who
funded the project6. The full study is not yet publicly available; however the authors have permission from
the NRMA‐ACT Road Safety Trust to discuss the findings in this submission.
In the study, 36 participants were fitted with helmet mounted cameras and they filmed their commuter
trips to and from work, each for a 4‐week period. Collectively the participants recorded 466 hours and 20
minutes of video footage of their trips across 8,986km. Their trips were extensive across the populated,
north eastern area of the ACT and across into the border towns of Queanbeyan and Jerrabomberra in New
South Wales. Routes where mapped using a GPS point density map. The video footage was analysis for
crash and crash‐related events. While no crash events were recorded, a total of 91 potentially unsafe bike
rider‐vehicle interactions were identified.
In the majority of events (93.4%), the behaviour of the driver led to the event. The most common event
type was left turn (37.3%) which involved a driver turning left across the path of the bike rider, drivers
turning across bike riders’ path from the adjacent direction (32.9%). Unexpectedly opened vehicle doors
accounted for 17.6% interactions. In the majority of all events, a crash was avoided due to the evasive
actions taken by bike riders.
Participants also reported being occasionally harassed by drivers on ACT roads, recounting both verbal
abuse and physical intimidation that they believed was based on the driver’s belief that bike riders should
not be on the road. Despite the high level of cycling participation in the ACT and the extensive facilities
available to riders, there is a gap in the understanding of road rules by some drivers. Findings from this
study and the recommended countermeasures suggested to improve bike rider safety are included in the
relevant sections of this submission.

7

Johnson, M., Chong, D., Carroll, J., Katz, R., Oxley, J. and Charlton, J. Naturalistic cycling study: identifying crash risk factors for
cyclists in the Australian Capital Territory (In preparation).
8
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/work‐of‐committees/committees/THLGC/inquiries/current‐inquiries/INQ‐CYC
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1.1 Safe system approach
The principles of the Safe system approach underpin road safety in Australia, including the current ACT
Road Safety Strategy and Action Plans. The principles of safe people and safe behaviours, safe speeds, safe
roads and roadsides and safe vehicles are the accepted best practice for understanding and responding to
road safety issues nationally9.
The Safe system approach provides a clear framework for addressing issues of road safety, given that, we
have used the principles to structure this submission. We will address the Terms of Reference in the
following sections:





Safe people and safe behaviour
Safe speeds
Safe roads and roadsides
Safe vehicles

9

Shaw, L., Poulos, R. , Hatfield, J. and Rissel, C. (2012). Exploring an application of the Safe System Approach to a set of self‐
reported cycling crashes. 2012 ACRS National Conference – ‘A Safe System: Expanding the reach!'. Sydney.
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2

Safe people and safe behaviours

The responsibility for safety on our roads is shared by everyone.
In relation to bike rider safety, the single most important action that can be taken is to legislate for a
minimum overtaking distance when a driver passes a bicycle rider. As at 25 October 2013, at least 18
bicycle riders have been died this year in a collision because a driver did not allow a safe distance when
overtaking, representing more than half of known causes of bicycle rider fatalities in 201310. Minimum
overtaking distance is the first topic of this section and the main focus of our submission.
At the date of this submission 40 people have been killed in the 2013 year‐to‐date while riding a bicycle,
compared with a 10‐year average bike‐rider fatality rate of 35 bicycle riders. No transport fatality is
acceptable.
In this Safe people and safe behaviours section we also present information on the need for education for
all road users and the importance of working together to create a safe cycling environment in Australia.

2.1 Minimum overtaking distance when a driver passes a bicycle rider
A motor vehicle, travelling in the same direction, hitting a bike rider from behind is the most common crash
type that results in a bike rider being killed11. In these crash types, the responsibility is with the driver; bike
riders have no ability to protect themselves and generally cannot take any evasive action.
It is the responsibility of all drivers to allow a safe distance when passing bicycle riders.
Geographically, Australia is vast. We do not have separated bicycle paths alongside all roads, and it is not
likely, or viable, that such a secondary bicycle‐only network will be created. While some parts of Australia
already enjoy bicycle‐inclusive infrastructure on our roads and off‐road paths, there is, and will continue to
be, a need for bicycle riders to ride on the road and share that space with motor vehicles. Therefore it is
essential that drivers and bicycle riders share all roads safely.
Legislation that requires drivers to provide a minimum overtaking distance when passing bicycle riders is
the most important action needed to improve bike rider safety and create a safe cycling environment in
Australia.
Road rules are a fundamental component of a safe cycling environment. They have the potential to
contribute to a safe physical space as well as a safe legislative space. However, these safety gains are only
realised if the laws are actively enforced and the penalties are imposed on all road users who infringe and
endanger other road users. This repeatedly has not been the case for road rules that ‘protect’ bike riders.
Inserted into this document is the full reference report Minimum overtaking distance: AGF position,
rationale and the evidence, compiled as at 11 October 2013. We invite the Committee to consider this
document in its entirety as part of this submission.

10
11

Based on known collision data. 11 fatalities have not been reported at all.
Australian Transport Safety Bureau, Deaths of cyclists due to road crashes. 2006, Australian Government.
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Minimum ove
ertakingg distan ce – it’ss time
The Amy Gillett Foundation (AGF) iss working tow
wards amend
ding the road
d rules acrosss Australia to
t introduce
a specified minimum ovvertaking distance when drivers pass bicycle riders.
Road rules aare fundameental to a saffe and efficieent road environment. Ro
oad rules cann contribute to a safe
physical spaace and a saffe legislative space. How
wever, these safety
s
gains are only reallised if there
e is a high
level of awaareness and education ab
bout road ruules, effective
e and efficient road transsport for all road users
is maintaineed and the saafe behaviou
ur underpinnned by law becomes the practiced noorm. The law
ws need to
be actively eenforced witth penalties imposed on all road users who infrin
nge and endaanger other road users.
Repeatedly,, this has nott been the ca
ase for road rules intend
ded to ‘protect’ bicycle ridders.
Legislative aamendmentt, with appro
opriate educcation and enforcement,, to mandatee a minimum
m
overtaking distance wh
hen drivers pass
p
bicycle rriders is currrently the sin
ngle most im
mportant acttion needed
to reduce b
bicycle rider fatalities.
f
Current nattional, state and
a territoryy road rules rrequire drive
ers to allow sufficient
s
oveertaking distance when
passing a biicycle rider. Sufficient
S
is an
a inadequatte and uncle
ear instructio
on that has reepeatedly no
ot protected
bicycle riders. Amendments to road
d rules to speecify a minim
mum overtaking distance are critical to
t improvingg
the safety o
of bicycle rideers.
It is the responsibility of
o all drivers to allow a saafe distance
e when passing bicycle riiders.
The most co
ommon bicycle rider fata
ality crash ty pe is being hit
h from behind by a mottor vehicle th
hat was
travelling in
n the same direction. In these crashess, responsibiility is with the driver; th e bicycle rider has no
ability to prrotect themsselves and offten cannot ttake any evasive action to avoid the ccrash.
AGF a metrre matters caampaign – how we got hhere
The Amy Gillett Foundation is a natiional charityy with one pu
urpose – to reduce the inncidence of death
d
and
serious injury of bicycle riders. The Foundation’s
F
s Manifesto for safer bicyycle riding inn Australia se
ets out the
key actions that need to
o be taken to
o create a saffe cycling en
nvironment while
w
maintaaining an efficient road
network forr all road useers, a key ele
ement is the a metre mattters campaign.
The Federall Governmen
nt’s Walking,, Riding and A
Access to Pu
ublic Transpo
ort1 report hiighlighted th
he health
benefits asssociated with
h riding a biccycle. It also aacknowledge
ed that riding a bicycle iss becoming increasingly
popular as a mode of transport. How
wever, actio n to create a safe cycling
g environmennt has been lacking.
The a metree matters campaign is the longest runnning AGF caampaign, lau
unched in Noovember 200
09 by the
then Federaal Minister fo
or Transport, the Honourrable Anthon
ny Albanese, on the stepps of New Parliament
House.
mpaign is that when overrtaking bicycle riders, drivvers need too allow a min
nimum
The messagge of the cam
overtaking d
distance of one
o metre. The
T genesis oof the campaaign arose fro
om the literaature reviewed in an
AGF‐sponso
ored research project (Sa
afe Family Reesearch scho
olarship), in particular,
p
a rreport from the
Australian TTransport Saffety Bureau that found bbeing hit from
m behind wa
as the crash ttype that ressulted in the
highest num
mber of bicyccle rider fatalities.
The campaiign is based around a sim
mple premisse – drivers not
n hitting bicycle riderss.
This is the ffundamental change nee
eded to imprrove bicycle rider safety
y.
Initially, a m
metre matterrs was an edu
ucation and awareness raising
r
campaign. In late 2012, the
campaign graphics weree revised and
d vehicle typpes were exte
ended to include a bus a nd a truck (ssee
he message has been widely dissemiinated via AG
GF merchand
dise, AGF maass participattion
Figure 1). Th
cycling even
nt jerseys, sttickers, walle
et protectorss, backpack covers,
c
roadsside billboardds and outdo
oor
1

Walking, Riding and Acceess to Public Transport
T
repoort, Departme
ent of Infrastructure and Trransport July 2013
2
w.infrastructurre.gov.au/infrrastructure/m
mcu/urbanpolicy/active_travvel/files/infraa1874_mcu_active_travel_
https://www
report_final.pdf
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advertising shells used in
i public tran
nsport stops . Through a corporate
c
pa
artnership w
with rental car
company Eu
uropcar, the a metre matters messagge has been added to swing‐tags hunng on the rea
ar
vision mirro
or of 70,000 rental cars and a rear wi ndscreen sticker was attached to thee entire natio
onal
Europcar fleeet.

ure 1 a metrre matters cu
urrent graphics
Figu

e campaign w
was on educaation and aw
wareness,
From 2009 tto 2012, thee focus of the
however, in
n early 2013 this shifted. The court finnding follow
wing the death of
Richard Pollett was the catalyst for us to extendd our campaign and take direct
action to pu
ush for legislative change
e.
In 2011, Ricchard Pollett aged 22 yea
ars was ridingg his bicycle on Moggill Road
R
in
Kenmore, B
Brisbane wheen he was killed after beiing hit by a cement
c
truckk that was
travelling in
n the same direction. The
e driver thouught he had enough
e
space to safely
Richa
ard Pollett
overtake – h
he was wron
ng and the re
ear tyres of tthe truck stru
uck Richard. The driver
of the truckk was accused of driving dangerously
d
y and causingg the death of
o a cyclist.
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l
of awareness of th e need for a minimum
safe passingg distance are not enouggh to keep bbicycle riderss safe.
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p
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t send lette rs to their lo
ocal members of governm
ment, raisingg the issue off
minimum passing distan
nce in Parliam
mentary inquuiries and direct discussions with meembers of Pa
arliament.
Each time w
we created new documen
nts to suppoort our positio
on and proviide evidencee for each audience –
this documeent draws to
ogether those
e documentss into one place.
This docum
ment
This document is the AG
GF reference
e document w
which provid
des a single comprehensi
c
ive report off evidence
uce a minimu
um overtakinng distance when
w
that supporrts our push for legislativve amendmeent to introdu
drivers passs bicycle rideers.
This document is presen
nted to provide detailed information
n about the current actio ns being taken by the
AGF. This livving documeent will be up
pdated as wee progress, the current version will b e available online,
o
accessible to everyone.
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1. Campaign – currentt statuss
This is a sum
mmary of thee AGF activitties and the pprogress tow
wards amend
ding nationall, state and territory
road rules.
Jurisdiction
n
Australia

Australian
Capital
Territory

New South
Wales
Northern
Territory

Queensland
d

South
Australia
Tasmania

Victoria
Western
Australia

Statuss
The Au
ustralian Roa
ad Rules Maiintenance Group is respo
onsible for
amend
dments to th
he model Ausstralian Road
d Rules. We have made a
submission to this group in rel ation to the road rule am
mendments ffor a
minim
mum overtakiing distance.. The submisssion will be tabled
t
and
discussed at their meeting on 15 October 2013
2
– the AGF
A will be
attend
ding the mee
eting to discuussion our su
ubmission, in
ncluding this
docum
ment.
The Sttanding Committee on Pllanning, Enviironment and Territory aand
Municcipal Servicess are currenttly conductin
ng an Inquiryy into Vulneraable
Road Users.
U
The AG
GF will make
e a submissioon to this inq
quiry, highlighting the ne ed
for a minimum
m
ove
ertaking disttance when drivers
d
pass bicycle riderrs.
Submiissions are due by 25 Octtober 2013.
Noticee of Bill table
ed in NSW Paarliament. A Road Rules amendment
a
Bill is
being drafted.
Accord
ding to the Northern
N
Terrritory (NT) Traffic
T
Regula
ations, the rooad
rules are
a made as regulations under the Au
ustralian Roa
ad Rules.
Thereffore we anticcipate that t he changes to
t the Austra
alian Road R ules
will leaad to an ado
option of tho se amendme
ents in the NT.
N
Action
n is yet to be taken in thee NT by the AGF.
A
The su
uggested cha
anges to the Queensland Road Rules were submittted
to the Queensland
d Transport, Housing and
d Local Goverrnment
Comm
mittee as partt of their Inqquiry into Cyccling Safety Issues. The fuull
AGF su
ubmission to
o inquiry can be accessed
d at:
http:///www.parlia
ament.qld.goov.au/docum
ments/committees/THLGCC/20
13/INQ
Q‐CYC/subm
missions/097__Amy%20Gilllett%20Foun
ndation.pdf
The AG
GF has been invited to paarticipate in a roundtable discussion of
selecteed stakehold
ders on 16 O ctober 2013 to assist the
e Committeee to
distil the
t issues and options ra ised. Dr Brucce Flegg MP has a petitioon
beforee the Queenssland Parliam
ment calling for a minimu
um safe passsing
distance: http://www.parliameent.qld.gov.aau/work‐of‐
assem
mbly/petitions/e‐petition??PetNum=21
109
Bill tab
bled in SA Pa
arliament. Bi ll can be accessed at:
http:///www.markp
parnell.org.aau/uploads/R
Road%20Bicyycles%20Am
mend
ment%
%20Bill%20SA
A%202013.ppdf
Discusssion at Natio
onal Road Saafety Forum, 29‐30 July 2013.
2
Discusssion
of cyclling safety issues with leaading motorring and insurance busineesses
to provide a better understandding of possible impacts of a minimu m
ng distance. Meetings
M
andd ongoing discussions wiith Ministerss and
passin
local MPs
M regardin
ng push for leegislation in Tasmania.
Noticee of Bill into Victorian
V
Parrliament.
Briefin
ng to Vulnera
able Road Usser Action Grroup, 15 Aug
gust 2013.
Discusssion of ratio
onale for minnimum passin
ng distance. Ongoing
discussions with lo
ocal MPs reg arding push for legislatio
on in WA.
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2. The rrationale – whyy we neeed a sp
pecified minimuum dista
ance
“One metree should be tthe barest minimum
m
allowed by law.
It is not safe to ovvertake if theere is not a distance
d
of att least one m
metre.”
Dr Brucce Flegg MP2
The Amy Gillett Foundation is callingg for action tto amend the Australian Road Rules to legislate that
t
drivers
nimum of on
ne metre when overtakinng bicycle rid
ders on the road.
r
allow a min
Why is this important?
erage, bicyclle related cra
ashes result
The human trauma costts of cycling in Australia aare unaccepttable. On ave
in 35 fatalities and overr 9,500 seriou
us injuries evvery year .Bicycle riders need
n
better protection on
o
Australian rroads.
In 20133 so far, 35 bicycle riders have died oon our roadss.
While the n
number of peeople riding is
i increasing,, up to 4 milllion in 2011, and the nattional target is to double
by 2016 (fro
om 2011) – participation
p
gains must not lead to more
m
people being killed or injured.
Too often ro
oad safety iss about statisstics but behhind each statistic is a person. Listed bbelow are brrief
descriptionss of some off the people who
w were kiilled in 2013 because a driver did nott allow enough space on
the road wh
hen attempting to overta
ake them. Thhese senseless tragedies have been hhighlighted to
o provide
some of thee real storiess of bicycle rider fatality ccrashes.

Bicycle rideers who have
e been killed
d following aan overtakingg‐related cra
ash with a veehicle, so far in 2013
Not named
n
19 ye
ears
d
Killed
14 January 2013
pie Rd, Strathp
pine
Gymp
Not named
n
20’s
d
Killed
31 January 2013
en
Niokaa Rd, Narrabee
Not named
n
87 ye
ears
d
Killed
5 Feb
bruary 2013
Main North Rd, Rivverton

A male bicycle rider
r
was kille
ed after being struck by a trruck
at approximately 6.15pm.

A male bicycle rider,
r
believed
d to be in his ttwenties, wass
ng struck by a car at approxximately 11.15
5am.
killled after bein
pital for mand atory blood and
a
Thhe driver was taken to hosp
urrine testing.

A male bicycle rider,
r
aged 87
7 years, was kiilled after bein
ng
strruck by a vehiicle.

2

Dr Bruce Fleegg, Queenslaand Parliamen
nt ‐ Private Meembers Statement: Road Safety, Cyclistss, 23 May 2013 ‐
http://www..pollett.id.au//FleggSpeech2
23May.pdf
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Bicycle rideers who have
e been killed
d following aan overtakingg‐related cra
ash with a veehicle, so far in 2013
Marcc Simone
49 ye
ears
d
Killed
16 Feebruary 2013
M4 Motorway
M

M arc was killed
d while training for a charityy bicycle ride from
th e Blue Mounttains to Darwiin. Marc was sstruck by a 4W
WD
onn Sydney’s M4
4.

Not named
n
39 ye
ears
d
Killed
30 March 2013
bton Rd,
Lamb
Broad
dmeadow
Brend
dan Lynch
52 ye
ears
d
Killed
31 March 2013
Humee Hwy, Beveridge

A male bicycle rider,
r
aged 39
9 years, was kiilled after bein
ng
strruck by a vehiicle.

Brrendan Lynch,, a decorated Victorian Poli ce Officer, wa
as
killled riding his bicycle from Benalla to Meelbourne, an
u
on his birthday. He was killed
d
annnual ride he undertook
aftter being stru
uck by a bus on
n the Hume H
Highway.

Not named
n
d
Killed
2 Mayy 2013
Redclliffe Rd, Hump
pty Doo

Tanyaa Roneberg
37 ye
ears
d
Killed
11 May 2013
Captaain Cook Hwy,, Cairns

Ebene
ezer Nur
11 ye
ears
d
Killed
27 May 2013
hus Marsh Rd,, Corio
Bacch

e rider was killed after beinng struck by a
A ffemale bicycle
4W
WD on Redclifffe Rd in the Northern
N
Terriitory.

d while riding alone on a trraining ride at
Taanya was killed
appproximately 7am.
7
She was struck from bbehind by a uttility
veehicle travellin
ng in the same
e direction. Thhe 19 year‐old
d
maale driver wass been charge
ed with drink ddriving and
daangerous operration of a mo
otor vehicle.

Ebbenezer Nur was
w riding his bike
b to schooll when he was
strruck and killed
d by a bus. His family had m
migrated from
m
Et hiopia less than a year earlier.

Not named
n
d
Killed
2 June 2013
ntain Highwayy, The
Moun
Basin

w killed afte
er being struckk by a 4WD while
w
A bicycle rider was
oundabout at The Basin, in the foothills of
o
neegotiating a ro
M elbourne’s Daandenong Ran
nges.
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Bicycle rideers who have
e been killed
d following aan overtakingg‐related cra
ash with a veehicle, so far in 2013
Mariaa Defino
35 ye
ears
d
Killed
9 June 2013
Bunnerong Rd, Paggewood

Not named
n
d
Killed
18 June 2013
aide
Fullarrton Rd, Adela

Sue Bell
B
58 ye
ears
d
Killed
22 June 2013
w Rd, Townsville
Shaw

Craig Saunders
ears
57 ye
d
Killed
5 Auggust 2013
Channel Hwy, Huonville
Not named
n
35 ye
ears
d
Killed
18 Au
ugust 2013
Minm
mi Rd, Wallsen
nd

M aria Defino was
w riding with
h her husbandd when she wa
as
strruck from beh
hind and killed
d. She was forrced into a boat
th at was parked
d on the side of
o the road. M
Maria was
prregnant.

A bicycle rider was
w killed afte
er being struckk by a truck.
r
was kno cked down an
nd
Reeports indicate the bicycle rider
beecame trapped beneath the
e truck as it atttempted to make
m
a lleft hand turn
n.

Suue was killed while
w
riding with friends whhen the driverr of a
truuck attempted
d to overtake them and strruck the riderss.
Suue was killed and
a her three friends were injured.

Crraig was enjoyying a regular ride with a friiend when he was
strruck from beh
hind by a utilitty and killed.

A male bicycle rider,
r
aged 35
5 years, was sttruck and kille
ed by
a ttruck. The fataality prompted calls from thhe community for
ann urgent upgraade to make the road saferr, including
wiidening and th
he inclusion of a shared patth.
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What will a minimum overtaking
o
distance law mean?
The law will provide a protective
p
space that will significantlyy reduce the risk of bicyccle rider crashes. A
ute and practtical clarity a s it:
minimum overtaking disstance of one metre provvides absolu


prove safety for bicycle riiders
will imp



will pro
ovide the deffinition of a specified
s
disttance



nerable than other road users
u
recognises bicycle riders as legittimate road users that arre more vuln



eed the proteection of spaace when sha
aring roads w
with drivers
recognises that bicyycle riders ne



asily recognissed measure
e when overttaking bicyclee riders – oth
herwise
providees drivers witth a clear, ea
drivers must slow down and wa
ait



b
rider‐‐driver crashhes, and bicycle rider crasshes resultinng from beingg side‐
reducess the risk of bicycle
swiped (but not hit)) by motor ve
ehicles



nforcement officer/witness to readilyy evaluate a driver’s actions
is enforrceable; it allows a law en



will maiintain efficieency for all ro
oad users acrross the road
d transport system
s



will include greater separation for
f higher sppeed zones (1
1.5m in spee
ed zones ove r 60km/h)



providees bicycle riders with space to avoid oobstacles (e.gg. glass, pot holes)



will ultimately reduce bicycle rid
der fatalitiess and seriouss injuries

metre’ is alre
eady recomm
mended in A
Australia
‘At least a m
In Australia,, most statess and territories already recommend
d that driverss leave at leaast one metre
e when
overtaking a bicycle rideer. This recommendationn is included in the driver’s licence haandbooks. But currently,
the law doees not require it and man
ny drivers aree not aware of the recom
mmendation..
Amendmen
nts to the roaad rules will legislate thiss common se
ense recomm
mendation annd must be
accompanieed by an effeective awareness campaiign.
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The criticcal amend
dment
The main ro
oad rule thatt relates to sa
afe overtakinng behaviour is the Austrralian Road RRule (ARR) 144. There
are variations in many states
s
and te
erritories; theese are indivvidually addre
essed in Secttion 5 of thiss document.
e) which requires changee to address minimum
The primaryy rule (and itts equivalentt state/territoory road rule
overtaking d
distance wheen passing bicycle riders currently states:

144

Kee
eping a safe
e distance when
w
overtak
king
A drriver overtakiing a vehicle:
(a) must pass thee vehicle at a sufficient disttance to avoid
da
collision withh the vehicle or
o obstructingg the path of th
he
vehicle; and
(b) must not retuurn to the mark
ked lane or linne of traffic
where the veehicle is travellling until the driver is a
sufficient disstance past thee vehicle to avvoid a collision
with the vehiicle or obstruccting the path of the vehiclee.

The lack of a clear meassurement of a sufficient ddistance meaans that drivvers can makke subjective decisions –
these decisiions have led
d to bicycle riders
r
being killed.
Specifying tthat drivers must
m allow a minimum oof one metre
e at all times when overttaking bicycle
es/bicycle
riders will p
provide clear guidance to
o drivers abo ut what is a safe overtakking distancee.
AGF recomm
mended amendments to
o ARR144
We have marked up ARR144 with our recommeended amend
dments in red text.
144

Kee
eping a safe
e distance when
w
overtak
king
(1) A driver oveertaking a veh
hicle:
(a) must passs the vehicle at a sufficientt distance to avoid
a
a
collisionn with the vehicle or obstruccting the path of the
vehicle; and
(b) must nott return to the marked lane or line of trafffic
where thhe vehicle is trravelling untill the driver is a
sufficiennt distance passt the vehicle to avoid a colllision
with the vehicle or ob
bstructing the ppath of the veehicle.
(2) For the purpooses of this su
ubsection 144((1)(a), a sufficcient distancee for passing a bicycle mean
ns:
(a) a lateral distance of no
ot less than 1 metre if the ap
pplicable speeed-limit does nnot exceed 60
0 km/h; and
(b) a lateral distance of no
ot less than 1. 5 metres if the applicable speed-limit excceeds 60 km/h
h.
Nottes
A suufficient distaance for subsecction 144(2), iis the lateral distance
d
measu
ured from thee furthest rightt side of the
bicyycle or bicyclee’s rider to thee left side of thhe driver’s veehicle includin
ng mirrors or oother projectio
ons including
traillers and other attachments.
Thiss ARR appliess at all times, including wheen the bicyclee rider is travelling in a marrked bicycle laane.

The notatio
on to ARR144
4 clearly speccifies the lateeral distance
e of not less than
t
1 metree when overtaking
bicycle riders, which is increased to a minimum distance of 1.5 metres in
n speed limitts greater than 60km/h.
Amendmen
nts to additio
onal road rule
es that relatee to safe ove
ertaking behaviour are allso required,, the
relevant roaad rules in eaach jurisdictiion are addreessed in Secttion 5.
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The factss
Issue

Faccts

An overtakking distance law is
a backward
d step that would
w
leave bicyccle riders morre
vulnerable

Currently road rules state th
hat drivers ne
eed to allow ‘‘sufficient distance’. This
is determined
d
bby the driver’s discretion and
a provides drivers with no
guidance aboutt a minimum safe distance
e. A minimum
m overtaking distance
law
w allows a maargin of errorr for bicycle riders and drivvers.

Why one m
metre and nott more,
or less?

Countries in Eu rope includin
ng France and
d Belgium, annd nearly halff the states
in the
t USA havee minimum overtaking distance legislattion (refer to
o Section 3).
On
ne metre is thhe minimum. This is a pracctical and ideentifiable disttance.
In lower speed zones, one metre
m
minimu
um allows rooom for safe overtaking
wh
hile maintainiing efficient flow
f
of vehicles. The AGF rrecommendss greater
minimum overttaking distancce at higher speed
s
zones.
e AGF recom mendations are:
The
1m
m minimum speed zone
es up to and including 60k m/h
1.5
5m minimum speed zone
es over 60km//h

Why don’t some ‘bench
hmark’
European b
bicycle friend
dly
countries h
have this law??

The
e minimum ddistance is at least 1m or 1.5m
1
in higheer speed zone
es. This is
not a ‘fixed disttance’ suggessted in some counter arguuments.
The
ere are existiing overtaking laws in several Europea n countries that specify
a minimum
m
oveertaking distance, for exam
mple Belgium
m, Portugal an
nd France
(re
efer to Sectionn 3).
In countries
c
witth a high rate
e of cycling pa
articipation, EEuropeans en
njoy a
biccycle‐inclusivee environment and bicycle
e‐friendly cullture after de
ecades of
dirrect action. Coountries such
h as the Netherlands and D
Denmark havve gone far
beyyond a minim
mum overtakiing distance to
t achieve accceptance of bicycles
inccluding: 30km
m/h urban spe
eed limits, car‐free zones and default liability
sch
hemes (the d river is autom
matically held
d responsible in the event of a
colllision with a bicycle rider,, unless they can prove ottherwise).

The notion
n of a measured
distance w
would make
evidence gathering diffiicult

A minimum
m
oveertaking distaance is a first step, Australlia has a long way to go
to achieve the aacceptance of
o cycling thatt exists in Eurrope.
e measureme
ents in the Auustralian Road
d Rules that
It is standard prractice to use
e clear, effecttive and enfo
orceable, for example
e
driveers must not travel in a
are
biccycle lane or bbus lane for more
m
than 50
0m (refer to SSection 4).

Existing law
w prohibits driving
across singgle or double solid
lines

On
ne metre can be easily app
proximated physically or vvisually and exactness
wo
ould not needd to be proven to the ‘centimetre’.
Exiisting laws alllow drivers to
o cross solid lines
l
to avoidd an obstruction when
the
ere is a clear view of traffiic, it is necesssary and reassonable to do
o so safely.
The
e proposed aamendments would includ
de permittingg this action when
w
ove
ertaking bicyycle riders. Th
here is preced
dence for thiss inclusion in the UK
roa
ad rules.

The propossed legislation will
have a sign
nificant impacct on
drivers

All ARRs have a n impact on the
t free use of
o the road bby all road use
ers, in
ord
der to maxim
mise safety and maintain th
he efficiency of the road transport
t
sysstem. This prooposal is no different.
d
The
e proposed m
minimum ove
ertaking distance simply reequires drivers to be
pattient and waiit, that is ‘give way’ in order to leave att least one metre.
m
Give
Wa
ay is a fundam
mental premise in the Ausstralian Road Rules.

What’s thee benefit for
drivers?

The
e amendmennt will provide
e drivers with
h practical infformation ab
bout how to
ove
ertake bicyclee riders safely. Currently the
t guidance is unclear an
nd allows
sub
bjective judgeement, with potentially fa
atal outcomess.
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Issue

Faccts

Will this afffect the rightt of
bicycle rideers to filter to
o the
left of vehicles on appro
oach to
intersections?

The
e proposed aamendments apply to drivvers of motorr vehicles ove
ertaking
biccycle riders, nnot to bicycle riders overta
aking vehicless or filtering.

Separation
n is where thee
largest safeety gains can be
made

Biccycle riders annd drivers cannot be totallly separated . Even in the idyllic
exa
amples in Eurrope, bicycle riders and drrivers must shhare some off the road
spa
ace.

We
e do not proppose to alter the filtering law for bicyclle riders.

A Safe
S System iss achieved th
hrough a conccerted effort with safer ro
oads
(including separrated bicycle lanes and pa
aths), safer sppeeds, safer vehicles
v
and
d safer peoplle (i.e behaviour). No single element w
will achieve op
ptimal road
saffety targets.
Wh
hile we continnue to retroffit bike lanes and paths, w
when separation is not
possible, ‘spacee’ in a shared environment is fundame ntal. Requirin
ng drivers
to leave a minim
mum of one metre
m
is the best
b way to pprovide a safe
e space for
biccycle riders w
when sharing the
t road.
Hit from beehind crashess are a
very small proportion of
o total
crashes

Hitt from behindd crashes are the crash typ
pe most likelyy to kill a bicyycle rider.

Is it easily ccommunicateed?

Yess.

Reducing hit froom behind craashes will directly reduce the number of bicycle
riders killed on our roads.

Currently most states/territo
ories have exxisting guideliines that reco
ommend
drivers leave att least one me
etre when ovvertaking bicyycle riders.
Sta
ate/territory ggovernmentss have set behaviour expeectation prece
edents, an
important requ isite of effecttive legislativve change.
By amending thhe road rules using consisttent languagee, the messagging could
be delivered to all road userrs nationally.
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3. Precedent
Australiaa
States and TTerritories in
n Australia cu
urrently provvide the follo
owing guidan
nce for drive rs when overtaking
bicycle riders.
State

Link

Guidan
nce

Australian
Capital
Territory

http://cd
dn.justice.act.gov.au/reso urc
es/uploads/JACS/Road_Safety/PD Fs/
2013_AC
CT_Road_Rule
es_Handbookk.p
df

Motorrists should exxercise care w
when:
overtaaking cyclists ‐ leave plentyy of room in case they
need to
t avoid a rou
ugh surface oor obstacle on
n the road

New South
Wales

ww.rta.nsw.ggov.au/roadssafe
http://ww
ty/bicyclees/index.htm
ml

Motorrists are encouraged to alllow at least a one‐
metre gap when th
hey overtake a cyclist

Northern
Territory

http://ww
ww.transport.nt.gov.au/___d
ata/assetts/pdf_file/00
006/19923/s ecti
on3.pdf

When you overtake
e you must:
give att least 1 metre clearance when overta
aking a
bicycle
e. If this clearrance is not ppossible do no
ot
overtaake until it is safe
s to do so.. After overta
aking,
make sure
s
you are well clear of the bicycle before
b
moving back.

d
Queensland

http://ww
ww.tmr.qld.ggov.au/Safetyy/D
river‐guid
de/Sharing‐th
he‐road‐with ‐
other‐roaad‐users/Cyclists.aspx

When you overtake
e a cyclist enssure you give
e them
lots off room. Be patient as you aapproach and
d only
overtaake when safe
e.

South
Australia

ww.dpti.sa.gov.au/roadsaafet
http://ww
y/safe_ro
oad_users/cyyclists

Give cyyclists plenty of room; a m
minimum of 1m
1
clearance when overtaking.

Tasmania

http://ww
ww.cyclingso
outh.org/imagges
/stories/Documents/sstr‐final.pdf

Leave space when overtaking. W
When passingg bicycle
riders, either riding
g single file orr two abreastt, give at
least one
o metre cle
earance in urrban areas an
nd two
metres clearance on
o the open rroad.

Victoria

ww.vicroads..vic.gov.au/H
Hom
http://ww
e/SafetyA
AndRules/SafferRiders/BikkeRi
ders/ShaaringTheRoad
d.htm

Be pattient and give
e bike riders a clearance of at least
one metre
m
when passing them,, more if travvelling
over 60km/h.
6

Western
Australia

http://ww
ww.ors.wa.go
ov.au/Demoggra
phic‐Pagees/I‐Am‐A‐Drriver/Sharingg‐
the‐Road
d

As a drriver, you sho
ould share th e road with cyclists
c
and be
e aware of their movemennts at all time
es. Cyclists
may need to ride slightly away ffrom the kerb
b or gutter
at time
es due to deb
bris and othe r hazards. Th
hey should
be give
en at least on
ne metre of sspace when being
b
overta
aken. Remem
mber that bicyycles are rega
arded as a
vehicle
e, so cyclists have the sam
me rights as a motor
vehicle
e driver.

We are traccking the stattus of overta
aking guideli nes and legisslation in eacch state and territory in Australia
A
(see Figure 2). The ultim
mate aim is to
o turn the m
map of Austraalia from greyy (guideliness only) and white
w
(no
guidelines o
or legislation
n) to pink (leggislation).
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urrent status of the minim
mum overtakking guidelin
nes and legislation in Ausstralia
Figure 2 Cu

USA
Like Australlia, the Uniteed States of America
A
doees not traditio
onally have a bicycle‐incllusive approach to bike
use. Similarrly, there is a need to pro
ovide a safe sspace for biccycle riders as they travell across the vast
v road
network.
Laws that reequire driverrs to leave a minimum 3‐‐feet (0.91m) lateral distance when oovertaking bicycle riders
have been implemented
d in 23 states in the Unitted States. One state has implementeed a 4‐feet rule
(Pennsylvan
nia); anotherr has introdu
uced a 2‐feett rule (Virginiia). In Texas, despite the lack of a sta
ate law,
several citiees have impleemented the
e 3‐feet law iincluding Au
ustin, Fort Wo
orth, Beaum
mont, El Paso,, Helotes,
New Braunffels, San Antonio and Denton.
In 19 other states otherr laws exist th
hat require ddrivers to allow a ‘safe diistance whenn overtakingg a bicycle
rider’.
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Current US states with minimum ovvertaking leggislation
State

Statu
ute

Summ
mary of Lawss

Arizona

A.R.SS. § 28‐735

Exerccise due care by leaving a safe
s distancee between the
e
motoor vehicle and
d the bicycle of
o not less thaan three (3) feet
f
until tthe motor ve
ehicle is safelyy past the oveertaken bicyccle.

Arkansas

A.C.A
A. § 27‐51‐311

Exerccise due care and pass to the
t left at a saafe distance of not
less thhan three (3)) feet and sha
all not again ddrive to the right
side oof the roadwaay until safelyy clear of thee overtaken bicycle.

California

21760.3

A drivver of a moto
or vehicle shall not overtakke or pass a bicycle
b
proceeeding in the same direction on a highw
way at a dista
ance of
less thhan three fee
et between any part of thee motor vehicle and
any ppart of the biccycle or its op
perator.

Colorado

C.R.S. 42‐4‐1002

Allow
w the bicyclistt at least a three (3) foot sseparation be
etween
the ri ght side of th
he driver's vehicle, includi ng all mirrorss or
otherr projections, and the left side of the b icyclist at all times.

Connecticu
ut

Conn
n. Gen. Stat. § 14‐
232

A "saffe distance" means
m
not less than threee (3) feet whe
en the
driverr of a vehicle overtakes an
nd passes a pperson riding a
bicyclle.

Delaware

21 Deel. C. § 4116

Proceeed with cauttion and redu
uce the speedd of the vehiccle to a
safe sspeed and leaave a reasona
able and pruddent distance
e by
providding a minim
mum of three (3) feet of cleearance while
e
passinng such bicycclist.

District of
Columbia

Rule 18‐2202.10

Exerccise due care by leaving a safe
s distancee, but in no ca
ase less
than tthree (3) feett, when overttaking and paassing a bicyccle.

Florida

Fla. Stat.
S
§ 316.08
83

Must pass the bicyycle or other non‐motorizzed vehicle att a safe
distannce of not lesss than three (3) feet betw
ween the vehicle
and t he bicycle or other non‐m
motorized vehhicle.

Georgia

O.C.G
G.A. § 40‐6‐56
6

Leavee a safe distan
nce between such vehiclee and the bicyycle
and sshall maintain
n such clearan
nce until safeely past the
overttaken bicycle.. The term "safe distance"" means not less
than tthree (3) feett.

Illinois

625 ILCS 5/11‐703
3

Leavee a safe distan
nce, but not less than threee (3) feet, when
w
passinng the bicycle
e or individua
al and shall m
maintain that
distannce until safe
ely past the overtaken bicyycle or individ
dual.

Kansas

K.S.A
A. § 8‐1516

Pass tto the left at a distance off not less thann three (3) fe
eet and
do noot drive to the
e right side of the roadwaay until the ve
ehicle is
safelyy clear of the overtaken bicycle.

Louisiana

La. R..S. 32:76.1

Pass w
with not less than three (3
3) feet and m
maintain such
clearaance until saffely past the overtaken biccycle.

Maine

29‐A M.R.S. § 207
70

Pass w
with a distance between the
t motor ve hicle and the
e
bicyclle of not less than three (3
3) feet.

Maryland

Md.
TRAN
NSPORTATION
N
Codee Ann. § 21‐12
209

Must pass safely at
a a distance of
o not less thhan three (3) feet.

Minnesota

Minn
n. Stat. § 169.18

Leavee a safe distan
nce, but in no
o case less thhan three (3) feet
f
clearaance, when passing
p
a bicyycle or individdual and main
ntain
clearaance until saffely past the overtaken biccycle or indivvidual.

Mississippi

Miss.. Code Ann. § 63‐
3‐130
09

Leavee a safe distan
nce of not lesss than threee (3) feet betw
ween
the veehicle and the bicyclist and maintain suuch clearance until
safelyy past the biccycle.

Nebraska

LB 10
030

Alwayys allow three
e (3) feet to the
t left of thee bicycle whe
en
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State

Statu
ute

Summ
mary of Lawss
passinng. Reduce sp
peed and mo
ove into the nnext or oncom
ming
lane tto pass. If the
ere is oncoming traffic, redduce speed and
a
follow
w the bicycle until oncoming traffic cleaars.

Nevada

nn. §
Nev. Rev. Stat. An
B.270
484B

Must pass to the left with no le
ess than threee (3) feet bettween
e vehicle and the bicycle.
any pportion of the

New
Hampshiree

RSA 265:143‐a
2

Leavee a reasonable and pruden
nt distance beetween the vehicle
v
and t he bicycle. Th
he distance shall be presuumed to be
reasoonable and prrudent if it is at least threee (3) feet whe
en the
vehic le is travelingg at 30 miles per hour or leess, with one
e
addit ional foot of clearance req
quired for evvery 10 miles per
hour above 30 milles per hour.

Oklahoma

47 Okkl. St. §11‐1208

with a safe distance between the motoor vehicle and
d the
Pass w
bicyclle of not less than three (3
3) feet until tthe motor vehicle is
safelyy past the ove
ertaken bicyccle.

Pennsylvan
nia

75 Paa.C.S. § 3303

Pass tto the left of the pedal cyccle within nott less than fo
our (4)
feet aat a careful an
nd prudent re
educed speedd.

Tennessee

Tenn. Code Ann. § 55‐
5
8‐175

Leavee a safe distan
nce between the motor veehicle and th
he
bicyclle of not less than three fe
eet (3) and shhall maintain the
clearaance until saffely past the overtaken biccycle.

Utah

Utah Code Ann. § 41‐
6a‐70
06.5

A mottor vehicle may
m not know
wingly, intenti onally, or reccklessly
operaate a motor vehicle
v
within
n three (3) feeet of a movin
ng
bicyclle, unless the
e operator of the motor veehicle operattes the
motoor vehicle with
hin a reasona
able and safe distance of the
t
bicyclle.

Virginia

46.2‐‐839.

Any ddriver of any vehicle
v
overtaking a bicyccle… proceeding in
the saame direction
n shall pass at a reasonab le speed at le
east
two ffeet to the lefft … and shall not again prroceed to the
e right
side oof the highwaay until safelyy clear of suchh overtaken bicycle.
b

Wisconsin

Wis. Stat. § 346.07
75

Exerccise due care, leaving a saffe distance, bbut in no case
e less
than tthree (3) feett clearance when
w
passing the bicycle and
mainttain clearance until safely past the oveertaken bicycle.
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Figure 3 Cu
urrent status of minimum
m overtaking requiremen
nts and legislation in US sstates

Global
with Australia, countriess in Europe a re at the forrefront of cre
eating balancced safe tran
nsportation
In contrast w
systems inccorporating motor
m
vehicle
es, public traansportation
n, bicycles, an
nd pedestriaans. The combination of
improved in
nfrastructuree, policies, urrban speed rreduction inccluding widespread 30km
m/h zones, vulnerable
road user leegislation (drrivers have presumed
p
or default liability) and edu
ucation havee led to highe
er rates of
bicycling an
nd increased safety rates in many Eurropean citiess. These facto
ors have beeen cited as re
easons why
some counttries may nott have introd
duced minim
mum overtaking distance laws.
Numerous ccampaigns to
o establish minimum
m
oveertaking distance legislattion are runnning concurre
ently in
countries in
ncluding the United State
es of Americaa, the United
d Kingdom, South
S
Africa and New Zealand.
Countries co
onfirmed witth minimum overtaking ddistance law
w in addition to the US incclude Belgium (1m),
France (1m in towns, 1.5m out of to
owns) and Poortugal (1.5m
m). In additio
on, Nova Scootia, Canada has a
minimum overtaking disstance law of
o one metre . The details of the laws are includedd below.
Belgium
Current roaad rule:

The Highwa
ay Code, Articcle 40ter

Link:

http://wegccode.be/wettteksten/sectties/kb/wegccode/213‐arrt40ter

The legislation in Belgiu
um, translate
ed into Englissh, states:
1 DECEMBER 1975. - Royal Decree
D
layingg down generaal rules for thee road traffic ppolice and the use of public
roadds. [BS 12/09//1975]
Titlee II: Rules forr the use of pu
ublic roads
Artiicle 40 ter. Beehavior toward
ds cyclists andd drivers of tw
wo-wheeled mopeds
m
A cyyclist or driveer of a two-wh
heeled moped on public roaads under the conditions
c
proovided for in these
reguulations does not
n endanger.
Thee driver of a caar or a motorccycle
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…m
must be doublle careful regaarding cyclingg children and the elderly.
…m
must have a laateral distancee of at least on
ne meter to beetween his veehicle and thee rider (cyclisst) or driver
of a two-wheeled
d moped.
… aallow a crossinng for cyclistss and drivers oof two-wheeleed mopeds app
proaching at m
moderate speeed in order nott
to enndanger road users who aree on are in dannger and they do not interfeere when they finish crossin
ng the road at
norm
mal speed. If necessary,
n
he should stop too let by drivin
ng them.
… aallow a crossinng for cyclistss and drivers oof two-wheeleed mopeds do not drive up w
when traffic iss obstructed
so thhat he would probably
p
havee to stop.

France
Current roaad rule:

Article R414
4‐4, Code de le Route

Link:
www.legifran
nce.gouv.fr/a
affichCode.ddo?idSectionTA=LEGISCTA
A0000061777131&cidTexxte=LEGITEX
http://w
T0000060744228&dateTTexte=20080531
The legislation in Francee, translated into Englishh, states:
Artticle R414-4
I. - B
Before overtaaking, the driver must ensurre that it is saffe to do so.
II. - It cannot unddertake the passsing of a vehhicle if:
1° It hass the ability to resume its pllace in the norrmal flow of trraffic without disturbing it;
2° The relative
r
speed of the two vehhicles will perrform exceedeed in a sufficieently short tim
me.
3° is nott itself about to be exceededd.
III. - It must also,, if necessary, notify its inteention that thee user wants to
o pass.
IV. - To overtakinng they should
d deport enouugh to not risk
k hitting the usser that wants to overtake. It should not
in anny case be appproached laterrally within 1 meter in urb
ban areas and
d 1.50 m out oof town if it iss an animaldraw
wn vehicle, a vehicle
v
with two
t or three w
wheels, a pedestrian, a jumper or animal
Dutty of Care (20008)
Onee of the four arreas of work at
a the start of tthe reflection code of the sttreet in Francee concerned th
he adoption
of thhe precautionaary principle (according
(
to the Vienna Co
onvention , 19
968, ratified bby France in 1992 but neverr
trannscribed in thee Highway Code before 20008). Since the decree 2008-7
754 of 30 Julyy 2008, this prrinciple is in
forcce in France. The
T following passage was introduced in the Highway Code:
"- T
The duty of caare drivers viss-à-vis vulneraable road userrs: drivers must exercise exxtra care with regard
r
to the
mosst vulnerable users,
u
as stated
d in Article 155 of Decree 20
008
Artiicle R412-6
Am
mended by Deccree No. 2008--754 of 30 Jully 2008 - art. 15
I. A
All-moving vehhicle or combiination of vehhicles in motio
on must have a driver. It muust, at any tim
me, adopt a
pruddent and respeectful behavio
or towards othher users open to traffic lanees. It must shoow extra care towards
t
vulnnerable road users
u
especiallly.

Portugal
e Highway Coode
Current roaad rule: Artiicle 38 of the
Link:
road‐code/

http
p://www.ecff.com/news//victory‐for‐ccycling‐in‐po
ortugal‐goverrnment‐apprroves‐new‐

The legislation in Portuggal, translate
ed into Englissh, states:
Article 38.
Manoeuvre
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1 - The driveer of a vehiclee overtaking should not staart without maaking sure thaat they can perrform withoutt danger of
colliding witth vehicle trannsiting in the same
s
directionn or in the opp
posite direction
n.
2 - The driveer should especially make su
ure that:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Thee roadway is free
fr in the leng
gth and breadtth necessary to
o manoeuvre safely;
s
Youu can resume right
r
without danger
d
to thosse around tran
nsit;
No driver who foollow the samee route or whiich lies immed
diately to the Left
L began maanoeuvring to overcome;
Thee driver that prrecedes it in th
he same way ddoes not signaalled its intenttion to exceedd a third vehiclle or around
an oobstacle.
In oovertaking bicyycles or pedesstrian crossingg or traversing
g find the sidee, keeps the m
minimum lateeral distance
of 11.5 meters andd slows the sp
peed.

3 - For the m
manoeuvre, thee driver must take
t
the side oof the roadway
y for the moveement in the oopposite direction or if
there is moree than one rouute of traffic in
n the same direection , a transit route to thee left of that w
which circulates overtaken
vehicle.
ust to complete
te the manoeuv
vre and can do
o without dannger.
4 - The driveer must return to the right ju
5 - Anyone w
who contravennes the provisiions of the preeceding parag
graphs shall bee punished witth a fine of € 120 to € 600.

Nova Scotiaa, Canada
Current roaad rule: Motor Vehicle Act,
A Chapter 293 of the Revised
R
Statu
utes, 1989
Link:

http
p://nslegislatture.ca/legc//statutes/mo
otor%20vehicle.pdf

Motor vehiclle passing bicyycle
171B

(1) A driver of a vehicle
v
shall not
n pass a bicyycle travelling
g in the same direction
d
as thhe vehicle thatt is being
riddden to the far right
r
of the driiver of the vehhicle on the ro
oadway, on the shoulder or in an adjacent bicycle lane
unleess
s
to do soo safely; and
(a) there is sufficient space
d
leaves att least one meetre open spacce between thee vehicle and tthe cyclist.
(b) the driver
Notwithstandiing subsection
n 115(2), a driiver of a moto
or vehicle may
y cross a line tto pass a bicyccle in
(2) N
accoordance with subsection
s
(1)) if the driver ccan do so safeely as required
d by Section 1100. 2010, c. 59,
5 s. 10.

Effectiveness of minimu
um overtaking distance legislation
The effectivveness of imp
plementation of minimu m overtaking distance in
nternationallly manifests in the
following w
ways:


Consisteency in ‘distaance’ and ‘la
anguage’ from
m jurisdiction to jurisdicttion improvees effectiveness of the
law. Of the 23 US sttates that have passed thhe law, the le
egal language defining thhe provision is largely
nimum, each provision coontains langu
uage which defines
d
safe ppassing dista
ance to be
consisteent; at a min
three feeet



Increaseed opportun
nity to train police
p
officerrs on bicycle safety and the enforcem
ment of all bicycle
related laws



w is essential for behavioour change. Specific
S
educcation actionns that have been used
Education of the law
mote minimu
um overtakin
ng distance innclude:
to prom
o

licensing an
nd road user handbooks

o

awareness of penalties
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o

paigns and public servicee announcem
ments
public camp

o

permanent roadside siggnage



mentation of a penalty, re
egardless of w
whether a crrash occurs, demonstratees that the behaviour
b
is
Implem
the focu
us, rather than punishme
ent ‘after thee crime’. Wh
here there has been criti cism of minimum
overtakking distancee legislation, it is often thhe case that police
p
are no
ot aware of tthe law or are reluctant
to fine d
drivers



Minimu
um overtakin
ng distance la
aw could be strengthene
ed by the intrroduction off what is known as a
default driver respo
onsibility law
w in Europe, oor a Vulnerab
ble User Law
w. The Vulnerrable User La
aw means
ng the heavie
est vehicle iss responsible
e to operate their
t
vehiclee in such a manner that
the person operatin
they aree ensuring th
he safety of the
t more vu lnerable use
ers with whom they are ssharing the ro
oad. Simply,
if a drivver hits a bicyycle rider, the driver is att fault; if a biicycle rider hits
h a pedestrrian, the bicyycle rider is
at fault.. This defaultt liability is mitigated
m
if t he more vulnerable road
d user is provven to have contributed
c
to the ccrash – howeever the defa
ault is that thhe larger road user is responsible

on and enforrcement – Au
ustin, Texas
Police actio
In Austin, Teexas the Vulnerable Road Users Ordiinance requires drivers to
o safely passs ‘defencelesss’ road
users includ
ding bicycle riders.
r
The Ordinance
O
reqquires that when
w
passing
g bicycle rideers, drivers must
m wait
until it is saffe to pass. Iff it is not safe
e to pass, thee driver must slow down, follow the bicycle riderr and wait
for a safe op
pportunity. The
T Austin Police depart ment have created
c
a video clip on YoouTube that clearly
details the llaw and the requirementts of drivers when overtaaking bicycle riders3.
when passin
Regular police blitzes taargeting drive
ers who do nnot give bicycle riders enough space w
ng has
resulted in o
over 100 citaations. Enforrcement of thhe law is targgeted and in
nvolved policce officer training, video
footage of tthe incident and direct re
esponse4.
Organisatio
ons in Austraalia who support minimuum overtaking distance legislation
Australia‐wide individuaals, groups, organisations
o
s, businessess and politiciians have joiined the AGFF to call for
the introduction of a on
ne metre min
nimum overttaking distan
nce legislation. Our push to legislate for
f a
minimum overtaking disstance is sup
pported by thhe following organisation
ns.

Organ
nisation Nam
me

State

Type

1.

Cyclin
ng Australia

National

Cycling Orrg

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

MTB Australia
Triath
hlon Australiaa
Subarru
Contiinental
Hydraalyte
Europ
pcar
Trek
BikeEExchange.com
m.au
Shepp
pard Cycles Australia
A
Grasss Roots
Pricew
waterhouseC
Coopers
Pitcheer Partners
Landeer & Rogers

National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National

Cycling Orrg
Cycling Orrg
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner

3
4

Austin Police YouTubee video: http:://www.youttube.com/w
watch?v=aUtF
FluEODC0

Austin Ameerican‐Statesm
man: http://www.mystates man.com/new
ws/lifestyles/rrecreation/geetting‐serious‐‐about‐
sharing‐the‐rroad/nZCBS/ Accessed
A
4 Occtober 2013
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Organ
nisation Nam
me

State

Type

Crosb
by Textor
Africaan Wildlife Saafaris
Phil A
Anderson Cyccling Tours
Heartt Foundation
Apress Velo
Sub4
Henryy Carus & Asssociates
Winn
ners Sports Nu
utrition
Inspirred Alliance
Ooh M
Media
JC Deecaux
USM Events
Canberra Cycling Club
C
pment Squad
Canberra Develop
Lindsay & Edmund
ds Chocolatess
Missing Link Natural Healing
Pedal Power
ony J Lewis Architectural
A
Design
D
& Draafting
Antho
Audax Australia ‐ Wagga
W
Waggga branch
urst and Distrrict BUG
Bathu
Bathu
urst Cycling Club
C
Belly''s Bikes
Bicycle NSW
Marrickville
Bike M
Bike N
North
BikeG
Gal.com
Brind
dabella Familyy Practice
Byron
n Bay Cycle Club
Carbo
on Addiction
Choco
olate Foot
Civil & Rigging Ptyy Ltd
Coom
ma Cycling Clu
ub
Custo
om Creative
Cyclee Tours Global
Dulwich Hill Bicyclle Club
C
Club
Easteern Suburbs Cycling
Ergo Wines
b
Grafton Cycle Club
Gosfo
ord City Coun
ncil
Harleequin Wheelm
men
Illawaarra Cycle Clu
ub
ItaliaTTech Pty Ltd
Jules Fitness
Karraas Cold Logistics
Ken LLane Mensweear
Kooraagang Open Cycle
C
Club
Lake Macquarie Roadies Cyclin
ng Group

National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
National
Australasia
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
ACT
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW

AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
AGF Partn
ner
Company
Cycling Orrg
Cycling Orrg
Company
Company
Cycling Orrg
Company
Cycling Orrg
BUG
Club
Company
Cycling Orrg
Company
Cycling Orrg
Cycling Orrg
Company
Club
Company
Company
Company
Club
Company
Company
Club
Club
Company
Club
Governme
ent
Club
Club
Company
Company
Company
Company
Club
Club
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62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.

Organ
nisation Nam
me

State

Type

Lidco
ombe Auburn Cycle Club
Lithgo
ow City Coun
ncil
Macaarthur Triathlon Club
Mosaaic Collective Graphic Desiign
Moun
ntains Christian College
Musw
wellbrook Cyccle Club
North
hern Sydney Cycle
C
Club
Nowrra Velo Club Inc
I
Parraamatta Cycling Club
Perfo
ormance by 3
Perm
maling Pty Ltd
Port SStephens Cou
uncil
Queaanbeyan Regio
on BUG
Relian
nce GP Superr Clinic
S.N.O
O.B Ciclisimo
South
hern Cross Cyycle Club
South
hern Highland
ds Rustic Ride
ers
St Geeorge BUG
St Hu
ubert's Island Triathlon Clu
ub
St Ivees Cycling BUG
G
Sutheerland Shire Cycling
C
Club
Sydneey Bicycle Meessenger Asso
ociation
Sydneey Cycling Clu
ub
Tamw
worth Cycle Club
C
The B
Bike Barn Parramatta
The FFull Cycle Of Albury
A
True Wheel Cycless
Waraatah Masters Cycle Club
Warrumbungle Wheelers
W
Inc
Wirelless Componeents
Darw
win Cycling Clu
ub
Austrralian Orthop
paedic Associa
ation
Balmoral Cycling Club
C
Bikeliine Racing
Cairns Bicycle Useer Group
Cairns Cycling Club
b
n Sayers Racing
Callan
Capital Consultingg
n Gang
Chain
Copper City Cyclin
ng Club, Mt Issa
bourhood Wa
atch
Crestmead Neighb
Cyclin
ng Queenslan
nd
Danger Mouse Social Team
Data##3 Racing Teaam
FKG TTour of Toow
woomba
Go Trransit Advertising
Gold Coast Cyclingg Club

NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NSW
NT
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD

Club
Governme
ent
Club
Company
Company
Club
Club
Club
Club
Company
Company
Governme
ent
BUG
Company
Club
Club
Club
BUG
Club
BUG
Club
Company
Club
Club
Company
Company
Company
Club
Club
Company
Club
Company
Club
Club
BUG
Club
Company
Company
Club
Club
Company
Cycling Orrg
Club
Club
Cycling Orrg
Company
Club
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109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.

Organ
nisation Nam
me

State

Type

Goldeen Riviera
Hamilton Pine Rivers Wheelerss
MAK Advertising
willumbah Cycling Club
Murw
Optim
ma Sports Perrformance
Paint My Bike
Parad
dise Outdoor Advertising
Pavé Cyclery
Progrressive Coach
hing Systems
Remeediaworx Pty Ltd
Rockh
hampton Cyccling Club Inc..
Sunsh
hine Coast Co
ouncil
Sunsh
hine Coast Cyycling Club
Tableeland Cycle Sp
ports
The Jack
woomba BUG
Toow
Town
nsville Cycle club
c
Triath
hlon Queensland
Trinitty Cycle Workks
Wateer Wise Design
Wynn
num Redlands Cycling Club
Adelaaide Cyclists Online
O
Comm
munity
Riverworks Remed
dial
ny Lattes Cycling Club
Skinn
Cyclin
ng Tasmania
Mersey Valley Davvenport Cycling Club
North
hern Veterans Cycling Club
b
South
hern Masterss Cycling Club
b
Tamaar Bicycle Useer Group
Abbo
otsford Cycless
Accesss Hire
Bayside Bandidos
Bicycle Superstoree
Blackk Elefant
Cargo
ocycles
Cobraam Barooga Cycling
C
Club
Crow
wn Melbournee Social Club
Drapaac Profession
nal Cycling
Easteern Veteran Cycling
C
Club
Europ
pcar Australiaa
Gerakki Cycling Gro
oup
Giantt Celtic racingg Team
Holm
mesglen TAFE
Inspirred Business group
Leonggatha Cyclingg Club
Maceedon Ranges Cycling Club
Mildu
ura‐Coomeallla Cycling Club

QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
QLD
SA
SA
SA
TAS
TAS
TAS
TAS
TAS
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC

Company
Club
Company
Club
Cycling Orrg
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Club
ent
Governme
Club
club
Company
BUG
Club
Cycling Orrg
Company
Company
Club
Cycling Orrg
Company
Club
Cycling Orrg
Club
Club
Club
BUG
Company
Company
Club
Company
Company
Company
Club
Company
Cycling Orrg
Club
Company
Club
Club
Club
Company
Club
Club
Club
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156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.
167.
168.
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
178.
179.
180.
181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
190.

Organ
nisation Nam
me

State

Type

Moiraa Shire
Morn
nington Penin
nsula Shire
Moyn
ne Shire
Pedal Wise Cycle Training
T
Prahrran BUG
Regen
nt Tennis Club
RoadSafe NE
Secon
nd Chance Cyycles
Sharo
on Stinson Psychology Services
St Kild
da Cycling Clu
ub
The C
Captain's Crew
w
The H
Hurt Box
VetRiide
Viperrs Cycling
Wanggaratta Cyclin
ng Club
Warragul Cycling Club
C
G
Werribee Riders Group
Westt End Bike Hub
Wheeel Women
Whitttlesea Cyclingg Club
Winn
ners Sports Nu
utrition
Yarrawonga/Mulw
wala Cycling Club
C
ny Cycle Club
Alban
BTAW
WA
Chain
n Reaction Traaining
Cyclin
ng WA
Geoggraphe Grindeers
North
hern Districtss Cycling Club
b
Perro
ott Painting
Shire of Manjimup
p
h Perth Rouleers
South
Team
m Manjimup Crew
C
Tuesd
day Treadlerss Cycling Club
b
WesttCycle

VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA
WA

Governme
ent
Governme
ent
Governme
ent
Company
BUG
Club
Club
Governme
ent
Company
Club
Club
Club
Club
Club
Club
Club
Club
Company
Cycling Orrg
Club
Company
Club
Club
Cycling Orrg
Company
Cycling Orrg
Club
Club
Company
Governme
ent
Club
Club
Club
Cycling Orrg

The AGF weebsite provid
ded a facility for individuaals to petitio
on their local members off parliamentt, stating
their support for the ‘a metre matte
ers’ campaig n. By visitingg http://www
w.amygillett..org.au/a‐me
etre‐
matters, constituents were
w
able to identify
i
theirr local memb
ber.
Users could
d then use a pre‐formatte
p
ed email whiich outlined the rates of cycling partiicipation in Australia,
A
the current recommend
dations (or la
ack of) by staate transportt authorities and the currrent human trauma
costs attribu
uted to ridin
ng a bicycle.
The email also provided
d a simple am
mendment too Australian Road Rule 14
44 – Keepingg a safe dista
ance when
overtaking, which would
d include a le
egal requirem
ment to leavve a minimum
m of 1 metree when overttaking
bicycle riders, a rule thaat would brin
ng it into linee with many European co
ounties and U
US states.
A copy of th
he ‘a metre matters’
m
pre‐‐formatted eemail is below
w:
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--------------------------------------- Sttart of Docume
ent ----------------------------------------Dear Member of Pa
arliament,
Protection for 4 million Australians
Call for legislation of 1 metre
e minimum when
w
overtaking bicycle rid
ders
In 201
11, 4 million pe
eople rode a bicycle
b
in Austtralia, almost 20%
2
of Austra
alians.
The g
government is committed to doubling the n
number of peo
ople cycling by
y 2016 – whicch is great for health,
h
leisure
e, the environment, congestion and comm
munity wellbeiing.
But w
with 35 bicycle riders killed and 9,577 injurred in the sam
me year – the human
h
traumaa costs of cycling in
Austra
alia are unaccceptable.
Austra
alian Road Ru
ules are failing
g bicycle riderss.
Distance when overtaking bicy
ycle riders
At pre
esent every state
s
transport authority (e
excluding Qu
ueensland and the ACT) ‘rrecommends’
driverrs leave at lea
ast one metre
e when overttaking bike rid
ders.
This ccommunication
n is clear and easily undersstood.
Howe
ever, there is no
n active or pro
olonged enco uragement forr this recommended behavi our. At the same
time transport autho
orities supportt that the road
d rules are des
signed to prescribe and enaable enforceme
ent of
requirred safe behavviour.
Conse
equently transslating what is already recom
mmended driv
ver behaviour into legislationn is a logical and
a
practiccal step to cha
anging behaviiour.
The e
existing Austra
alian Road Rulles including R
Rule 144, do not
n protect bicycle riders whhen being overrtaken
by drivvers. Drivers are
a permitted to make judge
ement calls re
egarding a ‘suffficient distancce to avoid a
collisio
on’.
ARR 144—Keeping a safe dista
ance when ov
vertaking
A drivver overtaking a vehicle:
((a) must pass the vehicle att a sufficient d
distance to avo
oid a collision with the vehiccle or obstructing the
p
path of the vehicle; and
((b) must not re
eturn to the marked lane or line of traffic where
w
the veh
hicle is travellinng until the driver is
a sufficient disstance past the vehicle to avvoid a collision
n with the vehicle or obstruccting the path of the
vvehicle.
The trragic death of 25 year old, Richard
R
Pollettt, highlights th
he inadequacie
es of this reguulation. Richarrd was
riding his bicycle wh
hen he was killed after bein
ng struck by a cement truck as the driver aattempted to
overta
ake him. The truck
t
driver’s lawyer said the
e driver was under
u
"the hon
nest and reasoonable belief" that
there was enough room
r
on the ro
oad to safely o
overtake him. The truck driv
ver was acquitttted.
Bill to
o introduce a minimum ov
vertaking disttance of 1 Me
etre
As a M
Member of Pa
arliament, I call on you to lea
ad the introduc
ction of a Bill into your Statee or Territory
Parlia
ament for the amendment
a
off the Road Ru les and to lobby for the Aus
stralian Road R
Rules to be up
pdated
to set an improved national mod
del. The amend
dment must in
ntroduce a reg
gulation requirring a minimum of
1 mettre when a mo
otor vehicle ov
vertakes a bicyycle rider.
A min
nimum overtaking distance of 1 metre pro
rovides absolu
ute and practic
cal clarity. It:










R
Recognises bicycle riders are
a physically vvulnerable and
d need the pro
otection of spaace
P
Provides drive
ers with a clea
ar, easily recog
gnised measure when overttaking bicycle riders – otherrwise
tthey must slow
w down and wait
w
R
Reduces the risk
r
of bicycle rider-driver crrashes, and bicycle rider cra
ashes resultingg from being sides
sswiped (but no
ot hit) by moto
or vehicles
IIs enforceable
e; it allows a la
aw enforcemen
nt officer or witness
w
to readily observe a ddriver’s action
ns
W
Would give co
onsideration fo
or a graded ap
pproach for hig
gher speeds and
a very low s peeds, though
h
sstandardised legislation
l
is more
m
readily u nderstood
W
Will improve safety
s
for bicyc
cle riders
A
Acknowledgess bicycle riders are legitimatte road users
W
Will ultimatelyy reduce bicyclle rider fatalitie
es and serious
s injuries.

This la
aw already exxists in countrie
es in Europe a
and in 22 state
es in the US. The
T law is praactical, enforce
eable,
will re
educe serious injuries and will
w save bicyc
cle riders’ live
es.
Everyyone has the riight to ride saffely for work a
and play.
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For m
more informatio
on, please go to www.amyg illett.org.au
http:///www.amygille
ett.org.au/a-me
etre-matters

-----------------------------------------

E nd of Docume
ent

-----------------------------------------

m
available in May 20113, several thousand individuals havee sent letters to their
Since this faacility was made
local memb
bers of parliament.
If you would
d like your organisation or
o club addeed to this list of supporters, please coontact the Fo
oundation
on 03 9533 3180 or info
o@amygillettt.org.au
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4. Measureme
ents in road
r
rules in Au
ustralia
One criticism
m of introdu
ucing an overrtaking dista nce with spe
ecific distances is that it i s impractical; that a
specified minimum distance is difficcult for drive rs to understtand and forr police to ennforce. This is a spurious
claim as theere are numeerous existing Australian Road Rules,, and jurisdicctional variannts, that inclu
ude a
specified distance. This widespread use of a speecified distan
nce establishes clear preccedent in the
e Australian
d supports th
he current acction to ame nd the legislation for a minimum
m
oveertaking distance when
context and
passing bicyycle riders.
In this section is a selecttion of curre
ent Australiann Road Ruless that have a specified diistance. The specific
section of th
he rule that includes the reference too the distancce is included
d below (as ddistinct from
m the entire
road rule). TThe text thatt specifies an
n exact dista nce has been
n coloured pink
p to highligght the rangge of
distances allready legislaated. The rules below weere taken fro
om the Australian Road RRules, as at 26
September 20135.

urn from a multi‐lane
m
rooad
ARR 28 Starrting a left tu
(2) A driver may
m approach and enter thhe intersectio
on from the marked
m
lane nnext to the leeft lane as
well as, or instead of, th
he left lane iff:
(a) thee driver’s veh
hicle, togetheer with any load or projecction, is 7.5 m
metres long, or longer;
andd
(b) thee vehicle disp
plays a do noot overtake tu
urning vehiclle sign; and
(c) anyy part of the vehicle is wiithin 50 metres of the neearest point oof the intersection; and
(d) it is not practicaable for the ddriver to turn
n left from within
w
the leftt lane; and
(e) thee driver can safely
s
occupyy the next marked lane an
nd can safelyy turn left at the
inteersection by occupying thhe next mark
ked lane, or both
b lanes.
ARR 29 Makking a left tu
urn as indica
ated by a turrn line
(2) A driver may
m turn left at
a an intersecction other th
han as indicated by a turnn line if:
(a) thee driver’s veh
hicle, togetheer with any load or projecction, is 7.5 m
metres long, or longer;
andd
(b) thee vehicle disp
plays a do noot overtake tu
urning vehiclle sign; and
(c) it is not practicaable for the ddriver to turn
n left as indiccated by the turn line; and
(d) thee driver can safely
s
turn leeft other than
n as indicated
d by the turn line.
ARR 127 Keeeping a min
nimum distan
nce betweenn long vehiclles
(2) In this rule: required minimum distaance means:
(a) forr a road train that is behinnd a long veh
hicle – 200 metres
m
or, if aanother law of this
jurisdiction speecifies a diffeerent distance, that distan
nce; or
(b) forr a long vehiccle other thann a road train
n that is behiind a long veehicle – 60 metres
m
or, if
anoother law of this jurisdicttion specifiess a different distance, thaat distance.
ARR 138 Keeeping off a painted
p
islan
nd
(2) A driver may
m drive on or
o over a singgle continuo
ous line along
g the side of or surroundiing a paintedd
island for up
u to 50 metrres:
(a) to enter
e
or leave the road; oor
(b) to enter
e
a turnin
ng lane that bbegins immeediately afterr the painted island.
a
a conttinuous whitte edge line
ARR 150 Drriving on or across
(1B
B)A driver may
m drive on or
o over a conntinuous whiite edge line on a road forr up to 100 metres
m
if the
driver is:
(a) turnning at an in
ntersection; oor
5

http://www
w.ntc.gov.au/ffilemedia/Rep
ports/ARRFeb 12.pdf
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ving the roadd; or
(b) enttering or leav
(c) enttering a part of the road oof one kind from
fr
a part off the road off another kind
d (for
exaample, movin
ng to or from
m a service ro
oad, a should
der of the roaad or an emergency
stoopping lane); or
(d) stoopping at the side of the rroad (includin
ng any shoullder of the rooad).
ARR 151 Rid
ding a motor bike or bicyycle alongsidde more tha
an 1 other rid
der
(4) If the rider of a motor bike
b or bicyc le is riding on
o a road thatt is not a mul
ulti-lane road alongside
another rider, or in a maarked lane allongside ano
other rider in the marked llane, the rideer must ride
not over 1.55 metres fro
om the other rider.
ARR 153 Biccycle lanes
(2) If stopping or parking is permitted aat a place in a bicycle lan
ne under anotther law of th
his
jurisdictionn, a driver maay drive for uup to 50 mettres in the biicycle lane too stop or park
k at that
place.
ARR 168 No
o parking siggns
(2) For this rulle, a driver leeaves a vehiccle unattendeed if the driveer leaves thee vehicle so the driver is
over 3 mettres from thee closest poinnt of the vehiicle.
ARR 170 Sto
opping in or near an inte
ersection
(2) A driver must
m not stop on a road wiithin 20 metrres from the nearest poinnt of an interssecting road
at an intersection with traffic
t
lights,, unless the driver
d
stops at
a a place on a length of road,
r
or in
an area, to which a park
king control sign applies and the driver is permitteed to stop at that place
under the Australian
A
Ro
oad Rules.
m not stop on a road wiithin 10 metrres from the nearest poinnt of an interssecting road
(3) A driver must
at an intersection witho
out traffic lighhts, unless th
he driver stop
ps:
(a) at a place on a length
l
of roaad, or in an area,
a
to which
h a parking ccontrol sign applies
a
and
thee driver is perrmitted to stoop at that plaace under thee Australian R
Road Rules; or
(b) if the
t intersection is a T–inttersection – along
a
the con
ntinuous sidee of the contiinuing road
at the
t intersectiion.
opping on or near a child
dren’s crossiing
ARR 171 Sto
(1) A driver must
m not stop on a childrenn’s crossing, or on the road within 200 metres befo
ore the
crossing annd 10 metress after the croossing, unlesss the driver stops at a plaace on a leng
gth of road,
or in an areea, to which a parking conntrol sign ap
pplies and thee driver is peermitted to sttop at that
place underr the Australian Road Ruules.
ARR 172 Sto
opping on or near a pedestrian crosssing (exceptt at an interssection)
(1) A driver must
m not stop on a pedestriian crossing that is not att an intersecttion, or on th
he road
within 20 metres
m
beforee the crossingg and 10 meetres after thee crossing, un
unless the driv
ver stops at
a place on a length of ro
oad, or in an area, to whicch a parking control signn applies and the driver iss
permitted too stop at thatt place underr the Australiian Road Rulles.
opping on or near a marrked foot croossing (excep
pt at an intersection)
ARR 173 Sto
(1) A driver must
m not stop on a markedd foot crossin
ng that is not at an interseection, or on the road
within 10 metres
m
beforee the traffic llights pole neearest to the driver at the crossing and
d 3 metres
after the croossing, unless the driver sstops at a plaace on a leng
gth of road, oor in an area, to which a
parking conntrol sign app
plies and the driver is perrmitted to sto
op at that plaace under thee Australian
Road Ruless.
ARR 174 Sto
opping at orr near bicycle
e crossing ligghts (except at an intersection)
(2) A driver muust not stop within
w
10 meetres before the traffic lig
ghts nearest tto the driver at the
place, and 3 metres afteer the traffic lights, unless the driver stops
s
at a plaace on a leng
gth of road,
or in an areaa, to which a parking conntrol sign app
plies and the driver is perrmitted to sto
op at that
place underr the Australiian Road Rulles.
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ARR 175 Sto
opping on or near a leve
el crossing
(1) A driver muust not stop on
o a level croossing, or on
n a road withiin 20 metress before the nearest
n
rail
or track to the
t driver app
proaching thhe crossing an
nd 20 metres after the neearest rail or track to the
driver leavinng the crossiing, unless thhe driver stop
ps at a place on a length oof road, or in
n an area, to
which a parrking controll sign appliess and the driv
ver is permittted to stop att that place under
u
the
Australian Road
R
Rules.
opping in or near a safetty zone
ARR 190 Sto
(1) A driver muust not stop in
i a safety zoone, or on a road
r
within 10
1 metres beefore or afterr a safety
zone, unlesss the driver stops
s
at a plaace on a length of road, or in an area, to which a parking
p
control signn applies and
d the driver iss permitted to
o stop at thatt place underr the Australiian Road
Rules.
ARR 193 Sto
opping on a crest or curvve outside a built‐up are
ea
(1) A driver muust not stop on
o or near a ccrest or curve on a length
h of road thatt is not in a built-up
b
area
unless:
(a) thee driver’s veh
hicle is visiblle for 100 metres to driv
vers approachhing the vehiicle and
travvelling in thee direction o f travel of traaffic on the same
s
side off the road as the
t vehicle.
ARR 194 Sto
opping near a fire hydra
ant etc
(1) A driver must
m not stop within 1 mettre of a fire hydrant, fire hydrant indi
dicator, or firee plug
indicator, unless:
u
(a) thee driver is driiving a publiic bus, and th
he driver stop
ps at a bus sttop or in a bu
us zone and
doees not leave the
t bus unatttended; or
(b) thee driver is driiving a taxi, aand the driveer stops in a taxi zone andd does not leeave the taxi
unaattended; or
(c) thee driver is driiving a publiic minibus, and the driverr stops in a m
minibus zonee and does
nott leave the minibus
m
unatteended.
(2) For this rulle, a driver leeaves a vehiccle unattendeed if the driver leaves thee vehicle so the
t driver is
over 3 mettres from thee closest poinnt of the vehiicle.
ARR 195 Sto
opping at orr near a bus stop
s
(1) A driver (eexcept the driiver of a pubblic bus) musst not stop at a bus stop, oor on the road
d, within 20
metres beffore a sign on
n the road thaat indicates the
t bus stop, and 10 metrres after the sign, unless
the driver stops
s
at a plaace on a lengtth of road, or in an area, to which a pparking contrrol sign
applies andd the driver iss permitted tto stop at thaat place underr the Australlian Road Ru
ules.
ARR 196 Sto
opping at orr near a tram
m stop
(1) A driver (eexcept the driiver of a tram
m, a tram recovery vehiclle or a publicc bus travelling along
tram trackss) must not sttop at a tram
m stop or on th
he road with
hin 20 metress before a sig
gn that
indicates a tram stop, unless:
a area, to w
which a parking control
(a) thee driver stopss at a place oon a length off road, or in an
siggn applies; an
nd
Road Rules
(b) thee driver is perrmitted to stoop at that plaace under thee Australian R
ARR 199 Sto
opping near a postbox
(1) A driver must
m not stop on a road wiithin 3 metrees of a publicc postbox, unnless the driv
ver:
(a) is dropping
d
off,
f, or picking uup, passengeers or mail; or
o
(b) stoops at a placee on a length of road, or in
n an area, to which a park
rking control sign appliess
andd the driver is
i permitted tto stop at thaat place undeer the Australlian Road Ru
ules.
ARR 208 Paarallel parkin
ng on a road (except in a median striip parking arrea)
(5) If the driveer does not paark in a parkking bay, the driver must position the vehicle at leeast 1 metre
from the cllosest point of
o any vehiclle in front off it and any vehicle behindd it.
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(6) If the road has a continu
uous dividinng line or a diividing strip,, the driver m
must position
n the vehicle
m
from the
t continuouus dividing line
l or dividiing strip, unlless otherwisse indicated
at least 3 metres
by informaation on or with
w a parkingg control sign
n.
ve a continuoous dividing line or a dividing strip, thhe driver mu
ust position
(7) If the road does not hav
the vehicle so there is at
a least 3 mettres of the ro
oad alongsidee the vehiclee that is clearr for other
vehicles to pass, unless otherwise inndicated by information
i
on
o or with a parking conttrol sign.
ARR 209 Paarallel parkin
ng in a media
an strip parkking area
(2) The driver must
m position
n the driver’ss vehicle:
(c) if the
t driver doees not park inn a parking bay
b – at leastt 1 metre froom the closesst point of
anyy vehicle in front
f
of it an d any vehicle behind it.
ARR 213 Maaking a moto
or vehicle se
ecure
(3) If the driverr will be overr 3 metres fr
from the closeest part of th
he vehicle, thhe driver musst switch off
the engine before
b
leavin
ng the vehiclee.
(4) If the driverr will be overr 3 metres fr
from the closeest part of th
he vehicle, annd:
(a) theere is no-one left in the veehicle; or
(b) theere is only a child
c
or childdren under 16 years old left in the vehhicle; the driiver must
rem
move the ignition key beffore leaving the vehicle.
(5) If the driverr will be overr 3 metres fr
from the closeest part of th
he vehicle andd there is no-one left in
the vehicle, the driver must:
m
ws immediattely before
(a) if the
t windows of the vehiccle can be seccured – securre the window
leaaving the veh
hicle and
(b) if the
t doors of the
t vehicle ccan be locked
d – lock the doors
d
immeddiately after leaving
l
the
vehhicle.
ARR 216 To
owing a vehiccle at night or
o in hazardoous weatherr conditions
(3) In this rule:
(a) forr a vehicle beeing towed frrom the frontt of the vehiccle – a pair oof lights attacched to the
reaar of the vehiicle that, wheen operating,, show a red light that is cclearly visible for at
leaast 200 metrees from the rrear of the veehicle; and
(b) forr a vehicle beeing towed frrom the rear of the vehiclle – a pair off lights attach
hed to the
froont of the veh
hicle that, whhen operating
g, show a red
d light that iss clearly visib
ble for at
leaast 200 metrees from the ffront of the vehicle.
v
hts on high‐b
beam
ARR 218 Ussing headligh
(1) The driver of
o a vehicle must
m not usee the vehicle’’s headlights on high-beaam, or allow the
vehicle’s heeadlights to be
b used on hiigh-beam, if the driver is driving:
(a) less than 200 metres
m
behindd a vehicle trravelling in the
t same direection as the driver; or
(b) less than 200 metres
m
from aan oncoming
g vehicle.
ARR 220 Ussing lights on
n vehicles that are stoppped
(1) A driver muust not stop on
o a road at nnight unless:
(a) if the
t driver’s vehicle
v
is 2.22 metres wid
de, or wider — the clearan
ance and sidee marker
lighhts fitted to the
t vehicle ar
are operating effectively and
a are clearrly visible.
(2) This rule dooes not apply
y to a driver iif the driver stops on a leength of roadd, or in an areea, with
street lightinng and the drriver’s vehiccle is visible for at least 200 metres inn all directio
ons from the
vehicle.
ARR 223 Ussing lights when riding an animal‐draawn vehicle at night or in hazardouss weather co
onditions
A pperson must not
n ride an an
nimal-drawnn vehicle at night,
n
or in haazardous weaather conditiions causing
reduuced visibilitty, unless thee vehicle is ffitted with, an
nd displays:
(a) a white
w
light fittted at or tow
wards the fron
nt of each sid
de of the vehhicle that is clearly
c
vissible for at least 200 metrres from the front of the vehicle; andd
(b) a reed light fitted
d at or towarrds the rear of
o each side of
o the vehiclee that is clearrly visible
forr at least 200 metres from
m the rear of the vehicle; and
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f
at or toowards the reear of each siide of the vehhicle that is:
(c) a reed reflector fitted
(i) not ov
ver 1.5 metrres above gro
ound level; and
(ii) clearlly visible forr at least 50 metres
m
from the rear of thhe vehicle when
w
light is
projeccted onto it bby another veehicle’s head
dlight on low
w-beam.
e warning triiangles
ARR 227 Ussing portable
(2) If the driverr stops on a road,
r
or if so me or all of any load being carried byy the vehiclee falls on to
a road, at a place where the speed lim
mit is 80 kilo
ometres per hour
h
or moree and the veh
hicle is not
visible at anny time for att least 300 m
metres in all directions fro
om that placee, the driver must use at
least 3 portaable warning
g triangles, pllaced in acco
ordance with
h subrule (4),, to warn other road
users of the vehicle or lo
oad.
r
or if so me or all of any load being carried byy the vehiclee falls on to
(3) If the driverr stops on a road,
a road, at a place where the speed lim
mit is less th
han 80 kilomeetres per houur and the vehicle is not
visible at anny time for att least 200 m
metres in all directions fro
om that placee, the driver must use at
least 3 portaable warning
g triangles, pllaced in acco
ordance with
h subrule (5),, to warn other road
users of the vehicle or lo
oad.
(4) For the purpposes of subrrule (2), the ddriver must:
(a) plaace 1 trianglee at least 2000 metres, butt not over 250 metres, beehind the veh
hicle or
falllen load; and
d
(b) if the
t vehicle orr fallen load is on a one-w
way or divid
ded road, placce 1 triangle between thee
triaangle requireed by paragraaph (a) and th
he vehicle orr fallen load;; and
(c) if the
t vehicle orr fallen load is not on a one-way
o
or divided
d
road, place 1 trian
ngle at least
2000 metres, bu
ut not over 2550 metres, in
n front of thee vehicle or ffallen load
(5) For the purpposes of subrrule (3), the ddriver must:
(a) plaace 1 trianglee at least 50 m
metres, but not
n over 150 metres, behhind the vehiicle or fallen
loaad; and
(b) if the
t vehicle orr fallen load is on a one-w
way or divid
ded road, placce 1 triangle between thee
triaangle requireed by paragraaph (a) and th
he vehicle orr fallen load;; and
(c) if the
t vehicle orr fallen load is not on a one-way
o
or divided
d
road, place 1 trian
ngle at least
50 metres, but not over 1500 metres, in front of the vehicle
v
or faallen load
ossing a road on or nearr a crossing ffor pedestria
ans
ARR 234 Cro
(1) A pedestriaan must not cross
c
a road, or part of a road, within 20 metres oof a crossing on the road,
except at thhe crossing or
o another croossing, unlesss the pedestrrian is:
(a) croossing, or hellping anotherr pedestrian to cross, an area
a of the rooad between tram tracks
andd the far left side of the rooad to get on
n, or after gettting off, a trram or publicc bus; or
(b) croossing to or from
f
a safetyy zone; or
(c) croossing at an intersection w
with traffic liights and a pedestrians
p
m
may cross diaagonally
siggn; or
(d) croossing in a sh
hared zone; oor
(e) croossing a road
d, or a part off a road, from
m which vehiicles are exclluded, eitherr
perrmanently orr temporarilyy.
ARR 235 Cro
ossing a leve
el crossing
(1) A pedestriann must not cross a railwaay line, or traam tracks, at a level crosssing unless:
(a) theere is a pedesstrian facilityy at the crossing and the pedestrian
p
usses the facilitty; or
(b) theere is no pedeestrian facilitty at, or with
hin 20 metres of, the crosssing.
ARR 244 Wheeled recre
eational devvices or wheeeled toys being towed etc
(3) A person traavelling in or on a wheelled recreation
nal device orr wheeled toyy must not trravel within
2 metres off the rear of a moving mootor vehicle continuously
c
y for more thaan 200 metrres
ARR 255 Rid
ding too closse to the rea
ar of a motorr vehicle
Thee rider of a bicycle must not
n ride withhin 2 metres of the rear of
o a moving m
motor vehiclle
conntinuously for more than 200 metres
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ARR 259 Rid
ding at nightt
Thee rider of a bicycle must not
n ride at niight, or in haazardous weaather conditioons causing reduced
r
visiibility, unlesss the bicyclee, or the riderr, displays:
(a) a flashing
fl
or steeady white liight that is cllearly visiblee for at least 200 metres from the
froont of the bicy
ycle; and
(b) a flashing
fl
or steeady red lighht that is cleaarly visible fo
or at least 2000 metres fro
om the rear
of the
t bicycle; and
a
(c) a reed reflector that
t is clearlyy visible for at least 50 metres
m
from tthe rear of th
he bicycle
whhen light is prrojected ontoo it by a vehiicle’s headlig
ght on low-bbeam.
ARR 295 Mo
otor vehicle towing another vehicle with a towline
(2) If neither off the vehicless is a motor bbike, the driv
ver must keep a distance of not over 4 metres
between thee vehicles.
(3) If at least 1 of the vehiclles is a motoor bike, the driver must keeep a distancce of not oveer 2.5
metres betw
ween the veh
hicles.
(4) If the towlinne is longer than
t
2 metrees, the driverr must attach a white or bbrightly colou
ured flag,
piece of clooth or other similar materrial (the warn
ning materiall) to the towlline in accord
dance with
subrule (5).
(5) The warning material must:
m
(a) be substantially
y square or reectangular with
w 2 adjacen
nt sides at leaast 300 milliimetres
lonng; and
(b) be attached mid
dway along tthe towline; and
a
(c) be visible for att least 100 m
metres from either
e
side off the warningg material.
ARR 303 Rid
ding an anim
mal alongside
e more thann 1 other ride
er
(4) If the rider of
o an animal is riding on a road that is
i not a multii-lane road al
alongside ano
other rider,
or in a markked lane alon
ngside anotheer rider in the marked lan
ne, the rider m
must ride no
ot over 1.5
metres from
m the other riider.
ARR 334 Ho
ow parking control
c
signss apply to a leength of roa
ad
(2) If a parkingg control sign
n applies to a length of ro
oad, the sign is at the sidee of the road,, and there
are no parkiing bays to which
w
the siggn applies, th
hen, unless in
nformation onn or with thee sign
indicates othherwise, the sign appliess to:
(a) anyy shoulder off the road onn that side of the road; and
(b) thee part of the road
r
on the leength of road
d that extend
ds from the fa
far side of thee road
(exxcluding any road relatedd area) on thaat side of the road for:
(i) if the sign, or infoormation on or
o with the siign, includess the words ‘angle
parkin
ng’ or ‘anglee’ – 6 metress; or
(ii) in any
y other case – 3 metres.
n applies to a length of ro
oad, the sign is at the centtre of the roaad or on a
(3) If a parkingg control sign
dividing strip, and theree are no parkiing bays to which
w
the sig
gn applies, thhen, unless in
nformation
on or with the
t sign indiccates otherwiise, the sign applies to:
(a) if the
t sign is at the centre off the road, bu
ut not on a diividing strip – the part off the road onn
thaat length of ro
oad that exteends 3 metress from the ceentre of the rroad on each side of the
roaad; or
(b) if the
t sign is on
n a dividing sstrip – the div
viding strip on
o that length
th of road and
d the part of
thee road on thatt length of rooad that extends 3 metres from each edge of the dividing
d
striip.
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5. Road
d rules – the leggislation
n
In Australia,, there is a national
n
set of
o road rules,, the Australian Road Rules (ARR). Thhe intention of the road
rules was th
hat, when fully implemen
nted, almostt all road rule
es would be consistent thhroughout Australia.
A
This new co
onsistency would remove
e historical d ifferences be
etween jurisdictions andd contribute to safer
roads by eliminating con
nfusion for drivers.
d
We aare working directly
d
with the Nationaal Transport Commission
d Rules Maintenance Grooup to make the necessary amendmeents to the national
n
and the Ausstralian Road
road rules. In addition to the national road ruless, we are also
o working to
owards amennding state and territory
road rules.
A key comp
ponent of this campaign is
i to amend tthe road rule
es across Australia to inccrease the prrotection of
all bicycle riiders. The prrotection affo
orded by a leegislated min
nimum passing distance is both physsical and
judicial:


Phyysical:

passsing with su
ufficient distaance reducess the likeliho
ood of a crashh which can
ressult in the biccycle rider’s death or serrious injury or
o a near‐crassh which can
n
desstabilise or in
ntimidate th e bicycle rider



Judicial:

values the physsical safety oof the bicycle
e rider; creates a specific penalty to
drivvers who pass with insuffficient distance; contributes to broa der cultural and
beh
havioural change

However, in
n relation to safe overtakking behavio ur, there are
e numerous, often minorr, jurisdiction
nal
variations.
e introductio
on of a minim
mum passingg distance
We have ideentified the Australian Road Rules reelevant to the
that must b
be observed by
b drivers when overtakiing bicycle riiders. There is a subsecti on for the na
ational road
rules and on
ne for each jurisdiction which
w
includees:



Currrent status: an update of any knownn action that is being undertaken
Exissting road ru
ules with AGFF suggested aamendments including relevant term
ms

We have marked each road
r
rule witth our recom
mmended am
mendments using
u
red textt for wordingg we
recommend
d be inserted
d.
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Australiaa
Current roaad rule: Ausstralian Road
d Rules, Febr uary 2012 ve
ersion
Link:

http
p://www.ntcc.gov.au/filem
media/Reports/ARRFeb1
12.pdf

Relevant teerms as defin
ned by the Australian Rooad Rules
The followin
ng terms and
d definitions are extracteed from the Australian
A
Ro
oad Rules beecause they are
a relevant
to the suggeested amend
dments to sp
pecific Austraalian Road Rules.
Divvision 2—Rooad users an
nd vehicles
14 R
Road users
A rroad user is a driver, rideer, passenger or pedestriaan.
Notte Driver is defined
d
in rulle 16, pedesttrian is defin
ned in rule 18
8, and rider iis defined in rule 17.
15 W
What is a veehicle
A vvehicle includdes—
(a) a mootor vehicle, trailer and trram; and
(b) a biccycle; and
(c) an animal-drawn
a
n vehicle, andd an animal that is being ridden or drrawing a veh
hicle;
and
(d) a coombination; and
a
(e) a mootorised wheeelchair that ccan travel at over 10km/h
h (on level gground);
but does not incclude anotherr kind of wheeelchair, a trrain, a wheeleed recreationnal device, a wheeled toyy
or a personal moobility devicce.
Who is a driver
16 W
(1) A driver is the
t person who is drivingg a vehicle (eexcept a moto
or bike, bicyycle, animal or
o animal
draw
wn vehicle).
Notte 1 Bicycle and
a motor biike are definned in the dicctionary, and vehicle is deefined in rulee 15.
Notte 2 Drive includes be in control of — see the deffinition in thee dictionary.
(2) However, a driver does not
n include a person push
hing a motorrised wheelchhair.
17 W
Who is a rid
der
(1) A rider is thhe person wh
ho is riding a motorbike, bicycle,
b
anim
mal or animaal-drawn vehicle.
Notte 1 Bicycle and
a motor biike are definned in the dicctionary.
Notte 2 Ride, forr the rider off a motor bikke or animal-d
drawn vehiclle, includes bbe in controll of — see
the definition inn the dictionaary.
(2) A rider doess not includee—
(a) a paassenger; or
(b) a peerson walking
g beside andd pushing a bicycle.
19 R
References to
t driver inccludes riderr etc
Unlless otherwisse expressly stated in the Australian Road
R
Rules, each referenc
nce in the Rulles (except
in thhis Division)) to a driver includes a reeference to a rider, and eaach referencee in the Rulees (except in
thiss Division) too driving includes a referrence to ridin
ng.
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ARR 139
The existin
ng ARR 139 relates to Exceptions
E
fo
for avoiding
g obstruction
ns on the rooad and allo
ows a
driver to crross a continuous divid
ding line to avoid an ob
bstacle.
We recommend a new
w rule, ARR 139A be innserted to provide speccific provisioon for drive
ers to cross
ous dividing line to overtake a bicyycle rider.
a continuo
ARR 139A
139A Excep
ptions for ovvertaking biccycles on a rroad
(1) A driver onn a two-way road
r
withoutt a dividing liine or median strip may ddrive to the right
r
of the
centre of thee road to oveertake a bicyycle if—
(a) thee driver has a clear view oof any appro
oaching traffiic; and
(b) it is necessary and
a reasonabble, in all thee circumstancces, for the ddriver to drive to the
righht of the cen
ntre of the roaad to overtak
ke a bicycle; and
(c) thee driver can do
d so safely.
(2) A driver on a road with a dividing liine may drivee to the rightt of the dividding line to overtake a
bicycle if—
—
(a) the driver has a clear view oof any approaaching trafficc; and
(b) it iss necessary and
a reasonablle, in all the circumstances, for the drriver to drivee to the right
of thhe dividing line
l to overtaake a bicyclee; and
(c) the driver can do so safely.
o a broken
(3) For subsectiion (2), if thee dividing linne is a single continuous dividing linee to the left of
nuous dividinng line only or 2 parallel continuous ddividing linees, the
diviiding line, a single contin
hazzard in drivinng to the righ
ht of such a ddividing line must be takeen into accouunt in decidin
ng whether
it iss reasonable to drive to th
he right of thhe dividing liine.
(4) A driver maay drive on a dividing striip, or on or over
o
a single continuous lline, or 2 parrallel
conntinuous liness, along a sid
de of or surroounding a paainted island, to overtake a bicycle if—
—
(a) the driver has a clear view oof any approaaching trafficc; and
(b) it iss necessary and
a reasonablle to drive on
n the dividing strip or paiinted island to
t overtake
a biicycle; and
(c) the driver can do so safely.
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ARR 144
144 Keepin
ng a safe disttance when overtaking
(1) A driveer overtaking a vehicle—
(a) must pass thhe vehicle at a sufficient ddistance to av
void a collisiion with the vehicle or ob
bstructing
the path of the vehicle;
v
and
(b) must not retuurn to the maarked lane orr line of trafffic where thee vehicle is trravelling unttil the driver
is a sufficient diistance past the
t vehicle too avoid a colllision with the
t vehicle orr obstructing
g the path of
the vehicle.
(2)

Forr the purposees of this subsection 144( 1)(a), a suffi
ficient distance for passinng a bicycle means:
m
(a) a lateral disttance of not less
l than 1 m
metre if the ap
pplicable speeed-limit doees not exceed
d 60 km/h;
andd
(b) a lateral disttance of not less
l than 1.5 metres if thee applicable speed-limit eexceeds 60 km/h.
k

Notes
A sufficientt distance forr subsection 144(2), is thhe lateral disttance measurred from the furthest righ
ht side of the
bicycle or bbicycle’s rideer to the left side
s of the drriver’s vehiccle including mirrors or oother projectiions
including trrailers and otther attachmeents.
This ARR aapplies at all times, includ
ding when thhe bicycle is travelling in
n a marked biicycle lane.
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ARR 146
146 Drivingg within a siingle markeed lane or lin
ne of traffic
(1) A driverr on a multi-llane road mu
ust drive so th
the driver's vehicle is com
mpletely in a marked lanee, unless the
driver is—
(a) entering a paart of the roaad of 1 kind ffrom a part of
o the road off another kinnd (for examp
ple, moving
to oor from a servvice road or a shoulder oof the road); or
o
(b) entering or leaving
l
the ro
oad; or
(c) moving from
m 1 marked lane to anothher marked laane; or
(d) overtaking a bicycle; or
(e) avoiding an obstruction; or
(f) oobeying a traaffic control device applyying to the marked
m
lane; or
(g) permitted too drive in more than 1 maarked lane un
nder this regu
ulation.
n
Explanation
The use of tthe term “ob
bstruction” in
n ARR 146 exxcludes a veh
hicle that is travelling
t
moore slowly th
han other
vehicles” beecause of thee definition in
i the Dictionnary of the ARRs.
A
The suggestted insertion
n of the word
ds “overtake a bicycle” addresses thiss exclusion aand promote
es safe
driving wheen a vehicle is being delayyed by a bicyycle.

ARR 147
147 Movingg from one marked
m
lanee to anotherr marked lan
ne across a continuous
c
lline separatting the
lanes
(1) A driveer on a multi--lane road mu
ust not movee from 1 marrked lane to another
a
markked lane by crossing
c
a
continuous line separatinng the lanes unless—
(a) the driver is oveertaking a biccycle; or
(b) the driver is avooiding an obsstruction; or
(c) the ddriver is obeyying a trafficc control devvice applying
g to the first marked
m
lane;; or
(d) the ddriver is perm
mitted to driv
ve in both m
marked lanes under
u
subsecction (2); or
(e) eitheer of the marrked lanes is a special pur
urpose lane in
n which the driver
d
is perm
mitted to driv
ve under
this regulatiion and the driver
d
is mov
ving to or froom the speciaal purpose lan
ne.
Explanation
n
The use of tthe term “ob
bstruction” in
n ARR 147 exxcludes a veh
hicle that is travelling
t
moore slowly th
han other
vehicles” beecause of thee definition in
i the Sched ule 5 Diction
nary of the ARRs.
The suggestted insertion
n of the word
ds “the driveer is overtaking a bicycle”” addresses tthis exclusion
n and
promotes saafe driving when
w
a vehicle is being deelayed by a bicycle.
b
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Australiaan Capital Territory

Current roaad rule: Ausstralian Road
d Rules, Febr uary 2012 ve
ersion
Link:

http
p://www.ntcc.gov.au/filem
media/Reports/ARRFeb1
12.pdf

The road ru
ules in the Au
ustralian Cap
pital Territoryy (ACT) autho
orised by the
e ACT Parliam
mentary Cou
unsel are:
Road Transp
port (Safety and Traffic Managemen
M
t) Australian
n Road Rules Incorporatioon 2013 (No 1).
The specificc rules that reelate to intro
oducing a miinimum safe passing disttance when ddrivers overttake bike
riders are as provided fo
or the Austra
alian Road R ules above.
c
to the Australiann Road Ruless will lead to an adoptionn of those am
mendments
We anticipaate that the changes
in the ACT.
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New South Wales
Current roaad rule: Roaad Rules 2008 under the Road Transp
port Act 2013
3
Link:
http://w
www.legislattion.nsw.govv.au/maintopp/view/inforrce/subordleg+179+20088+cd+0+N
Notice of Biill tabled in NSW
N
Parliam
ment by Gree ns MP and Member
M
for Balmain
B
Jam
mie Parker MP
P. A Road
Rules amen
ndment bill iss being drafted.
Relevant teerms as defin
ned by the NSW
N
Road Ruules
The followin
ng terms and
d definitions are extracteed from the NSW
N
Road Rules becausee they are re
elevant to
the suggestted amendments to specific NSW Roaad Rules.
Division 2—
—Road userrs and vehiclles
14 Road ussers
A road userr is a driver, rider, passen
nger or pedesstrian.
15 What is a vehicle
A vehiccle includes::
(a) a motor vehhicle, trailer and
a tram, andd
(b) a bicycle, annd
(c) an animal-ddrawn vehiclee, and an aniimal that is being
b
ridden or drawing a vehicle, and
d
(d) a combinatiion, and
(e) a motorisedd wheelchair that can travvel at over 10
0 kilometres per hour (onn level groun
nd),
but does not incclude anotherr kind of wheeelchair, a trrain, or a wheeeled recreattional device or wheeled
toy..
Note. Varioous terms men
ntioned in thhis rule are defined in thee Dictionary.
16 Who is a driver
(1) A driverr is the persoon who is driving a vehic le (except a motor bike, bicycle,
b
anim
mal or animaal drawn
vehicle).
(2) Howeveer, a driver dooes not inclu
ude a person pushing a motorised
m
wheeelchair.
17 Who is a rider
(1) A rider is the personn who is ridin
ng a motor bbike, bicycle,, animal or an
nimal-drawnn vehicle.
(2) A rider does not include—
(a) a passenger; or
(b) a personn walking besside and pushing a bicyc le.
19 References to driver includes riider etc
Unless otheerwise expresssly stated in
n these Ruless, each refereence in these Rules (exceppt in this Div
vision) to a
driver incluudes a referennce to a riderr, and each reeference in th
hese Rules (eexcept in thiss Division) to
t driving
includes a rreference to riding.
r
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Rule 139
The existingg Rule 139 reelates to Exceeptions for aavoiding obsttructions on the road andd allows a driver to crosss
a continuou
us dividing lin
ne to avoid an
a obstacle.
We recomm
mend a new rule, Rule 13
39A be insertted to provid
de specific prrovision for ddrivers to cro
oss a
continuous dividing linee to overtake
e a bicycle ridder.
Rule 139A
139A Excep
ptions for ovvertaking biccycles on a rroad
(1) A driver onn a two-way road
r
withoutt a dividing liine or median strip may ddrive to the right
r
of the
centre of thee road to oveertake a bicyycle if—
(a) thee driver has a clear view oof any appro
oaching traffiic; and
(b) it is necessary and
a reasonabble, in all thee circumstancces, for the ddriver to drive to the
righht of the cen
ntre of the roaad to overtak
ke a bicycle; and
(c) thee driver can do
d so safely.
(2) A driver on a road with a dividing liine may drivee to the rightt of the dividding line to overtake a
bicycle if—
—
(a) the driver has a clear view oof any approaaching trafficc; and
(b) it iss necessary and
a reasonablle, in all the circumstances, for the drriver to drivee to the right
of thhe dividing line
l to overtaake a bicyclee; and
(c) the driver can do so safely.
o a broken
(3) For subsectiion (2), if thee dividing linne is a single continuous dividing linee to the left of
nuous dividinng line only or 2 parallel continuous ddividing linees, the
diviiding line, a single contin
hazzard in drivinng to the righ
ht of such a ddividing line must be takeen into accouunt in decidin
ng whether
it iss reasonable to drive to th
he right of thhe dividing liine.
(4) A driver maay drive on a dividing striip, or on or over
o
a single continuous lline, or 2 parrallel
conntinuous liness, along a sid
de of or surroounding a paainted island, to overtake a bicycle if—
—
(a) the driver has a clear view oof any approaaching trafficc; and
(b) it iss necessary and
a reasonablle to drive on
n the dividing strip or paiinted island to
t overtake
a biicycle; and
(c) the driver can do so safely.
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Rule 144
144 Keepin
ng a safe disttance when overtaking
(1) A driveer overtaking a vehicle—
(a) must pass thhe vehicle at a sufficient ddistance to av
void a collisiion with the vehicle or ob
bstructing
the path of the vehicle;
v
and
(b) must not retuurn to the maarked lane orr line of trafffic where thee vehicle is trravelling unttil the driver
is a sufficient diistance past the
t vehicle too avoid a colllision with the
t vehicle orr obstructing
g the path of
the vehicle.
(2) For the purposes of this subrule 144(1)(a), a sufficient distance
d
for passing
p
a bicyycle means:
(a) a distance off not less thaan 1 m if the applicable sp
peed-limit do
oes not exceeed 60 km/h; and
(b) a distance off not less thaan 1.5 m if thhe applicablee speed-limit exceeds 60 kkm/h.
Notes
A sufficientt distance forr subrule 144
4(2), is the laateral distancce measured from the furtthest right side of the
bicycle or bbicycle’s rideer to the left side
s of the drriver’s vehiccle including mirrors or oother projectiions
including trrailers and otther attachmeents.
This rule appplies at all tiimes, includiing when thee bicycle is trravelling in a bicycle lane
ne.
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Rule 146
146 Drivingg within a siingle markeed lane or lin
ne of traffic
(1) A driverr on a multi-llane road mu
ust drive so th
the driver's vehicle is com
mpletely in a marked lanee, unless the
driver is—
(a) entering a paart of the roaad of one kinnd from a parrt of the road of another kkind (for example,
movving to or froom a service road or a shhoulder of thee road); or
(b) entering or leaving
l
the ro
oad; or
(c) moving from
m one marked
d lane to anoother marked
d lane; or
(d) overtaking a bicycle; or
(e) avoiding an obstruction; or
(f) oobeying a traaffic control device applyying to the marked
m
lane; or
(g) permitted too drive in more than one m
marked lane under another provision of these Rulles.
n
Explanation
The use of tthe term “ob
bstruction” in
n Rule 146 exxcludes a vehicle that is travelling
t
moore slowly th
han other
vehicles” beecause of thee definition in
i the Dictionnary of the NSW
N
Road Ru
ules.
The suggestted insertion
n of the word
ds “overtake a bicycle” addresses thiss exclusion aand promote
es safe
driving wheen a vehicle is being delayyed by a bicyycle.

Rule 147
147 Movingg from one marked
m
lanee to anotherr marked lan
ne across a continuous
c
lline separatting the
lanes
(1) A driveer on a multi--lane road mu
ust not movee from one marked
m
lane to
t another maarked lane by crossing a
continuous line separatinng the lanes unless—
(c) the driver is oveertaking a biccycle; or
(d) the driver is avooiding an obsstruction; or
(c) the ddriver is obeyying a trafficc control devvice applying
g to the first marked
m
lane;; or
(d) the ddriver is perm
mitted to driv
ve in both m
marked lanes under
u
anotheer provision oof these Rulees; or
(e) eitheer of the marrked lanes is a special pur
urpose lane in
n which the driver
d
is perm
mitted to driv
ve under
these Rules and the drivver is moving
g to or from tthe special purpose lane.
n
Explanation
The use of tthe term “ob
bstruction” in
n Rule 147 exxcludes a vehicle that is travelling
t
moore slowly th
han other
vehicles” beecause of thee definition in
i the Dictionnary of the NSW
N
Road Ru
ules.
The suggestted insertion
n of the word
ds “the driveer is overtaking a bicycle”” addresses tthis exclusion
n and
promotes saafe driving when
w
a vehicle is being deelayed by a bicycle.
b
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Northern
n Territoryy
Current roaad rule: Trafffic Regulatio
ons, 1 July 20013
Link:
http://notes.nt.gov.au/dcm/legislatt/legislat.nsf//d989974724db65b1482
2561cf0017ccbd2/5a4b7f36844c2bb2
2
69257b040007d5e7e?Op
penDocumen
nt

ules are madde as regulatiions under
According to the Northeern Territoryy (NT) Traffic Regulationss, the road ru
t Australiaan Road Rule
es will lead
the Australiian Road Rules. Thereforre we anticippate that the changes to the
to an adopttion of thosee amendments in the NT.
The AGF is yyet to take any direct acttion in the NTT. We welco
ome the oppo
ortunity to ddiscuss the po
ossibility to
amend the road rules in
n the NT.
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Queenslaand

ad Rules) Reggulation 200
09
Current roaad rule: Transport Operations (Roadd Use Managgement – Roa
Link:

ps://www.legislation.qldd.gov.au/LEGISLTN/CURR
RENT/T/TranttOpRURR09..pdf
http

—Road userrs and vehiclles
Division 2—
14 Road ussers
A road userr is a driver, rider, passen
nger or pedesstrian.
15 What is a vehicle
A vehicle inncludes—
(a) a motor vehiicle, trailer and
a tram; andd
(b) a bicycle; annd
(c) an animal-drrawn vehiclee, and an anim
mal that is beeing ridden or
o drawing a vehicle; and
d
(d) a combinatioon; and
(e) a motorised wheelchair that
t can traveel at over 10k
km/h (on lev
vel ground);
but does nott include anoother kind off wheelchair,, a train, a wh
heeled recreaational devicce, a wheeled
d toy or a
personal moobility devicee.
16 Who is a driver
(1) A driverr is the persoon who is driving a vehic le (except a motor bike, bicycle,
b
anim
mal or animaal drawn
vehicle).
(2) Howeveer, a driver dooes not inclu
ude a person pushing a motorised
m
wheeelchair.
17 Who is a rider
(1) A rider is the personn who is ridin
ng a motorbiike, bicycle, animal or an
nimal-drawn vehicle.
(2) A rider does not include—
(a) a passenger; or
(b) a person wallking beside and pushingg a bicycle.
19 Reference to driverr includes rid
der etc.
Unless otheerwise expresssly stated in
n this regulatiion, a referen
nce in this reegulation (exxcept in this division)—
d
(a) tto a driver, includes
i
a refference to a rrider; and
(b) to driving, inncludes a refference to ridding.
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Section 1339
The existin
ng Section 139
1 relates to
t Exceptionns for avoid
ding obstrucctions on thee road and allows a
driver to crross a continuous divid
ding line to avoid an ob
bstacle.
We recommend a new
w rule, Secttion 139A bee inserted to
t provide specific
s
provvision for drrivers to
ntinuous divviding line to overtake a bicycle rid
der.
cross a con
Section 1399A
139A Excep
ptions for ovvertaking biccycles on a rroad
(1) A driver onn a two-way road
r
withoutt a dividing liine or median strip may ddrive to the right
r
of the
centre of thee road to oveertake a bicyycle if—
(a) thee driver has a clear view oof any appro
oaching traffiic; and
(b) it is necessary and
a reasonabble, in all thee circumstancces, for the ddriver to drive to the
righht of the cen
ntre of the roaad to overtak
ke a bicycle; and
(c) thee driver can do
d so safely.
(2) A driver on a road with a dividing liine may drivee to the rightt of the dividding line to overtake a
bicycle if—
—
(a) the driver has a clear view oof any approaaching trafficc; and
(b) it iss necessary and
a reasonablle, in all the circumstances, for the drriver to drivee to the right
of thhe dividing line
l to overtaake a bicyclee; and
(c) the driver can do so safely.
o a broken
(3) For subsectiion (2), if thee dividing linne is a single continuous dividing linee to the left of
nuous dividinng line only or 2 parallel continuous ddividing linees, the
diviiding line, a single contin
hazzard in drivinng to the righ
ht of such a ddividing line must be takeen into accouunt in decidin
ng whether
it iss reasonable to drive to th
he right of thhe dividing liine.
(4) A driver maay drive on a dividing striip, or on or over
o
a single continuous lline, or 2 parrallel
conntinuous liness, along a sid
de of or surroounding a paainted island, to overtake a bicycle if—
—
(a) the driver has a clear view oof any approaaching trafficc; and
(b) it iss necessary and
a reasonablle to drive on
n the dividing strip or paiinted island to
t overtake
a biicycle; and
(c) the driver can do so safely.
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Section 1444
144 Keepin
ng a safe disttance when overtaking
(1) A driveer overtaking a vehicle—
(a) must pass thhe vehicle at a sufficient ddistance to av
void a collisiion with the vehicle or ob
bstructing
the path of the vehicle;
v
and
(b) must not retuurn to the maarked lane orr line of trafffic where thee vehicle is trravelling unttil the driver
is a sufficient diistance past the
t vehicle too avoid a colllision with the
t vehicle orr obstructing
g the path of
the vehicle.
(2)

Forr the purposees of this subsection 144( 1)(a), a suffi
ficient distance for passinng a bicycle means:
m
(a) a lateral disttance of not less
l than 1 m
metre if the ap
pplicable speeed-limit doees not exceed
d 60 km/h;
andd
(b) a lateral disttance of not less
l than 1.5 metres if thee applicable speed-limit eexceeds 60 km/h.
k

Notes
A sufficientt distance forr subsection 144(2), is thhe lateral disttance measurred from the furthest righ
ht side of the
bicycle or bbicycle’s rideer to the left side
s of the drriver’s vehiccle including mirrors or oother projectiions
including trrailers and otther attachmeents.
This sectionn applies at all
a times, inclluding whenn the bicycle is travelling in a marked bicycle lanee.
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Section 1446
146 Drivingg within a siingle markeed lane or lin
ne of traffic
(1) A driverr on a multi-llane road mu
ust drive so th
the driver's vehicle is com
mpletely in a marked lanee, unless the
driver is—
(a) entering a paart of the roaad of 1 kind ffrom a part of
o the road off another kinnd (for examp
ple, moving
to oor from a servvice road or a shoulder oof the road); or
o
(b) entering or leaving
l
the ro
oad; or
(c) moving from
m 1 marked lane to anothher marked laane; or
(d) overtaking a bicycle; or
(e) avoiding an obstruction; or
(f) oobeying a traaffic control device applyying to the marked
m
lane; or
(g) permitted too drive in more than 1 maarked lane un
nder this regu
ulation.
n
Explanation
The use of tthe term “ob
bstruction” in
n Section 1466 excludes a vehicle thatt is travellingg more slowlyy than other
vehicles” beecause of thee definition in
i the Sched ule 5 Diction
nary of the Queensland
Q
RRoad Rules.
The suggestted insertion
n of the word
ds “overtake a bicycle” addresses thiss exclusion aand promote
es safe
driving wheen a vehicle is being delayyed by a bicyycle.

Section 1447
147 Movingg from one marked
m
lanee to anotherr marked lan
ne across a continuous
c
lline separatting the
lanes
(1) A driveer on a multi--lane road mu
ust not movee from 1 marrked lane to another
a
markked lane by crossing
c
a
continuous line separatinng the lanes unless—
(e) the driver is oveertaking a biccycle; or
(f) the driver is avooiding an obsstruction; or
(c) the ddriver is obeyying a trafficc control devvice applying
g to the first marked
m
lane;; or
(d) the ddriver is perm
mitted to driv
ve in both m
marked lanes under
u
subsecction (2); or
(e) eitheer of the marrked lanes is a special pur
urpose lane in
n which the driver
d
is perm
mitted to driv
ve under
this regulatiion and the driver
d
is mov
ving to or froom the speciaal purpose lan
ne.
n
Explanation
The use of tthe term “ob
bstruction” in
n Section 1477 excludes a vehicle thatt is travellingg more slowlyy than other
vehicles” beecause of thee definition in
i the Sched ule 5 Diction
nary of the Queensland
Q
RRoad Sections.
The suggestted insertion
n of the word
ds “the driveer is overtaking a bicycle”” addresses tthis exclusion
n and
promotes saafe driving when
w
a vehicle is being deelayed by a bicycle.
b
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South Au
ustralia
On 3 July 20013, Greens Leader Markk Parnell intrroduced Bill into
i
the Soutth Australiann State Parlia
ament that
requires driivers to leavee a gap of at least one m etre when passing
p
bicycle riders on tthe road.

Submitted B
Bill:

Roaad Traffic (Ovvertaking Biccycles) Amen
ndment bill
An Act
A to amend the Road TTraffic Act 19
961

Link:

http
p://www.ausstlii.edu.au/aau/legis/sa/b
bill/rtbab201
13383/

The submittted Bill is inccluded below
w.
The Parliam
ment of Sou
uth Australia
a enacts as ffollows:
Part 1—Prreliminary
1—Short tiitle
Thiis Act may be cited as thee Road Trafffic (Overtakin
ng Bicycles) Amendmentt Act 2013.

2—Commeencement
Thiis Act will coome into opeeration 2 monnths after thee day on whicch it is assennted to by thee Governor.

3—Amendment provissions
t amendment of a speccified Act am
mends the
In tthis Act, a prrovision undeer a heading referring to the
Actt so specifiedd.
mendment of
o Road Traff
ffic Act 19611
Part 2—Am
4—Insertioon of section
n 92
After section 911 insert:
92—Ovvertaking orr passing biccycles
(1)

A driver
d
of a mootor vehicle must, while overtaking oor passing a person
p
who
is riiding a bicyccle, ensure th
hat at least th
he prescribedd minimum distance
d
is
maiintained at alll times betw
ween the motor vehicle annd the bicyclle.

(2)

Thee driver of a motor vehiclle who is oveertaking or ppassing the riider of a
bicy
ycle in accorrdance with subsection
s
(1
1) may, for thhat purpose—
—
(a)

drive too the right off a dividing liine or the cenntre of the ro
oad in
accordaance with rulle 139 of the Australian R
Road Rules; or

(b)

drive inn more than 1 marked lan
ne or line of ttraffic (proviided that in
movingg to do so he or she gives way in accoordance with rule 148 of
the Ausstralian Road
d Rules as if moving from
m 1 marked lane
l
or line
of traffi
fic to anotherr); or

(c)

cross a continuous line
l separatin
ng marked laanes as if rulee 147 of
the Ausstralian Road
d Rules appliied.

(3) In this section—
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(a)

centre oof the road, dividing linee, give way, lline of traffiic, marked
lane annd overtake have
h
the same respective meanings ass in
the Ausstralian Road
d Rules;
passingg, in relation to the driverr of a motor vvehicle passiing the rider
of a biccycle, does not include paassing a riderr who is trav
velling in the
oppositte direction to
o that in which the driverr is travelling
g;
prescribbed minimum
m distance, in relation too the driver of
o a motor
vehicle overtaking or
o passing th
he rider of a bbicycle, means —
(i)

if th
he speed lim
mit applicablee to the driver of the
motor vehicle for
f the lengthh of road on which
w
the
driv
ver is driving
g does not exxceed 60 kilo
ometres per
hou
ur—1 metre;

(ii)

if th
he speed lim
mit does exceeed 60 kilomeetres per
hou
ur—1.5 metres,

i measured horizontally between thee extremities
where tthe distance is
of the m
motor vehiclee and bicyclee extended inn a vertical plane;
(b)

(c)

a refereence to a mottor vehicle orr bicycle inccludes a referrence to the
followinng:
(i)

the whole of thee motor vehiicle or bicyclle, including
der and any ppassenger, eq
quipment,
the driver or rid
ment;
load or attachm

(ii)

ny vehicle beiing towed by
y the motor
the whole of an
hicle or bicyccle, includingg any passen
nger,
veh
equ
uipment, load
d or attachmeent;

a refereence to the Australian Road Rules is a reference to
o the rules
as in foorce at the tim
me this sectio
on comes intoo operation.
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Tasmaniaa
Current roaad rule: Roaad Rules 2009 (S.R. 2009,, No. 142)
Link:
http://www
w.thelaw.tas..gov.au/tocvview/index.w
w3p;cond=all;doc_id=%2B
B142%2B20009%2BAT%40EN%2B201
1
309240000000;histon=;p
prompt=;rec=
=;term=roadd

n in Tasmania. We welcoome the oppo
ortunity to discuss
d
the poossibility to amend
a
the
Action is yet to be taken
n the Tasmania.
road rules in
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Victoria
Current roaad rule: Roaad Safety Roa
ad Rules 20009 (S.R. 94/20
009)
Link:
http://www
w.legislation.vic.gov.au/D
Domino/Webb_Notes/LDM
MS/LTObjectt_Store/LTObbjSt7.nsf/DD
DE300B846E
ED9C7CA2557616000A35
571/0986496D77D5C5944CA257BB10
001FFDAB/$FILE/09‐94srra010%20autthorised.pdff

Division 2—
—Road userrs and vehiclles
14 Road ussers
A road userr is a driver, rider, passen
nger or pedesstrian.
15 What is a vehicle
(1) A vehiclle is a conveyance that iss designed too be propelled
d or drawn by
b any meanss, whether orr not capablee
of being so propelled orr drawn, and includes—
(a) a motor vehiicle, trailer and
a tram; andd
(b) a bicycle; annd
(c) an air-cushioon vehicle—
—but does nott include a traain.
(2) Howeveer, a referencce in these Ru
ules (except in this Division) to a veh
hicle—
(a) includes a reeference to—
—
(i) an annimal that is being riddenn or is drawin
ng a vehicle;; and
(ii) a coombination; but
b
(b) does not include a refereence to—
(i) a whheelchair otheer than a mootorised wheeelchair capab
ble of a speedd of 10 kilom
metres per
hour or more; or
(ii) a whheeled recreaational devicce; or
(iii) a wheeled
w
toy.
16 Who is a driver
(1) A driverr is the persoon who is driving a vehic le (except a motor bike, bicycle,
b
anim
mal or animaal drawn
vehicle).
ude a person pushing a motorised
m
wheeelchair.
(2) Howeveer, a driver dooes not inclu
17 Who is a rider
(1) A rider is the personn who is ridin
ng a motor bbike, bicycle,, animal or an
nimal-drawnn vehicle.
(2) A rider does not include—
(a) a passenger; or
(b) a person wallking beside and pushingg a bicycle.

19 Referen
nces to drivver includees rider etc..
Unless othherwise exprressly stated
d a referenc e in these Rules
R
(excep
pt in this Diivision) to a driver
includes a reference too a rider, an
nd a referencce in these Rules
R
(exceept in this D
Division) to driving
includes a reference too riding.
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Rule 139
The existingg Rule 139 reelates to Exceeptions for aavoiding obsttructions on the road andd allows a driver to crosss
a continuou
us dividing lin
ne to avoid an
a obstacle.
We recomm
mend a new rule, Rule 13
39A be insertted to provid
de specific prrovision for ddrivers to cro
oss a
continuous dividing linee to overtake
e a bicycle ridder.

Rule 139A
139A Excep
ptions for ovvertaking biccycles on a rroad
(1) A driver onn a two-way road
r
withoutt a dividing liine or median strip may ddrive to the right
r
of the
centre of thee road to oveertake a bicyycle if—
(a) thee driver has a clear view oof any appro
oaching traffiic; and
(b) it is necessary and
a reasonabble, in all thee circumstancces, for the ddriver to drive to the
righht of the cen
ntre of the roaad to overtak
ke a bicycle; and
(c) thee driver can do
d so safely.
(2) A driver on a road with a dividing liine may drivee to the rightt of the dividding line to overtake a
bicycle if—
—
(a) the driver has a clear view oof any approaaching trafficc; and
(b) it iss necessary and
a reasonablle, in all the circumstances, for the drriver to drivee to the right
of thhe dividing line
l to overtaake a bicyclee; and
(c) the driver can do so safely.
o a broken
(3) For subsectiion (2), if thee dividing linne is a single continuous dividing linee to the left of
nuous dividinng line only or 2 parallel continuous ddividing linees, the
diviiding line, a single contin
hazzard in drivinng to the righ
ht of such a ddividing line must be takeen into accouunt in decidin
ng whether
it iss reasonable to drive to th
he right of thhe dividing liine.
(4) A driver maay drive on a dividing striip, or on or over
o
a single continuous lline, or 2 parrallel
conntinuous liness, along a sid
de of or surroounding a paainted island, to overtake a bicycle if—
—
(a) the driver has a clear view oof any approaaching trafficc; and
(b) it iss necessary and
a reasonablle to drive on
n the dividing strip or paiinted island to
t overtake
a biicycle; and
(c) the driver can do so safely.
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Rule 144
144 Keepin
ng a safe disttance when overtaking
(1) A driveer overtaking a vehicle—
(a) must pass thhe vehicle at a sufficient ddistance to av
void a collisiion with the vehicle or ob
bstructing
the path of the vehicle;
v
and
(b) must not retuurn to the maarked lane orr line of trafffic where thee vehicle is trravelling unttil the driver
is a sufficient diistance past the
t vehicle too avoid a colllision with the
t vehicle orr obstructing
g the path of
the vehicle.
(2) For the purposes of this subrule 144(1)(a), a sufficient distance
d
for passing
p
a bicyycle means:
(a) a distance off not less thaan 1 metre if the applicable speed-lim
mit does not ex
exceed 60 km
m/h; and
(b) a distance off not less thaan 1.5 metre iif the applicaable speed-liimit exceeds 60 km/h.
Notes
A sufficientt distance forr subrule 144
4(2), is the laateral distancce measured from the furtthest right side of the
bicycle or bbicycle’s rideer to the left side
s of the drriver’s vehiccle including mirrors or oother projectiions
including trrailers and otther attachmeents.
This rule appplies at all tiimes, includiing when thee bicycle is trravelling in a bicycle lane
ne.
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Rule 146
146 Drivingg within a siingle markeed lane or lin
ne of traffic
(1) A driverr on a multi-llane road mu
ust drive so th
the driver's vehicle is com
mpletely in a marked lanee, unless the
driver is—
(a) entering a paart of the roaad of one kinnd from a parrt of the road of another kkind (for example,
movving to or froom a service road or a shhoulder of thee road); or
(b) entering or leaving
l
the ro
oad; or
(c) moving from
m one marked
d lane to anoother marked
d lane; or
(d) overtaking a bicycle; or
(e) avoiding an obstruction; or
(f) oobeying a traaffic control device applyying to the marked
m
lane; or
(g) permitted too drive in more than one m
marked lane under another provision of these Rulles.
n
Explanation
The use of tthe term “ob
bstruction” in
n Rule 146 exxcludes a vehicle that is travelling
t
moore slowly th
han other
vehicles” beecause of thee definition in
i the Dictionnary of the Victorian
V
Roa
ad Rules.
The suggestted insertion
n of the word
ds “overtake a bicycle” addresses thiss exclusion aand promote
es safe
driving wheen a vehicle is being delayyed by a bicyycle.

Rule 147
147 Movingg from one marked
m
lanee to anotherr marked lan
ne across a continuous
c
lline separatting the
lanes
(1) A driveer on a multi--lane road mu
ust not movee from one marked
m
lane to
t another maarked lane by crossing a
continuous line separatinng the lanes unless—
(a) the driver is oveertaking a biccycle; or
(b) the driver is avooiding an obsstruction; or
(c) the ddriver is obeyying a trafficc control devvice applying
g to the first marked
m
lane;; or
(d) the ddriver is perm
mitted to driv
ve in both m
marked lanes under
u
anotheer provision oof these Rulees; or
(e) eitheer of the marrked lanes is a special pur
urpose lane in
n which the driver
d
is perm
mitted to driv
ve under
these Rules and the drivver is moving
g to or from tthe special purpose lane.
Explanation
n
The use of tthe term “ob
bstruction” in
n Rule 147 exxcludes a vehicle that is travelling
t
moore slowly th
han other
vehicles” beecause of thee definition in
i the Dictionnary of the Victorian
V
Roa
ad Rules.
The suggestted insertion
n of the word
ds “the driveer is overtaking a bicycle”” addresses tthis exclusion
n and
promotes saafe driving when
w
a vehicle is being deelayed by a bicycle.
b
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Western Australia
Current roaad rule: Roaad Traffic Actt 1974, Roadd Traffic Code
e 2000
Link:
http://www
w.slp.wa.gov.au/pco/prod/FileStore.nnsf/Documents/MRDocu
ument:247188P/$FILE/Roa
adTrfcCd20
00‐03‐e0‐022.pdf?OpenEElement

ules of the Western
W
Austrralian (WA) R
Road Traffic Code related
d to overtakiing (Division 3) is
The road ru
substantially different to those in otther jurisdicttions, in term
ms of wording and numbeering. We are yet to
undertake tthe review of the WA cod
de.
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6. Penaalties
Penalty ffor driverss
Australian LLaw is based on the philo
osophy of sellf‐regulation. Our recommendations uphold this philosophy
and supportt that both regulations
r
and summaryy offences haave a role to play in uphoolding self‐re
egulation. In
the instancee of inadverttent unsafe/illegal behavviour (as dete
ermined by the
t Australiaan Road Rule
es),
regulations (and the asssociated infringement) arre relevant. In the instan
nce where thhe behaviourr causes
harm to ano
other party, we support summary offfences under legislation.

Current rregulation
n status an
nd infring ement
The AGF assserts that thee current inffringements associated with
w ‘failing to keep a saffe distance frrom a
2 demerit pooints and $154).
vehicle wheen overtakingg the vehicle
e’, are insuffficient (e.g. Queensland,
Q
Given that o
overtaking to
oo closely to a bicycle ridder can direcctly lead to a crash that reesults in a fa
atality or
serious injury, we consider it to be a critical riskk offence and
d a penalty of
o up to 10 deemerit pointts is
warranted. As per otherr critical risk offences, it is reasonable for some offences
o
wheen the driverr overtakes
too closely, such as actions that lead
d to a bicyclee rider’s death or seriouss injury, that the driver’s licence
should also be suspendeed.
The AGF reccommends that:
1.

At a minimum, the fine (penalty units) sshould increase as per th
he rationale ffor speedingg offences
with
h an increaseed fine and increased deemerit pointss being linked
d to the injurry outcome of a crash.
Crashes that ressult in a fatality should h ave a penaltty of 10 demerit points a nd/or licence
suspension and a fine at lea
ast the equiv alent to the most severe
e penalty for speeding ($2,197, New
Sou
uth Wales).

2. Thee penalty may be partiallyy reduced byy the offende
er taking parrt in an educaation progra
am about
the road rules relating to biccycle rider saafety and vulnerable road user safetyy.
he current penalties for speeding
s
in eeach jurisdicction is includ
ded to illustrrate the existting range
A table of th
of offences that are mattched with an
a escalationn of the at rissk behaviour.
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Current pen
nalties for sp
peeding by ju
urisdiction
ACT6
A

NSW
N 7

N
NT8

QLD
D9

SA10

TAS11

VIC12

WA13

$203 + 1*

$106 + 1

$1000 + 1*

$146 + 1*

$155

$80 + 2

$180 +1

$75*

10 to 20km/h

‐

$24
48 + 3

‐

$220 + 3

$340

$150 + 3

$289 + 3

$150 + 2

21 to 30km/h

$307 + 3*

$425 + 4

$2000 + 3*

$366 + 4

$690

$250 +3

$397 + 4

$300 + 3

31 to 40km/h

$664 + 4*

15 + 5*
$81

$3000 + 4*

$513 + 6

824*

$450 + 5

$541 + 6*

$700 + 5

More than 41km/h

$181
11 + 6*

$2197 + 6*

$5000 + 6*

$1026
6+8

‐

$900 + 6**

$722 + 8*

$1000 + 7

Offence
Less than 10km
m/h

* Denotes that these offencees are not categgorised into muultiples of 10km
m/h by the jurisd
diction (e.g. in Q
Queensland the
ere is a
penalty for speeeds in excess of 14‐20km/h over
o the postedd speed limit). We
W have grouped the penalty units into 10km
m/h to
enable compaarison across the jurisdictions.

6

Taken from
m: http://www
w.legislation.act.gov.au/sl/22005‐11/curre
ent/pdf/2005‐‐11.pdf Effecttive 1 August, 2013 Penaltyy
unit value $1110
7
Taken from
m: http://www
w.rms.nsw.govv.au/usingroadds/penalties/sspeeding.htm
ml Effective 22 August, 2013
3 Penalty unit
value $110
8
Taken from
m: http://www
w.transport.nt.gov.au/safetyy/road‐safetyy/our‐safer‐road‐users/speeeding Effective 1 February,
2012 Penaltyy unit value $1
141
9
Taken from
m: http://tmr.q
qld.gov.au/Saffety/Driver‐guuide/Speedingg/Speeding‐fin
nes‐and‐demeerit‐points.aspx Effective 1
August, 20133 Penalty unit value $110
10
Taken from
m:
http://www..legislation.sa.gov.au/LZ/C//R/ROAD%20TTRAFFIC%20(M
MISCELLANEO
OUS)%20REGU
ULATIONS%20
01999/CURRE
NT/1999.2366.UN.PDF Effeective 22 Marcch, 2012. Soutth Australia do
oes not have penalty units,, instead, divission fines
range from $$25 to $60,000
0and fifteen years
y
imprisonnment
11
Taken from
m:
http://www..transport.tas.gov.au/licencce_informatioon/tasmanian_
_road_rules/rroad_safety_rrules/new_offfences_table
Effective 9 November 201
12 Penalty unitt value $130
12
Taken from
m: http://www
w.vicroads.vicc.gov.au/NR/r donlyres/8A3
3C8209‐3A64‐4332‐AA60‐
973D2A65AC
C71/0/201314
4ActRegulationsFinesandPeenaltiesRegister.pdf Effectivve 30 June 20012 Penalty un
nit value
$140.84
13
Taken from
m: http://www
w.transport.w
wa.gov.au/meddiaFiles/licenssing/LBU_DL_
_B_DriveSafePPart7.pdf Effecctive 13
August, 20133 Penalty unit value $50
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7. Concclusion
Currently six out of eigh
ht Australian states and tterritories haave preceden
nt guideliness that recommend
allowing a m
minimum of one metre when
w
drivers overtake biccycle riders. However, deespite widesspread
efforts to raaise awareneess of the need for spacee, bicycle ride
ers are being
g killed as thee result of drrivers
overtaking ttoo closely. Change
C
is ne
eeded to prottect bicycle riders, both physically annd legally.
While somee countries develop
d
and retrofit
r
theirr cities to be bicycle‐inclu
usive, Austraalian cities arre playing
catch‐up as urban development con
ntinues. To thhis end, it is impractical to
t pursue thee belief that separation
and infrastrructure repreesent the tottal solution tto bicycle rider safety.
A motor veh
hicle, travelling in the same directionn, hitting a bicycle rider from behind is the most common
c
crash type tthat results in a bicycle riider being ki lled. In these
e crash typess, the responnsibility is with the
driver; the b
bicycle rider has no abilitty to protectt themselves and often cannot take aany evasive action
a
to
avoid beingg hit.
The most im
mportant roaad rule to pro
ovide protecction for bicyycle riders an
nd improve thheir safety iss the
amendment of the road
d rules to leggislate a miniimum overtaaking distancce that must be observed
d by drivers
ng bicycle rid
ders.
when passin
The introdu
uction of min
nimum overtaking legislattion will be a significant step toward s creating be
ehaviour
change as w
well as increaasing road usser awarenesss and mutual respect be
etween bicyccle riders and
d drivers on
the roads.
ute between
n bicycle rideers and drivers what is a safe
s passing distance. A legislated
A common area of dispu
nt to leave a minimum off one metre ((more in higher speed zo
ones) would remove this confusion
requiremen
and it would
d also removve the subjecctivity of suff
fficient passin
ng. The law will
w not impeede the efficiiency of the
road transp
port system.
When legisllation is ameended to include a minim
mum overtaking distance,, it will need the supportt of police
enforcemen
nt. By applyin
ng a practica
al approach tto enforcement, drivers can
c be inform
med about the rationale
behind the law and the genuine beh
havioural chaange needed
d.
d support the
e growing nuumber of peo
ople who are
e getting on ttheir bikes th
hen the
If we are to nurture and
environmen
nt for bicyclee riding mustt be made saafer. This can
n be achieved
d through th e behavioural change
brought abo
out by legislaation that requires driverrs to allow a minimum overtaking disstance when
n passing
bicycle riders.
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AGF Recommendation 1
The Committee supports amendments to the relevant Australian Road Rules to specify a minimum
overtaking distance of one metre at all times (and a minimum 1.5 metres in speed zones above 60km/hr)
when drivers pass bike riders.

2.2 Education
Education is needed across a number of fronts to improve road user behaviour. Currently ACT cycling‐
specific road rules are those specified in the Australian Road Rules (ARR). Under the ARR there are 70
distinct rules that relate directly to bike riders, including ARR15 that a bicycle is a vehicle. For road rules to
be effective, they must be understood by all road users.
In the event that these road rules are not obeyed, enforcement is required. However, education is critical
to ensure that all road users understand the requirements on the road. The road rules contribute to the
expectation of how other road users will behave.
AGF Recommendation 2
18% of the road safety communications budget to awareness/education between bike riders and drivers.
Why 18%? ‐ because bike riders comprise 18% of all seriously injured road users .

To date, there has been very little public education that has specifically addressed cycling‐related road
rules. Increased education of road rules is required as one factor that will lead to improved road user
behaviour and subsequently improved bike rider safety. In this section we present information on four key
approaches needed to comprehensively address cycling‐related education:





Cycling‐specific content in driver training and licence testing
Driver education
Bike rider education
Skills training for bicycle riders

2.2.1 Cycling‐specific content in driver training and licence testing
There are currently two main components of the drivers licensing process:
1. Driver training, such as Road Ready courses, for young drivers that focus on the Driving aspects of
the Road Rules Handbook12
2. Licence testing – theoretical and practical tests
Driver training
Learner drivers have been participants in the road network their entire lives as pedestrians and vehicle
passengers and bike riders. Before a person learns to drive they have the experience of years of
observation of other drivers and education programs as part of the school curriculum. On the path to
obtaining a licence a key step that involves government engagement is through the ACT Road Rules
Handbook.
From a bike rider perspective, this is a telling document. Beyond the Table of Contents, bike riders, referred
to as cyclists, are first mentioned on the very first page of the document in the paragraph that reads:
12

http://www.rego.act.gov.au/assets/PDFs/ACT_Road_Rules_Handbook.pdf
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Almost everything in this book applies to drivers of cars and riders of motorcycles. This
book uses the word “driver” to cover both of these groups. Most information applies to
pedal cyclists as well as an additional section for cyclists is also included (p1).

As stated above, under ARR 15, a bicycle is a vehicle, is legally permitted to be used on all Australian roads
unless otherwise signed and bicycle riders are legitimate road users. Additional text to this effect from the
very first page of the ACT Road Rules Handbook would reinforce to learner drivers, from the start, of bike
riders’ legitimacy.
This text also needs to be repeated at the beginning of Part E – Other road users. The current introductory
text does not go far enough to educate learner drivers that the roads are shared spaces and that other road
user groups are legitimate in their use of the road.
AGF Recommendation 3
Text in the ACT Road Rules Handbook be revised to clearly state the legitimacy of bicycle riders on the
road. The recommended text to be added to p1 and the beginning of Part E – Other road users (p96) is:
“Bicycles are classified as a vehicle under the Australian Road Rules 15.
Bicycle riders are legally permitted to travel on all Australian roads unless signed.”

Every year in Australia, over one thousand people are killed on our roads. In 2012, 1,304 people lost their
lives – on average 3 or 4 people every day. The frequency of deaths on our roads is no longer newsworthy
and it is only crashes with multiple deaths that tend to be included in televised news programs. It appears
that for some parts of our community, these individuals who are killed are the accepted cost of mobility.
The number of people who are seriously injured each year numbers in the tens of thousands and these
stories are rarely publicly told.
The story is the same for bike riders. While local community newspapers and online forums may report the
death of a bike rider, in 2013, to 25 October, the deaths of 11 bicycle riders (27.5% of all bike riders killed)
were not been publicly reported.
The tolerance and acceptance in Australia of the human costs on our roads must be directly challenged. It is
a broad ask, to shift the cultural approach to deaths and injuries on our roads, but changes can be made –
fundamental to the change is an increased awareness of drivers’ capacity to kill or seriously injure other
road users. Motorised vehicles with four or more wheels have the greatest capacity to kill or seriously
injure other road users including other vehicle occupants but especially non‐occupant vulnerable road
users. This potential for harm and the driver’s responsibility for harm needs to be clearly stated in all
Australian drivers’ licence handbook.
AGF Recommendation 4
The statement on p1 of the ACT Road Rules Handbook that states, “Remember: A driver licence
is not a right but a privilege granted under law” be revised to state:
“Remember: all motor vehicles have the potential to cause death and serious injury to
other road users. As a driver, you are responsible for the safe use of the vehicle. A
driver licence is not a right but a privilege granted under law”.

It is an open question as to the effectiveness of these licensing procedures in ensuring that motor vehicle
drivers develop competency and maintain competency throughout their driving lifetime. Given the
potentially lethal capacity of a motor vehicle, there is a case for increasing the regularity of training and
testing through a lifetime.
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AGF Recommendation 5
The AGF recommends that the competency of the driving and riding public be surveyed and that a
system of ongoing training and testing including knowledge of cycling‐related road rules and safe
interactions with vulnerable road users be considered for drivers observed to be needing skills and
knowledge.
Safely interacting with bicycle riders, cycling related infrastructure and a knowledge of cycling‐related road
rules needs to be a core competency gained in driver training. In the publication Road Ready Towards Your
Ps In The ACT A Learner Driver Guide13 the 22 key competencies needed to gain a probationary licence in
the ACT are listed – only one includes any reference to bicycle riders:
Warning device (Horn) The Horn is usually located on the steering wheel. It is used to
warn drivers, cyclists or pedestrians of the presence of your car. It is not meant to be used
to express your displeasure with fellow motorists or to attract the attention of friends etc.
(p2)

The ACT Government has a direct role to play to ensure that the skills drivers need to safely interact with
bicycle riders, cycling‐related infrastructure and knowledge of cycling‐related road rules are gained during
the driver training process and are included as a key competency to qualify for a probationary licence.
AGF Recommendation 6
An additional key competency be added to the Road Ready Towards Your Ps In The ACT A Learner Driver
Guide that includes information about safely interacting with bicycle riders, cycling‐related infrastructure
and knowledge of cycling‐related road users.

It is noted that the language in the ACT Road Rules Handbook is heavily skewed towards drivers, for
instance the handbook description of the Safe System (p14) is written as if the Safe System is entirely for
driver safety. This needs reworking and an emphasis on the risks that driving large‐mass motor vehicles
places on the community, including other vehicle occupants and non‐occupant vulnerable road users, and
the consequent responsibility on drivers.
AGF Recommendation 7
The text related to the Safe System be revised to be inclusive of all road users.
Driving licence testing – theoretical
There are significant gaps in the written testing process in relation to how learner drivers are tested about
interacting with bike riders, cycling related infrastructure and their knowledge of cycling‐related road rules.
Staff from the ACT Road Transport Authority, Road Ready centre advised that each learner licence test
consisted of 35 questions, generated from a test bank of 106 questions. It was not known how many
questions related to bicycle riders, cycling infrastructure or cycling‐related road rules were included in the
test bank. The 35 question test was divided into the following three sections:

13

http://www.rego.act.gov.au/assets/PDFs/towardsyourps.pdf
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Table 1 ACT learner driver test by category
Number of
Topic
questions
10
Drugs and alcohol (x3); Seat belts (x2); Intersections (x5)
10
Car general
10
Driving general
 May include questions on bicycle riders, cycling‐related
infrastructure or cycling‐related road rules

Correct responses
needed to pass
10
8
8

It was not known how many of the questions in the test bank related to bicycles and Road Ready centre
staff advised that it would be possible that someone could sit a test for their licence and not have to
answer any questions related to bike riders.
This formal testing process must be amended to include the existing road rules about sharing the road with
bike riders and interacting with bicycle riders and cycling‐related infrastructure.
The AGF acknowledges that there is a potential perception that additional questions may be considered
onerous however, given the enormous potential for harm that can be caused by any driver of a motorised
vehicle, we consider adequate questioning about vulnerable road users to be a minimum requirement.
AGF Recommendation 8
All driver licence written tests must include at least one question that relates to cycling infrastructure or
cycling‐related road rules.

Road Safety Centre staff advised that the most frequently queried test question in relation to bicycle riders
was:
Are bicycle riders legally entitled to use the roads?
1. No, they must always ride on the footpath
2. No, they must give way to cars at all times when riding on the roads
3. Yes, they are legal road vehicles and have equal rights to share the roads
This question, when included in the learner test, is part of the ‘driving general’ section which means that
someone could answer this question incorrectly and still pass their test.
It is alarming that the confusion about the answer to this question was frequent enough to warrant
comment from the Road Ready centre staff. This question needs to be asked of all learner applicants and
answered correctly to pass the test.
Knowledge that bicycles are legally recognised as vehicles is fundamental to influencing a broader cultural
change on our roads.
AGF Recommendation 9
All driver licence written tests must include the question: Are bicycle riders legally entitled to use the
roads? This question is in addition to questions added as per AGF Recommendation 8.

Driving licence testing – practical
The practical driving test in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) requires demonstrated achievement of 22
competencies in order to obtain a provisional car driver licence.
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As outlined in the ACT Road Rules Handbook (2013:97), motorists must take care and show consideration
when sharing the roads with bicycle riders, who have the same legal rights and obligations as other road
users. A person taking a driving test is expected to treat bike riders as they would a motorised vehicle. The
ACT Office of Regulatory Services (ORS) advised that examiners give as much emphasis to how people
interact with bike riders as with motorised vehicles and would advise an applicant that riders are just like
any other road user.
In the ACT, the provisional car driver licence test is assessed in percentages, with drivers tested in
automatic vehicles permitted to make 11 minor errors. Drivers tested in a manual vehicle are permitted to
make 12 minor errors. Major errors such as speeding, being a hazard, causing potential harm or causing
danger result in a mandatory fail. If an examiner needed to take control of a car during a test, either
verbally or physically, this would also result in a mandatory fail. In these circumstances, the practical test
may be ceased, the applicant would be advised of the result and alternate transport organised to return to
the venue of origin/testing station. Alternatively, the assessment may be shortened and the applicant
advised of the result upon returning to the venue of origin/testing station. Vehicles used in a practical test
must have at least a floor mounted hand brake that is accessible to the examiner which would stop the
vehicle. The examiner would advise the applicant prior to the practical test that if a situation became
dangerous they would intervene. The hand brake is tested before the test begins and is considered as a
WH&S issue for the examiner
Observation and judgement
The ORS advised that observation and judgement were some of the major skills assessed during the
practical test. The applicant is required to be aware of their surroundings and other road users, observe
hazards and take appropriate action and anticipate the presence of other road users and potential hazards.
For example, failure to give way to other road users, including bicycle riders, or poor use of judgement
when overtaking a bike rider which created a dangerous situation that required the examiner to take
control, would result in mandatory fails.
Australian Road Rules
In a practical test, failure to comply with the Australian Road Rules results in a mandatory fail, however
some examiner discretion is allowed. For instance, in relation to cycling‐infrastructure related road rules
(e.g. driving no more than 50m in a bike lane), we were advised that the measurement can make this
difficult as the examiner needs to be able to identify 50m. Without a substantial or critical error, it was
more likely that the examiner would assess the entire drive, focusing on consistency, patterns and habits. If
someone is deliberately and repeatedly disregarding the road rule, then it is likely that they have a bad
habit or a bad attitude or they do not know the road rules.
AGF Recommendation 10
Improved driver examiner training to clearly identify all measurements in relation to cycling
infrastructure including driving no more than 50m in a bike lane.
Responsible attitude
Currently, the practical driving test requires demonstrated achievement of 22 competencies in order to
obtain a provisional car driver licence; however the test does not assess an applicant’s psychological
preparedness to drive.
The ORS advised that examiners, on occasion, are able to identify an applicant’s attitude to driving from
their conversation prior to and following the practical test. For example, if someone has demonstrated a
negative attitude towards bike riders during the practical test, the examiner can discuss the issues raised
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and address the driver’s attitude, but to fail the driving test, the applicant usually needs to breach the
Learner Driver Standards. If the examiner believes that the applicant’s attitude poses a serious danger to
the community, they can exercise their discretion and fail the applicant, recommending further training and
evaluation prior to obtaining their licence.
The AGF recognises that attitudes play a fundamental part in the safety of all road users. The advice from
the ORS raises a serious concern about the efficacy of the current testing approach to identify everyone
who might have a poor attitude and pose a potential threat to other road users, but also the failure of the
current system to adequate highlight the importance of attitude on the roads.
AGF Recommendation 11
Trial psychological screening tests to identify driver licence applicants whose attitude may pose a serious
danger to other road users.
In addition to the advice received from the ORS, the AGF considers two further components to the practical
driving licence process that are critical to improving bike rider safety: driver age and maturity and vehicle
handling skills.
Age and maturity
Driver age and maturity are critical component in driver safety, and consequently the safety of other road
users. Although there is not a strict causal relationship between age and maturity (i.e. a person aged 16
years may have more maturity than someone aged 25 years), the age limit in the ACT to obtain a driver
licence is amongst the youngest in Australia. The following details were taken from the ACT Government,
Road Ready website14
15 years, 9 months

15 years, 9 months
to 17 years

From 17 years

Learner driver licence
To get a learner licence you must successfully complete a Road Ready program in
Year 10 at school or through a Road Ready Centre. You must then pass a computer
based Road Rules Knowledge Test.

Learning to drive
During the learner licence period of up to 2 years, you are encouraged to work
together with professional driving instructors and parents/supervising drivers to
ensure that you gain plenty of experience.
Provisional driver licence
There are two ways to get a provisional licence either by taking a practical driving
test or by using the logbook scheme. You are on provisional licence for 3 years and
must display "P" plates for this period, unless you complete the Road Ready Plus
(P.Off) course you also get an additional 4 demerit points allowance if you do this
course.

It is possible that greater road safety gains can be made by increasing the licensing age to 16 years for the
learner permit and increasing the provisional driver licence age to 18 years.

14

http://www.roadready.act.gov.au/c/roadready?a=da&did=1000766
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AGF Recommendation 12
Increase the licensing age in the ACT to 16 years for the learner permit and 18 years for the provisional
driver licence.
Vehicle handling skills
Greater vehicle handling skills are needed as part of driver training and the requirements of the practical
driving test. Currently testing occurs on set routes in low speed, non‐demanding situations that do not
sufficiently represent the challenges drivers will be faced with on the road when fully licenced.
Currently, the 22 driver competencies that must be demonstrated to qualify for a provisional licence in the
ACT are:
1. Good understanding of the controls, correct preparation to drive
‐ Thorough familiarity with the car’s controls and what each of one
2. Cabin drill
‐ Correct adjustment of seat, mirrors, seat belts, handbrake use, location of switches
3. Starting up procedure
‐ Check handbrake, correct gear, manual choke, steering lock, start car
4. Moving off procedure
‐ Ability to drive in moving traffic, observe hazards, avoid interference to other road users
5. Correct and smooth operation of gears
‐ Correct gear for speed of vehicle, smooth gear change
6. Steering control
‐ Smooth steering with a push/pull action
7. Turns, left and right
‐ Safe approach and execution of turns
8. Speed control
‐ Reach speed without obstructing traffic, maintain appropriate speed for limit and conditions,
appropriate distance from other road users
9. Slowing procedures
‐ Correct use of mirrors, footbrake, progressively reduce speed, allow for road surface and
conditions
10. Stopping procedures
‐ Progressively reduce speed, correct clutch and gear use
11. Hill starts
‐ Safely move off, observe hazards, avoid inconvenience to other road users
12. Give way rules
‐ Sounds working knowledge of ACT road rules, good anticipation and observation techniques
13. Reversing
‐ Reverse in a straight line, scan to rear while reversing
14. Right angle parking
‐ Safely and efficiently enter and leave a parking bay
15. Reverse parallel parking
‐ Safely and efficiently enter and leave a parallel parking bay
16. U‐turns
‐ Select a safe and legal area to do a U‐turn
17. Turning around in the road (3‐point turn)
‐ Able to quickly and safely turn the car around
18. Lane changing, merging and entering freeways
‐ Change lanes correctly, merge into traffic, enter freeways
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19. Overtakking
‐ Correct procedure and positioning ffor overtakin
ng correctly and
a gap selecction
20. Observaation skills
‐ Able to gath
her necessarry informatioon from the road
r
environ
nment and reeact accordin
ngly
21. Compliaance with the system of vehicle cont rol
‐ Memorisatiion of figure 1

ntrol (ACT)155
Figure 1 System oof vehicle con
d unfamiliar roads
r
22. Driving on busy and
‐ Apply obserrvation, judggement, anticcipation, deccision making and correcct use of vehicle control
In addition tto the typicaal driving situ
uations and tthe 22 drivin
ng competencies, we recoommend tha
at a second
componentt needs to bee added to th
he practical ddriving test. This
T second component could be con
nducted on
a closed circcuit to test vehicle
v
handlling skills. Sk ills could incclude:





Emeergency brakking
Evaasive actions in wet and dry
d conditionns
ntrolling a sliding vehicle
Con
Night driving

To be safe, drivers need
d to know the
e limits of thheir vehicle and
a how to act in an emeergency situa
ation. With
the current,, on‐road ‘tyypical’ drivingg test these sskills are nott tested and young driverrs do not kno
ow how to
handle their vehicle unttil an event occurs
o
on thee road, and then
t
it may be
b too late too manage it safely.
However, prior to testin
ng for these skills,
s
there nneeds to be an education
n componennt in the way learner
drivers are ttaught to driive. Emergen
ncy vehicle hhandling skills need to be
e part of the driver trainin
ng process.
mmendation 13
AGF Recom
Additional vvehicle hand
dling testing to be addedd to the driver licence te
est to includee competenccy in
advanced vvehicle handling skills.

15

http://www.rego.act.go
ov.au/assets/P
PDFs/towardssyourps.pdf
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2.2.2 Driver education
In a recent study in the ACT, bicycle riders reported being harassed by drivers, recounting both verbal
abuse and physical intimidation that they believed was based on the driver’s belief that bike riders should
not be on the road6. Despite the high level of cycling participation in the ACT and the extensive facilities
available to riders, there is a gap in the understanding of road rules by some drivers.
As described above, inclusion of a mandatory driver’s licence test question about the legitimacy of bicycle
riders on the road will contribute to greater understanding and help to shift perceptions in new drivers –
this does not address the awareness of existing drivers, who make up the majority of drivers on the roads
in the ACT.
The AGF has taken a leadership role in educating road users about the road rules and safe behaviours
between bicycle riders and other road users. Under the AGF platform Cycle Safe Communities, examples of
the campaigns include a metre matters, ride rules and sharing roads and paths, which are designed to
inform road users about cycling‐related road rules and behaviours.
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Nationwide a metre matters campaign delivery
Over the past four years the AGF has delivered the a metre matters campaign to millions of Australians. A
summary of the campaign’s national delivery, activation and traction is provided below.
Media
Launch Event

Date Range
Nov 09

Outdoor Billboards

Mar – Jun 10

Val Morgan Cinema

Feb – Apr 10

TVC

Jan10 – Apr11

TVC

Oct10 – Jan12

TVC

Jul 11

Sponsor Activation
(radio)
Retail In‐Store

Feb – Apr 11

AGF Events

Nov 09 – Mar
13

Sponsor Activation

Nov 12 – Apr
13

Jul – Aug 11

Dec 12

Outdoor street
signage (JC Decaux)

Mar 13 – Jul 13

Outdoor activation
and multi‐media
TVC

Apr 13‐
June – Aug 13

Outdoor Billboards

Jul – Nov 13

Location/Details
a metre matters launch, New Parliament
House, Federal Minister for Transport
Tullamarine Fwy (MEL)
Westgate Bridge (MEL)
Mascot Airport (SYD)
Brisbane Airport and Pacific Hwy Yatala
(BNE)
200 Screenings (NATIONAL)
3,532 repetitions of 15 second TVC on
Ten, One HD, Foxtel (NATIONAL)
SBS Foundation grant awarded to AGF
(NATIONAL)
30 second TVC shot and incorporated into
SBS Tour de France broadcast (NATIONAL)
Co‐branded with Continental Tyres on
Mel sports radio network 1116SEN (MEL)
20,000 car bumper stickers produced and
distributed across Big W stores
(NATIONAL)
Cycling jerseys produced and sold to AGF
event participants carrying this primary
message (MEL, ADEL, CANB)
150,000 mirror swing tags co‐branded
with Europcar carrying the “amm” msg
(NATIONAL)
Coffee cup production by Brunetti Coffee
(MEL)

1,247+ individual “City Lights” panel
displays across the inner suburbs of (BNE,
MEL, SYD)
Cairns outdoor billboard, radio activation
(CAIRNS, QLD)
A metre matters 15 second TVC
‐ WIN television commercial state‐wide
(excludes Brisbane Metro)
‐ Gold Coast to Cairns SBS are state‐wide
(includes Brisbane Metro)
‐ Seven Queensland (Eastcoast) high
rotation, Gold Coast to Cairns
Major NSW metro and regional outdoor

Volume/ Frequency

50,842 Daily Views
81,000 Daily Views
18,794 Daily Views
38,970 Daily Views
Avg audience size of
200
Avg audience size of
300,000
Avg audience size of
60,000
Avg audience size of
750,000 x 25 spots
during the Tour
Avg audience of
80,000
5,000 stickers sold
with balance sold at
AGF events
15,000+ event jerseys

150,000 vehicle
rentals
20,000 “amm”
branded coffee cups
produced and sold
across 5 store
locations
3.5 million+ minimum
views
Avg eyeballs 150,000
TBA views

13 large format
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Media

Date Range
Aug – Sep 13

Print

Jul 13

Sponsor Activation

Jul 13 – Jun 14

TVC

Jul 13

Print (outdoor,
newspaper and
other)

Aug 11 –
ongoing

Location/Details
campaign (NSW)
Large format oOh Media billboards in key
locations (PER, BNE, MEL, ADL, HOB)

Volume/ Frequency
outdoor billboard
locations
13 large format
outdoor billboard
locations

Full page creative in Sydney Morning
Herald and Daily Telegraph (NSW)
Production and distribution of 12,000 co‐
branded AGF and Europcar “amm”
stickers on back of every Europcar rental
vehicle (NATIONAL)
Fox Sports inclusion of AGF 15 second TVC
nightly during 2013 Tour de France
program
A variety of councils producing co‐
branded “amm” safety awareness in their
communities, including Sth East QLD,
Mornington, BikeSafe on Bellarine
Peninsula, Warrnambool, Cairns

1.6 million+
TBC – likely to be 5
million+ over 12
month period
TBC audience actual
reach
multi 100,000’s

a metre matters campaign delivery – Australian Capital Territory
The AGF has invested in campaign activation in the ACT since 2009.
A widespread education campaign in the ACT is needed to provide information to all road users about
safely sharing roads and paths with bicycle riders.
To date the following represents some of the AGF’s work in the ACT community:
Media
Launch & associated media publicity

Date Range
2009

Location/Details
a metre matters launch, New Parliament House,
Federal Minister for Transport

External Event & associated media
publicity

2010 ‐ 2013

Amy’s Ride; Amy’s Big Canberra Big Ride

External Event

Aug 2012

AMM stickers, Big W, 4 weeks activation
nationally

TVC

2010 – 2013

a metre matters TVC, Channel 10, SBS
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Figure 2: a metre m
matters messaging in the
e ACT
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AGF Recom
mmendation 14
Increased m
mass educatiion campaigns to promoote safe driving message
es when sharring the road
d with
bicycle rideers.

Permanent Road Sign
nage
The AGF reccommends the ACT apprrove a suitabble permanen
nt road‐side sign depictinng driver‐biccycle rider
normal inteeraction in reegional areass. The purposse of this sign is to provid
de better aw
wareness to motorists
m
to
look out forr bicycle rideers using regional roads, aand to drive in preparedness to sharee the roads safely
s
with
bicycle riders.
Recommended permanent road‐sign designs th at meet AustRoads guide
elines are beelow:

Figure
e 3 Examplees of perman
nent roadside
e signs

AGF Recom
mmendation 15
Widespread
d installation
n of permanent road‐siggns depictingg driver‐bicycle rider norrmal interaction.

Currently th
he AGF is devveloping Drivve Rules, a caampaign aim
med at targetting driver beehaviour that impacts
biker rider ssafety. Suppo
orted by the New South Wales State Governmen
nt, driver behhaviours thatt will be
highlighted include:











w
opening a vehicle ddoor
Safee practices when
Loo
ok for bike rid
ders
Leave plenty of space when
n turning in frront of a bikke rider
Safee speeds – make
m
sure you can slow/sstop safely
Safee intersectio
ons – wait behind bike ridders
No horns ‐ don’’t sound your horn unneccessarily
Safee speed
Drivver distractio
on
Bein
ng alert whille driving
Indicating beforre turning
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The creativee images and
d messaging developed ffor Drive Rulees will be publicly availabble via the AGF Cycle
Safe Communities for use throughout the ACT bby governme
ent agencies, businesses, community groups and
individuals.

2.2.3 Bikke rider edu
ucation
Bike riders aalso have a responsibility
r
y to maximisse their safetty by followin
ng the road rrules and takking action
that promotes mutual respect
r
with drivers. The AGF has foccused on ride
ers and theirr responsibilities in the
Ride Right ccampaign developed in 2012
2
with suppport from the
t TAC (Victtoria).
Often road safety messaaging in Austtralia is serioous, sombre and focuses on the unsa fe outcomess of road
trauma. In R
Ride Right, we
w aimed to connect
c
withh bike riders through hum
mour with cllear messaging that
people takee responsibiliity for their own
o behavioour – invitingg a
discussion aabout safety without pre
eaching or blaaming. In tottal,
nine Ride Riight themes were identiffied, with a kkey message and
images deveeloped for each theme. For
F example , the most often
cited behavviour that enrages driverss – bike riderrs not stoppiing at
red lights (ssee Figure 3).
One of the cclear gaps in
n communica
ating road sa fety messages for
bike riders iis the lack off consistent messaging
m
– Ride Right
addresses that gap. Thee Ride Right creative
c
was developed to
t
enable local groups to use
u the messsages withouut additional cost,
and to ensu
ure the messaging is conssistent to inccrease take‐u
up in
the community. The cam
mpaign has already
a
beenn used to pro
omote
cycling safety. For exam
mple, in the six weeks to tthe lead up to
t
Ride to Scho
ool Day, the Baw Baw Sh
hire Council i n Victoria raan one
Ride Right ttheme and im
mage per we
eek in the loccal newspape
er and
on their website to raisee awareness about cyclinng safety issu
ues
and to prom
mote the eveent.

Figuree 4 AGF Ride
e Right
campaign (2013)
(

Safe behaviour messaging for bicycle riders is avvailable to grroups
and individu
uals in the ACT via the AG
GF Cycle Safee Communities16.

2.2.4 Skills training for bike rid
ders
Bike‐skills trraining is an important component oof safe cyclingg. The AGF recommendss adequately funded,
high standaard, bicycle riider skills tra
aining. This w
would ideallyy be available for all peo ple on an op
pt‐out basis.
Bike skills trraining can in
ncrease the confidence
c
oof new and returning ride
ers and increease the skillls for
existing bikee riders. Traiining can asssist bicycle ri ders to selecct appropriatte routes andd provide skills for
dealing with
h safety issuees on particu
ular types of routes. The UK funding levels for bikke rider train
ning are
recommend
ded as a starrting point. Bicycle
B
rider sskills trainingg in Britain iss funded to tthe order of £11m
£
per
17
annum .
The AGF reccommends road
r
safety education
e
an d bike skills training
t
for all
a Australiann children as a key
componentt for safer cyccling now an
nd for future bike riders. Teaching young childrenn to ride a biccycle and
engage in th
he road netw
work safely are
a key compponents to th
he approach taken in couuntries with high cycling
participatio
on. In the Nettherlands, ro
oad safety edducation beggins with children aged 4‐‐5 years of age
a and is
continued tthroughout primary
p
and secondary scchool. The AGF
A supports this approacch for Austra
alian
16

17

AGF Cycle Safe Communities http://cyclessafecommuniti es.org.au

http://www.roadsafetyggb.org.uk/new
ws/2137.htmll
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children thrrough the programs provvided by AusttCycle – a joint venture between
b
Cyccling Australiia and the
AGF. Again, funding is th
he issue and levels at thee British leve
el of £40 per student partticipating in their
Bikeability sscheme would create a viable
v
schem e 18.
e effectivene
ess of the AuustCycle proggram, as
A rreport on the
deelivered to ovver 6750 adu
ults over a thhree‐year period, has
reccently been completed and
a is awaitinng sign‐off frrom the
Fe deral Departtment of Hea
alth and Aginng19. This con
nfirms the
maany positive features of a Governmennt supported
d system
thaat provides cycling
c
skills and safety trraining on a scalable
baasis.
In the ACT aalone, AustCycle, Cyclingg Australia annd Pedal Pow
wer ACT comprise a well‐‐resourced network of
around 20 tteachers trained under th
he accredite d AustCycle‐‐Cycling Austtralia progra m.
There has b
been no ongo
oing commitment to adddressing this most fundam
mental aspecct of road safety
education. TThis has resu
ulted in disjo
ointed schem
mes and a lack of legitima
acy in introduucing these schemes
s
into the sch
hool curriculaa. A report by Eveston20 hhighlights the opportunitties availablee for providing in‐school
education b
based on a sttudy tour of the best pra ctice modelss from Europ
pe.
For a relativvely modest investment, the ACT Govvernment sh
hould supporrt the AustCyycle model’s extension
to the schoo
ol environmeent and ensu
ure a real conntribution to
o road safetyy and responnsible road usse for the
longer term
m.
AGF Recom
mmendation 16
The ACT Go
overnment provides
p
adequate and oongoing fund
ding for bicyccle rider skil ls training fo
or all
school‐aged
d children an
nd to all inte
erested peopple in the AC
CT.

2.3 Worrking 2getther – co‐o
operation
n, collaborration, communicattion
Working toggether, collaborating and
d co‐operatinng is fundam
mental to creating a saferr cycling environment
and the devvelopment of education//awareness ttools.
A recent example of this in Victoria is Sharing rooads and paths21, the new consolidatted code of conduct for
bicycle riders and interaacting with bicycle
b
riderss. This new co
ode replacess the multiplee documents that were
being produ
uced across Victoria,
V
each offering sim
milar inform
mation but with numerou s small varia
ations and
inconsistencies.
The short fo
orm documeent was the result of a coollaboration facilitated
f
byy the AGF witth key road safety
s
stakeholderrs including VicRoads,
V
Vicctoria Police , City of Melbourne, RAC
CV, Cycling V
Victoria, Bike Safe,
Monash Un
niversity, Victtoria Walks, Bicycle Netw
work Victoriaa, Cycling Pro
omotion Fun d, Retail Cyccle Traders
Australia, Baw Baw Shirre Council an
nd Morningtoon Peninsulaa Shire and was
w funded bby the Victoriian
Statewide C
Community Road
R
Safety Partnership.
P

18

http://www.dft.gov.uk//bikeability/scchools/school‐‐games‐organ
niser‐host‐schools/funding//
Rissel, C. aand G. Watkins (2013). AusttCycle: Evaluaation of the He
ealthy Commu
unities Initiatiive, Universityy of Sydney
and AustCyclle.
20
Eveston, T. (2013). The 2012 NRMA‐A
ACT Road Safeety Trust Churrchill Fellowsh
hip to study Cyycling and Roa
ad
ment, Study TTour Denmarkk, the Netherla
ands and the U
UK, Churchill Trust. In
Awareness SSchool Curriculum Developm
Press.
21
http://www.amygillett.o
org.au/assets/Sharing‐roadds‐and‐paths‐accessible‐online‐documennt‐050713‐FIN
NAL.pdf
19
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A similar iniitiative is pro
oposed for all states and territories in
ncluding the ACT to ensuure the messages for
road users aare consisten
nt and availa
able in one loocation.

Figgure 5 Conssolidated cod
de of conducct for bicycle
e riders and other road uusers (Victorria)

AGF Recom
mmendation 17
To develop a consolidated code of conduct doccument for bicycle
b
riderss and road uusers in the ACT.
A
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Safe speed

One of the most effective ways to improve safety for bike riders on the road is to reduce speed limits, in
particular in areas with high volumes of cycling traffic and town centres. Internationally, there is
recognition of the benefits of moving to a 30km/h speed limit in urban areas (see http://en.30kmh.eu). In
July 2013, the Deputy Mayor of Paris, Julien Bargeton announced plans to extend the reduced speed limit
across the city which would result in 560km or 37% of roads in Paris having a speed limit of 30km/h.

3.1 Vehicle speed and posted speed limit
This is a step worth considering for the future. It is also called for in a recent resolution from the Australian
College of Road Safety, which states22:


Speed limits should be adjusted to take into account areas of high pedestrian activity and in some
situations be as low as 30 km/h for all vehicles. A more rational and location‐specific system of
speed limits is required, based on threshold of injury.



Where collisions between pedestrians and bike riders are foreseeable, travel speeds of 10 km/h are
considered necessary. If this cannot be achieved, the environment should contain design elements
that reduce speeds to low collision‐risk levels.

The AGF supports immediate measures that facilitate safe cycling in urban areas while recognising the need
to maintain the viability of the road transport system.
Accordingly, AGF recommends that safe on‐road conditions be provided for bicycle travel by adopting in
the short term the following recommendations:

AGF Recommendation 18 Safe speeds







Shared zone trial in the Civic area to allow drivers to experience driving at speeds consistent with
walking. From a traffic psychology viewpoint this will begin to address a prevailing sense of
entitlement to drive at speeds where a crash with a pedestrian or bike rider is highly likely to
result in serious injury or death
40 km/h limits in local streets to promote liveability, safety, active trips and safe cycling
40 km/h limits on roads in areas of high pedestrian and/or bike rider activity currently zoned as
50 or 60 km/h
50 km/h limits on collector streets where on‐road cycle lanes are provided
Where on‐road bike lanes are provided, their width should reflect the speed limit assigned to
that section of road

At targeted locations, supporting infrastructure measures be introduced to facilitate smooth and safe flow
for all traffic using these roads. The beneficiaries of these changes will be all road users and not just bicycle
riders.

22

Grossbard, M. G., A. P. R. Atkinson, et al. (2012). Resolutions from 2012 Trauma symposium ‐ 2020 Vision Zero: To
share or not to share the way. Melbourne.
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3.2 Bike rider speed
Typically the issue of speed is associated with excessive vehicle speed (i.e. in excess of the posted speed
limits or inappropriate for the conditions). However, bike rider speed is also a factor that is central to how
bike riders and drivers share the road.
In the recent ACT naturalistic cycling study, Johnson et al reported on bike rider speed across the study
cohort. Of the 36 participants, the average travel speed recorded was 22.7km/h with a maximum recorded
speed of 56km/h – all recorded speeds were well within the posted speed limits.
However, bike rider speed was a factor in the interaction with drivers. In almost two third of the potentially
unsafe events identified (64.8%), the bike rider had to brake to avoid a collision with a vehicle. Some events
required the bike rider to brake heavily and often swerve to avoid hitting a vehicle as a driver had cut
across their path without adequately indicating their intention to turn.
Safe speeds from a bike rider perspective has different implications than from a driver perspective. It
appeared from the ACT study that drivers were not aware of the speed that the bike riders were travelling
as evidenced by the lack of clearance allowed ahead of the bike rider when turning left or opening a car
door in front of a bike rider. Greater driver education is needed to ensure an understanding of the potential
speeds of bike riders and the need to provide adequate clearance when sharing the road.
AGF Recommendation 19
The ACT to provide a driver focused education campaign about bike rider speed and the driver’s
responsibility to provide safe clearance when sharing the road.

On the flip side, bike riders also have a responsibility to manage their own speed and ensure that they can
stop safely and that they too travel at a speed that is appropriate for their skills levels and the conditions.
AGF Recommendation 20
The ACT to provide a bike rider focused education campaign about the need to travel at a safe speed that
is appropriate for their skill level and the conditions.
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Safe roads and roadsides

Infrastructure and design is an important feature of the Safe System framework. The principles underlying
the Safe System recognise that user mistakes and errors are unavoidable. The infrastructure design and
build should be about ensuring that consequences of mistakes are not fatal.
As we move towards a truly Safe System we will require extensive remodelling of the road network to
safely accommodate all road users in combination with a winding down of speeds of large mass vehicles
where traffic is mixed. Where higher speeds are required for productivity reasons, separated facilities for
vulnerable users are required.
The AGF supports the submission of Pedal Power ACT Inc., as it relates to improvements to the road
environment that specifically supports safer cycling in the ACT.

4.1 Investment in safe, connected infrastructure
Best practice examples of road infrastructure are found in The Netherlands, Denmark and increasingly in
Germany. The infrastructure provision in these places is distinguished by its consistency. Bicycle users can
be reasonably sure of the safety of infrastructure, the signage associated with that infrastructure, and the
continuity of treatments and consideration for users who may not be familiar with the immediate location.
By contrast in Australia, including the ACT, infrastructure is inconsistent and incoherent. Bicycle riders
cannot venture off routes they know well with any guarantee that their path will be directed to a safe
section of infrastructure.
Much of the advocacy to date concerning road safety, whether for vulnerable road users or motor vehicle
occupants, has been focussed on infrastructure. Coming out of this advocacy, one can see many good
guides as to what is desirable or, conversely, what is inappropriate or unsafe.
There are a number of sources for best practice advice on design and construction of infrastructure for
safer provision for bicycle riders and pedestrians. In the ACT, the current design guidelines23 could be
considered Australian best practice when first developed. These guidelines are now in need of review to
take into account newer designs and findings on the effectiveness of different treatments. It is understood
that this review is currently in progress. The Pedal Power ACT Inc. submission addresses the road
environment and relevant treatments extensively.
Any review requires a strategic approach and the ACT government is commended for embarking on this24
through its engagement with the development of a strategic cycle network. Funding is the major stumbling
block to achieving a sensible and safe network for people from 8 to 80. The funding levels for cycling
infrastructure in benchmark countries is orders of magnitude greater than in Australia. For instance the per
capita spend in Amsterdam is approximately $4025. This suggests a need to reprioritise our road spending
to catch up with these countries.
AGF Recommendation 21
The ACT prioritises the needs of bicycle riders and other vulnerable road users in the provision of
connected, safe, consistent infrastructure (including maintenance).

23

ACT Government (2007). DESIGN STANDARDS for URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE 13 PEDESTRIAN & CYCLE FACILITIES,
ACT Territory and Municipal Services.
24
SMEC Australia Pty Ltd (2012). ACT Strategic Cycle Network Plan Preliminary Options Report, Environment and
Sustainable Development Directorate.
25
http://www.aviewfromthecyclepath.com/2010/03/state‐of‐walking‐and‐cycling‐in‐usa.html
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4.2 Bicycle lanes and separation
The AGF supports safer cycling in on‐road, separated, and off‐road environments. The ACT has invested
significantly in on‐road bicycle lanes, separated bike paths and off‐road infrastructure to enable and
encourage bicycle riding. In regards to on‐road bicycle lanes, AustRoads provides extensive guidance26. The
minimum on‐road bike lane width prescribed under AustRoads standards is 1.2m.
In some instances such as Adelaide Avenue, the width of the lane exceeds AustRoads minimum standards.
In other instances, the width of the bicycle lane does not meet minimum requirements including along
Northbourne Ave, Canberra’s primary road transport corridor to the north of the city. Indeed, all driver
lanes along this thoroughfare are narrow. The bicycle lane also coincides with numerous bus stops along
Northbourne Ave.
As indicated earlier in this submission, the AGF recommends amendments to the relevant Australian Road
Rules to specify a minimum overtaking distance of one metre at all times when drivers pass bike riders. This
includes when there are on‐road bicycle lanes. The presence of a bicycle lane should not provide a message
to the driver that driving ‘on the outside edge’ of the lane provides sufficient distance from a bicycle rider
riding inside the lane, just as a driver would not ordinarily drive ‘on the edge’ of the roadside or gutter. The
driver must leave at least one metre at all times.
The ACT Government has recognised that further work on Northbourne Ave is required to improve the
efficiency and safety of this essential corridor, including the possible provision of a separated bike path or
lane.
AGF Recommendation 22
All existing on‐road bicycle lanes in the ACT be reviewed to meet AustRoads minimum width standards;
desirable widths (at a minimum) outlined in the AustRoads standards be applied for new bicycle lanes.

26

P26, Cycling Aspects of Austroads Guides, AustRoads, March 2011.
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Safe vehicles

Safe vehicles is the fourth principle of the Safe System approach. This can relate to several aspects of the
terms of reference for this Inquiry – regulation and design in particular. There are a number of features of
vehicles that could be enhanced to improve safety.

5.1 Motor Vehicles
Motor Vehicle Active Safety features (that prevent crashes)













Pedestrian and bicycle rider detection technology (e.g.
http://www.motorauthority.com/news/1082749_volvo‐shows‐worlds‐first‐cyclist‐detection‐
system‐in‐geneva‐video )
Driver’s side door opening warning devices to prevent “dooring” incidents
“Heads up” displays
Swerving and auto‐braking technology
Speed limiting devices
Alco‐locks – these could readily be required as standard on heavy and new vehicles
Restrictions on window tinting. Tinting – especially after‐market tinting reduces the driver’s ability
to see peripherally. In addition, it reduces external road‐users’ ability to make eye contact or
observe the visual field of the driver
Vehicle design to address blind spots
Regular servicing and maintenance
Conspicuity features – day time running lights and vehicle colour requirements

Motor Vehicle Passive Safety features (that reduce the severity of injury in the event of a crash)



Removal of front end modifications (e.g. bull bars / roo bars)
Design of pedestrian and bike rider friendly crumple zones and air bags27

AGF Recommendation 23
ACT Government fleet purchasing and upgrade decisions, including for heavy vehicles and buses,
incorporate positive criteria regarding safety features for vulnerable road users.

5.2 Bicycles
Bicycle Active Safety features (prevents crashes)





Recommendations for appropriate bicycle style and fit according to riders’ experience levels (this
may result in education programmes for retailers to emphasise a style of bike that provides an
upright riding style which may in turn facilitate scanning and hazard perception. These styles of
bicycles may also be slower and thus less likely to be involved in crashes
Conspicuity features – day time running lights, reflective and bright clothing could be considered
(under French law, bike riders riding outside urban areas are required to wear reflective vests)
Improved mirror systems

Bicycle Passive Safety Features (reduces the severity of injury in the event of a crash)

27

see http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu/bitstream/handle/2027.42/92202/102873.pdf
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Protective clothing including AA standard approved helmets, gloves and footwear. These can be
encouraged through better design, marketing and education
New technology – there are a number of developments using accelerometers. For instance they
can be used to deploy airbags for vulnerable road users (see http://www.hovding.com/en/). They
could also be used to set off an emergency beacon to call support services after a crash (This sort of
technology is currently used for the elderly as a fall detection technology). The role of government
here is arguably to establish standards and policies that will encourage the introduction of this sort
of technology where a net benefit can be established and to reduce the costs of establishing that
benefit to the extent possible

AGF Recommendation 24
ACT bicycle user education and campaigns includes active and passive safety features.
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Conclusion

When it comes to cycling, the ACT has a lot to celebrate. An extensive network of on‐road and off‐road bike
paths and relatively flat urban topography contribute to the Territory having the highest cycling
participation rate in Australia. However, the rate of bike rider serious injuries per capita in the ACT is also
amongst the highest in the country. For people to continue to cycle and for non‐riders to feel comfortable
to try their bikes for recreation or active transport, more needs to be done to ensure everyone is safe on
their bike.
In addition to the AGF recommendations listed above, the AGF also endorses the recommendations to
improve bike riders safety in the ACT made in the Johnson et al7 report. The list of recommendations is
included in full below.
Safer road users
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Development and implementation of programs designed to improve the attitudes of road users
towards cycling and bike riders
Education and awareness campaigns to improve all road users’ knowledge about sharing roads and
off‐road pathways
Inclusion of information about sharing the road with cyclists in the driver training handbook
Education about the speed of cyclists to inform drivers and assist their decision making in relation to
travelling across the path of a cyclist, or turning in front of a cyclist
Behaviour change campaign to reduce the number of drivers or passengers opening a vehicle door
into the path of cyclists
Behaviour change campaign to increase pedestrian awareness, in particular in relation to being alert
and messages to parents/children
Use of police cyclist safety campaigns to target specific driver behaviours may be effective in
educating drivers and increasing awareness that drivers have a role to play in cyclist safety

Safe speed
8.

Education and awareness campaign to increase understanding of cyclists’ actual speeds to increase
safe road user interaction (e.g. before drivers turn across a cyclist’s, before opening vehicle door)
9. Inclusion of cyclist speed information in driver licence training, handbook and testing
10. Increased awareness amongst cyclists of the responsibility to ride within their skill level and
appropriate for the environment that incorporates a safe stopping distance
Safe roads and roadsides
11. Continued and increased implementation of bike lanes with greater connectivity along cycling routes
12. Identify the intersections where cyclists are not able to activate sensors and recalibrate the sensors
or indicate where the cyclists need to cross to activate the sensor
13. Conduct a trial, with appropriate evaluation, left turn on red for cyclists at all signalised intersections
and across the ‘top’ of T intersections
14. Continue to permit cyclists to travel on the footpath in the ACT.
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Appendix A
AGF Manifesto for safer bike riding in Australia

Manifesto
for safer bike riding in Australia

www.amygillett.org.au

AGF Manifesto

for safer bike riding in Australia
Aim
To create a safer cycling environment in Australia
Background

The Australian cycling participation target is to double the
number of people riding bikes by 2016. For the last decade, every
year, more Australians ride their bike.
In 2011, 4 million people (18%) rode a bicycle. With a 45% increase
in participation (from 2001 to 2010), cycling participation is at the
highest level for 10 years.
Cycling participation is increasing – but at what cost?
In 2011, the cost of human trauma of cycling was:




35 bike rider deaths
9,577 bike rider serious injuries

Bike rider deaths have not significantly reduced in 10 years,
despite life-saving improvements in road safety for other road
users. Almost 1 in 5 (18%) of people seriously injured in all Australian
land transport crashes are bike riders.
The human trauma costs of cycling in Australia are unacceptable.
The way Australians are moving is changing – and our system is
not coping. Significant changes must be made to the cycling
environment if we are to safely double the number of people
cycling.
Action
Everyone has the right to ride in safety for work and play.

All we need is:

3, 2, 1, 0
p. 1

3

take action on
3 critical factors

2

work 2gether for
safe bike riding

1

a metre matters

0

zero bike rider
deaths from 2020
p. 2

3

Take action on
3 critical factors

Safer people
 allocate 18% of road safety communications budget
to awareness/education between bike riders and
drivers
 mandatory cycling content in driver licence process
– practical training and theory tests
 bicycle skills training/road safety in school curriculum
 police investigate all reported bike rider-vehicle
serious injury crashes*
 Review, improve, enforce rules for bike rider safety

 improve legal and regulatory protection for bike riders

Safer roads
 reduce speeds
 minimum spend for cycling facilities (federal, state,
local)
 targeted action to:

 reduce bike rider black spots
 reduce bike rider crash types
 benchmark guidelines for bike friendly towns and
communities

Safer vehicles
 new vehicle design standards that increase bike rider
safety
 maintain safe vehicles and bicycles
* all bike rider fatalities are investigated by police

p. 3

2

Work 2gether for
safe bike riding

Communicate
Collaborate
Cooperate
Coordinate

Let’s work 2gether to take action
for safer bike riding: the Amy Gillett
Foundation, federal, state and
local government, businesses and
the community.
2gether we can use scientific
evidence and international best
practice to improve safety
outcomes for all Australian road
users.
p. 4

1

a metre matters

A great start to behaviour change; mutual
respect and awareness are essential
 provides drivers with a clear, identifiable
minimum distance when overtaking bike
riders
 reduces the risk of bike rider-driver crashes

 increases bike riders’ safety
 acknowledges bike riders are legitimate road
users
 recognises bike riders are physically
vulnerable and need the protection of space
p. 5

0
Zero
bike rider
deaths
from 2020

p. 6

‘We need to
understand as a
society that we
can demand
freedom and
mobility.
And we can
demand safety at
the same time’.

Professor Claes Tingvall
Director, Swedish National
Road Administration
Vision Zero initiative
http://www.visionzeroinitiative.com/

p. 7

References
AGF mission:

Safe bike riding in Australia

AGF vision:

Zero bike rider fatalities

The AGF is committed to actions that improve safety for bike
riders in Australia. Actions must be based on scientific evidence,
rigorously reviewed information and international best practice.
We continue to push for change and we welcome all support,
collaboration and cooperation.

This document was prepared using the following publicly
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Cycling participation
•
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Australian Bicycle Council and Austroads (2011). Australian Cycling
Participation, 2011. Available at:
http://www.austroads.com.au/abc/images/pdf/AP-C91-11.pdf
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(2011). Participation in Exercise, Recreation and Sport Annual Report
2010. Available at:
http://www.ausport.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0018/436122/ER
ASS_Report_2010.PDF

Bike rider deaths
•
Australian Government. Department of Infrastructure and Transport.
Road Deaths Australia—2011 Statistical Summary. May 2012.
Available at:
http://www.bitre.gov.au/publications/2012/files/RDA_Summary_201
1.pdf
Bike rider serious injuries
•
AIHW, G. Henley and J. Harrison (2012). Serious injury due to land
transport, Australia 2008-09. Injury research and statistics series no.
67. Cat. no. INJCAT 143. Canberra: AIHW. Available at:
http://www.aihw.gov.au/publication-detail/?id=10737421997&tab=2
p. 8

Everyone
has the right
to ride in
safety for
work and
play

Join us for
safer bike
riding
www.amygillett.org.au
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AGF policy statements
The AGF updates its bicycle rider policies regularly. Please visit www.amygillett.org.au to download the
most recent release.

Safer road users
Bicycle rider education (skills)
The AGF supports adequately funded bike rider skills training for all bike riders.
Bike skills training can increase the confidence of new and returning riders and increase the skills
for existing bike riders. Training can assist bicycle riders to select appropriate routes and provide
skills for dealing with safety issues on particular types of routes. The UK funding levels for bicycle
rider training are recommended as a starting point.
Child riding education
The AGF supports road safety education and bike skills training for all Australian children.
Teaching young children to ride a bicycle and engage in the road network safely are key
components to the approach taken in countries with high cycling participation. In the Netherlands,
road safety education begins with children aged 4‐5 years of age and is continued throughout
primary and secondary school. The AGF supports this approach for Australian children through the
programs provided by AustCycle.
Bike lights
The AGF supports the use of front and rear bicycle lights for all bicycle riders.
The current law states that all bicycle riders must use front and rear bike lights in times of low light
or at night. The lights must be visible from 200m and a red reflector must be fitted to the rear of
the bicycle. Recent research evidence has also reported an association between day time bike light
use and a reduction of injury severity. The AGF supports the use of bike lights by bicycle riders at all
times to increase bicycle rider visibility to other road users.
Bicycle rider conspicuity
The AGF encourages all bicycle riders to increase their conspicuity by wearing light coloured high
visibility clothing.
Bicycle riders wearing light coloured or high visibility clothing have been reported to be more
visible to other road users, including drivers. Increased visibility has been associated with a reduced
likelihood of collision when compared to darker coloured clothing. Older drivers in particular have
more difficulty seeing riders who are not wearing high visibility clothing. ‘Biomotion’ reflective
clothing may be effective in drawing attention to bicycle riders (i.e. clothing that picks up
movements of the legs of bicycle riders, such as ankle reflectors).
Helmets
The AGF supports the current Australian legislation for mandatory helmet use by all bicycle riders.
Bicycle helmets protect a bicycle rider’s head in the event of a crash that involves a head strike.
Medical and epidemiological evidence has clearly demonstrated that bicycle riders who were
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wearing a helmet at the time of a crash sustain less severe head injuries than bicycle riders who are
not wearing a helmet.
Crash type ‐ bicycle rider‐vehicle door (dooring)
The current AGF position on dooring is that vehicle occupants are responsible for this collision type
and should be penalised appropriately, including a monetary penalty and demerit points. The
penalty acts as an important deterrent subject to it being widely promoted.
This crash type occurs when vehicles are parked in parallel bays and drivers and passengers open
their door to exit/enter the vehicle and also when a passenger opens their door to exit when a
vehicle is stationary in traffic. This crash type can be avoided by vehicle occupants looking for
bicycle riders before opening their door. Bicycle riders can minimise the risk of this crash type by
riding away from the door zone, checking for vehicle occupants through the rear windscreen and
side mirrors and riding within their skill level. Motor vehicle manufacturers should be encouraged
to develop warning systems or door locking systems that prevent door opening when a vehicle
(including a bicycle) is approaching.
Bicycle registration and licensing
At this time AGF does not recommend the registration of bicycles or the licensing of bicycle riders.
There is insufficient evidence to determine if any safety benefits would be gained by introducing
bicycle registration or a licence for all bicycle riders.
However, licensing processes typically include an educational component and the AGF does
support road safety education and bike skills training for all bicycle riders. This support for
education and training is separate to licensing. The AGF supports developing proficiency standards
as guidelines for schools, workplaces and other organisations that encourage cycling.
Cycling cameras
The AGF supports bicycle riders video recording their cycling trips.
Video recording an incident between a bicycle rider and another road user provides objective
evidence of the event that may be used to more accurately convey the circumstances, especially
from the vulnerable user’s perspective. It is possible that video recording of behaviour on the road
and holding road users accountable for their action may contribute to changing the culture on our
roads.

Safer speeds
The AGF supports measures that facilitate safe cycling in urban areas while recognizing the need to
maintain the viability of the road transport system. Accordingly, AGF recommends, where
separated bicycle paths cannot be provided, that safe on‐road “pathways” be provided for bicycle
travel through:
 40 km/h or lower limits in local and collector streets that will not only promote safety, but also
liveability, environmental amenity and health and well‐being
 50 km/h limits on arterial roads where designated bicycle “pathways” are provided, with 40
km/h limits along segments (for example, near schools and along ribbon shopping centres) with
high pedestrian and bicycle activity
 Where it is impractical to provide cycling amenities on arterial roads for reasons of constrained
road widths, that the designated bike “pathways” are re‐directed along parallel local streets
with 40 km/h limits or along separated bike paths
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The AGF recommends that, at targeted locations, supporting infrastructure measures be
introduced to facilitate smooth and safe flow for all traffic using these roads. The beneficiaries of
these changes will be all road users and not just bicycle riders.
Safer roads and roadsides
Bike paths on arterial roads
The AGF supports bicycle riders riding on arterial roads.
Currently many arterial roads in Australia have poor levels of safety for bicycle riders. Poor safety
levels relate to high speeds, inappropriate lane delineation and design. Despite these issues,
arterial roads are used by bike riders as they are often the only or best practical route for trips and
it would be unrealistic and inappropriate to exclude bicycle use on arterial roads. The AGF supports
the redesign of all roads, including arterial roads, to improve the safety benefits to bicycle riders
and other road users. This includes the importance of speed (see AGF policy on Speed).
Bikes and bus lanes
The AGF supports permitting bicycle riders to travel in dedicated bus lanes.
All jurisdictions in Australia permit bicycle riders to ride in dedicated bus lanes unless signed, with
the exception of Victoria and Western Australia. Austroads guidelines recommend that bicycle
riders be permitted in bus lanes as the preferred option to bicycle riders in the adjacent vehicle
lane.
Motorbikes in bike lanes
The AGF supports the exclusion of motorbike riders (other than permitted electric power assisted
pedal bicycles) from all on‐road facilities dedicated for bicycle riders.
Currently, on‐road bike lanes and bike boxes at intersections are designated for the exclusive use of
bicycles. The AGF supports this position as it creates a segregated space for bicycle riders and
provides separation between bicycle riders and motorised traffic.

Safer vehicles
Bicycle rider/bike detection technology
The AGF supports technology that alerts drivers of other road users, in particular to bicycle riders
and pedestrians.
Existing vehicle‐to‐vehicle technology provides advanced warning to drivers of potential road
hazards. Current developments aim to expand this technology to include non‐occupant road users
such as bicycle riders and pedestrians. The AGF supports this expansion of the detection technology
and the introduction of the technology across the Australian vehicle fleet.
Bike maintenance
The AGF supports and encourages regular bike maintenance.
Bicycle mechanical failure can be a contributing factor to bicycle rider crashes and some bicycle
mechanical failures can be avoided by regular bicycle maintenance.
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Bike trailers
The AGF supports the safe use of bicycle trailers and bicycle attachments typically used for
conjoined riding with children.
It is important that any bike trailer is visible to other road users through use of a safety flag, bike
light and reflectors. All children should wear a fitted bicycle helmet and be physically capable of
riding in the bike trailer.

